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Still the proper carp angler’s favourite read
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Old School Carping
Volume 3

The ‘Old School’ series has become one of our most popular sets of books we have ever
published. It appears that, in this fast-moving society we find ourselves more and more
anglers are keen to look back at how things used to be, where it all started, before the
commercialism that now controls our angling, before the ‘sponsored angler’, before
Facebook, the Internet, or even mobile phones! However, did we survive? It certainly was a
very different sort of carp angling to today’s high pace, remote control, Snapchatting,
wannabe blogger’s world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 3 are the anglers we aspired to, the heroes of that bygone
age who were catching carp years ago before the hair rig when not everyone could catch
them quite so easily. So, let’s take a look at what Volume 3 has to offer, and why I consider it
the best yet! But who deserves first mention, that’s the question? Well, let’s start with the
godfather of carping Pete Springate whose chapter ‘Discovering Yeoveney’ with those
amazing brace shots still makes the hair stand on end when I look at them, they really don’t
make them like that anymore. Mile Wilson’s chapter ‘Dick Walker and Me’ looks back to their
meeting, an exchange of ideas.
Savay Discovered by John Harry looks back to when John first set his eyes on the lake where
he would end up spending most of his life. My Time on Rodney by John Pope is the first of
two chapters by John looking back to his time on this Boyer Leisure venue which was making
headlines in the 1970s and 1960s before the fish were transferred to Harefield.
His second capture deals with his affair at Walthamstow Reservoirs in the eighties. Frank
Haskett may be remembered for his capture of a massive carp from the Yateley Copse Lake,
fish which inspired both Ritchie McDonald and Terry Hearn to fish there. Sadly, the fish was
never seen again. Duncan Kay was king of the bait scene in the seventies and eighties, his
chapter on bait advice still holds true to this day.
Speaking of bait, yet another bait guru was John Baker, from the next decade
to this day Johns love of bait has not only been a passion but a big part
of his life, John’s chapter makes interesting reading. Two chapters from
from Rob Maylin of their friendship plus farewell messages from dozens of
Kevin Maddocks in this volume, the first is on Ashlea Pool which Kevin
Rogers friends.
and Vic Gillings dominated way back. I remember seeing the film they
Len Arbury Passes by Derek Stritton was written just after Len left us
made at Ashlea at one or two of the shows back in the early eighties,
with kind words from his good friend Derek. Laughing Waters 1964 by
awesome at the time and still well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Bruce Ashby was written a couple of months before Bruce died of prostate
Kevin’s second chapter is a thought-provoking piece, so relevant in
cancer, some great memories and images from one of this country's
today's carp scene and asks the question " Are we just going through the
greatest and well-loved anglers.
motions".
The Start of Something by Wayne Grant takes a look back to what got
Darenth The Early Years by Steve Briggs looks back to the days when
Wayne started in this life changing hobby. In Pursuit of a Twenty Pounder
Richworth Tutti's took this venue to town. It just proved what was possible
by Dave Lane is the story of a part of carp fishing that us old timers all went
with what was nothing special as far as bait goes but if everyone piled it
through, it seems unbelievable today but the hunt for tour first twenty
in, the fish became obsessed. Jim Gibbinson was the top carp angler in
pounder sometimes took years of hard work.
the UK in his day, not only a great carper but an outstanding writer too,
Andy Little's name came to the forefront when he joined the first ever
writing a host of best sellers.
syndicate at the famous Savay Lake. His long-range tactics earned him
His chapter in this book looks at the carp scene at the time and
instant success, that combined with the first ever boillies and side hooking
dissects the best and the worst of carp angling. Gerry Savage was another
rig. Mike Oyez was yet another big name of the 70s and 80s not only a
big name at the same time as Jim, he was the angler who brought the
prolific catcher but a fishery owner too, his chapter looks back at these
first high protein carp bait to the high street, HI-Pro was its name. Gerry's
times with a sarcastic eye.
chapter epitomises the carp world as it was in the 1970s.
Finally, what has become a favourite section of these books our Old
Staines in the Early Days by Ritchie McDonald tells the story of
School Scrapbook, filled with images from a bygone age.
Longfield AKA Fox Pool before it was known and became a circuit water
It seems unbelievable that so many icons can possibly appear
for carp hunters up and down the country. We have lost several wellin one volume! now perhaps you too will see why in my
known carp anglers in the last year and we honour two in this volume.
opening lines I described Volume 3 as the best yet! I
Roger Smith Remembered by Rob Maylin and Friends contains memories
hope you enjoy, and please let me know if you agree?
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As promised last in last month’s issue once again this month we
highlight some of the great captures carp anglers have had lately
despite the problems associated with the Covid-19 virus. This month’s
cover story from Gavin Telford is a great example, a fantastic Yorkshire
50 pounder! caught at his syndicate fishery, Tyran lake. Switching it up.
from still water to flowing, Big Carp regular, Mitch Godfrey returns this
month with his latest exploits on his beloved River Trent. Mitch has
been consistently successful on this testing venue for many years and
has regularly kept us updated on his results, thanks Mitch. Ash Witham
also returns this month, this time it’s a PB mirror rom his syndicate
lake, the famous ‘Scar’.
Danny Taylor’s piece this month is a must read; Danny achieved an
incredible double when he stalked both a forty-pound common and a
forty-pound mirror on the float. Heart stopping action on a very old
school method. Russell Crisci heads back to his Kent syndicate his
month after catching the huge common featured in Big Carp last
month. Once again, he smashes it, this time a 48 plus chunky mirror.
Sean Vickers article is a cracker this month, fitting the subject of this
month’s issue to a tee. Huge carp both common’s and mirrors. Sean
reflects on a funny old season, “i couldn’t help but think about all the
decisions we make in our fishing to get the outcome we desire, and
how the small changes can make a big difference” …how true! Richard
Pearce heads South this month to Bury Lakes in Devon, one Devon’s
most prolific venues. A huge mirror made his session the best of his
fishing life. Last but not least Dave Kemp tells the tale of a gravel pit
monster that made his season.
I hope you have been enjoying our two free monthly carp magazines,
Big Carp and Free Line, see them both here - www.freelinemagazine.
com
Now I need your help! Filling 2 magazines each month means I need
twice as many articles, some people say they want to write, but never
do. If you have had a successful start back after lockdown we would
love to hear your tale. There are no picture or word limits. Simply Email
your article to info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
If you would like to join our FREE subscription list to be sent the
mags as soon as they come out Email FREE SUBBY to info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
WITHOUT YOUR INPUT THERE WILL BE NO MAGS!
Have a great autumn friends, catch a monster and send us the story,
be part of the UK’s fantastic carp angling history!

Rob Maylin

PS We are doing some great ADVERTISING deals to help everyone
through the pandemic, drop me a line at info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk if
you would like to see the deals and our media information pack.
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More Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends

Thames Carping was our best-selling book of 2019 and for a good reason. The Thames
has everything a carp angler could possibly want, plenty of water, it’s the biggest carp
water in the country, unknown stock, a stock which increases every time we have a flood,
an element of the unknown (getting more known), very rare in today’s carp scene where
every carp is flogged, logged ,blogged and caught by an endless stream of bounty
hunters.
Yes, the Thames really is the last frontier to be fully exploited. Thames carp anglers
have many attributes of old school carping, stealthy, secretive and not bothered at all by
the size of what they catch, although, like the old school, still hoping it’s the fish of a life
time when the buzzer shrieks out!
For Thames carpers the build-up too is very old school, they still have the close
season, so this time is not wasted, as it was not years ago, recce’s, baiting up, getting
baits established, building up swims, while always being conscious that to be discovered
would be the end of their hard work, so coming and going discreetly, under cover of
darkness, a covert operation. Their cards held tightly to their chests. And this is why of
course that books on Thames carping are so rare and so readable.
You see within these pages are their secrets revealed for all to see. Not blatant, no
map grids in longitude and latitude to the latest hot spots but within the lines, read only
by anglers who know what to look for. A clue here, a landmark there. All part of the
ultimate jigsaw. So why do these secretive anglers choose to write, well simply because I
ask them.
Sometimes over several years. Most eventually agree, I am persuasive, arguing at
their catches need to be documented and be part of the history books for years to come.
Which is true, and why they do it. Not for money, to promote something or even selfgratification but to be part of our great angling heritage. So that their kids and grandkids
can look back and say “look! there’s grandad with a beautiful Thames Carp. He would
spend hundreds, even thousands of hours fishing for them.
So, here’s what we have, and may I say you will not be disappointed. Some truly
amazing Thames carp, from different stretches, some urban some rural, some well in
land and some tidal, but all from the amazing’ Old Father Thames’.

Let’s start with Ash Geden, who takes the cover positions again. His 2018-19 season
made riveting reading in book one. In this volume he is back for his 2019-2020 season
with equally incredible results. Many huge carp, several over forty, the front cover
leviathan being totally new. He is a great river angler with a gift for writing, you will love
his next instalment. Simon Rumsey has been on a journey while fishing the Thames, like
many I suppose, in search of a thirty, or even bigger!
Andrew Sadler has discovered some Thames secrets during his many years on the
Thames, for you the reader, he divulges all. Graham Stevens is a Thames stalwart, having
written several articles in Big Carp and a couple of chapters in the first Thames bool he is
back in this volume to tell you how he does it. A technical A-Z for all to learn from, novice
or expert Graham has some edges for you all.
The Teddington Tank by Vince Humphreys is a chapter about a huge common, that
fish of a life time that he freely admits was totally unexpected, but that’s the beauty of
the Thames.
Thames common by Mark Cook, yes, a there’s a theme developing here, A huge
Thames common, one never to be forgotten. River Thames, Same swim, Same carp … 6
months apart by Christopher Stockley is a great account which proves how territorial
even Thames carp can be. My Love for the Tidal Thames a Brief History, By Roger Baker. Is
a trip down memory lane for all those who like the history chapters? Thirty years on the
Tidal, some huge carp too. One of my favourite Thames stories yet.
A Thames Monster featuring Pete The Pirate, is pretty self-explanatory, while prolific
Thames carp catcher Danny Boy Hill, shows us just what’s possible with a breath-taking
gallery of Thames specimens. Add to these life history articles on the Thames by Jason
Townsend, Ben Frewin, Mark Anthony, Vince Humphries, Tom James and constantan
Thames carp catch ‘The Thames Warrior’ it’s obvious that this book is another must read
for not only river anglers but al carp anglers interested in something a bit different from
the norm. A book you will read over and over again. History in the making, our UK
heritage of Thames carp.

Rob Maylin
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Shockleader

ShockLeader

What’s happening, where and when in the carp scene

£150,000 of National Lottery funding awarded to
Angling Trust towards tackling of inequalities in
sport and physical activity
T h e A n g l i n g Tr u s t h a s b e e n
awarded £150,000 of National Lottery
funding from Sport England’s Tackling Inequalities Fund which aims to
tackle inequalities in activity levels
through working with its partners to
reach those most in need as a result of
the impact of COVID-19.
The funding award will allow the
Angling Trust to directly support
community angling projects to
remain operating. This will ensure
that the priority groups who use their
services can remain active and have
access to the many health and wellbeing benefits that angling provides
for them.
The community angling projects
will be wide-ranging and help a broad
spectrum of people in various communities across the country. Typically, they include inner city angling
venues in low social economic communities, people suffering from mental health issues including PTSD,
those disadvantaged by disability,
special needs, or illness as well as
low-cost fishing opportunities and
alternative education through
angling-based activity.
Sport England’s work and contribution to Tackling Inequalities focuses

6 Big Carp

on reducing the negative impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on activity
levels in under-represented groups,
thereby ensuring that during this
period, gaps do not widen between
those who are active and those who
are not.
With a strong understanding of the
needs and issues in their areas, Sport
England has initially channeled £3.3m
through the 43 Active Partnerships
across England to support community groups in their areas as a result of
the impacts of COVID-19. They are
also investing further funding through
National Partner organisations that
have specific expertise and reach to
our target audiences.
This funding and support will
enable community groups working
with target audiences – Lower SocioEconomic Groups, Black, Asian
Minority Ethnic Communities, Disabled People and People with LongTerm Health Conditions – to continue
to exist and engage with their communities with a view to keeping them
active during both the lockdown and
early recovery stages.
Clive Copeland, Head of Participation at the Angling Trust said: “The
£150,000 of Sport England funding is

fantastic news. It means that hundreds of people will be able to remain
connected with the exceptional work
that funded projects provide in four
significantly underrepresented
groups. Absolutely anyone can go
fishing, and our sport should be
accessible regardless of ability, gender, income, race, demographic or
place but insight suggests that
COVID-19 is preventing that. This
award will mean that their work can
continue to allow ‘angling for all’. We
are extremely pleased that our bid to
Sport England was successful at the
maximum amount available. This, we
feel, reflects the ability for angling to
enable those sometimes less able to
be physically active to take part in a
sport that overcomes the especially
divisive impact this virus can have on
health and wellbeing.”
Tim Hollingsworth, Sport England’s
Chief Executive, said: “We are proud
to be able to provide funding and support to angling in this difficult period.
This funding will help support our
valuable community infrastructure
that is so important in keeping the
nation active and will also provide
important connections and re-connections for people whose lives have
been affected by COVID-19 and for
whom remaining active is so important for their physical, mental and
social wellbeing. We know from our
research and data that there are existing inequalities between groups
when it comes to activity levels and
COVID-19 has re-enforced these.
Thanks to the support of the National
Lottery and its players, the Tackling
Inequalities Fund will be both crucial
and central to ensuring no-one is left
behind when it comes to having the
opportunity to be active during this
period. This builds off the back of our
£35m Community Emergency Fund
that has already reached and supported over 7,500 community clubs
and groups across England.” n

Shockleader
Job Opportunity to work within the fishing industry
We are looking for a full-time Media
Content Creator to get involved with
Bait-Tech, Rod Hutchinson, STROFT,
GABY, and the other brands within
the Donald Cooke portfolio.
The Role
Working with the Marketing Team
your job will be to create and implement content across all marketing
channels for all brands in the group.
Content will need to be creative and
will encompass photography, video,
social media, print and online and will
include the websites and eNewsletters. You will need to present each
brand clearly and content needs to
engage with our large range of customers.
You will also be dealing with end
users through social media and at
events and working with our teams of
anglers.
The Person
We want someone with a creative
flair and who can provide a variety of
work at a high standard, whatever the
medium.
Knowledge of social media, creating videos and design skills are

Nite Watches
Relocate
Just to let you know that we have now
moved into a bigger and better office
space just down the road from our old
office.
We have of course ensured that all servicing and dispatching will continue as
normal and all post is being forwarded to
our new address so don’t worry if you
have sent something in to us recently as
we have all that in hand.
Due to the move and recent Covid protocols, we will not be able to accept walkin visits to our new office space just yet.
Hopefully as time progresses and situations return to normal, we will be able to
open up a new and improved customer
showroom.
Our new address is: Nite Watches, Unit
14, Silver Business Park, Airfield Way,
Christchurch BH23 3TA United Kingdom.

n

required. Operational knowledge of
Photoshop, LightRoom and InDesign/Illustrator and website management are desirable.
You will also be a personable and
open-minded character as you will be
dealing with staff, the public, anglers
and business customers.
A g o o d, b r o a d k n o w l e d g e o f
angling is essential to this role and
you will be required to be both office
based and on outside locations.
A full and clean driving licence is
preferred and you need to be located
near our head office in Sheffield.
The Company
Established over 100 years ago and
based in Sheffield, Donald Cooke Ltd
is a manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer
and distributor of several brands in
the angling, animal feeds & pet food
industries. Donald Cooke Ltd repre-

sents Bait-Tech, Rod Hutchinson, Bait
Masters, GABY Fish Pillows, STROFT
line, Sunring & SUTEKI.
How To Apply
Please send your CV, salary expectations, covering letter and any links to
a portfolio to jobs@donaldcooke.
co.uk
Closing date Friday 30th October
2020.
NOTES:
Donald Cooke Ltd is a family business
and are a national wholesaler of Pet
and Fish foods. Now in our 5th generation as a family business we have
seen many changes within the pet
and animal feed market. We understand our customers need for efficient
and friendly service. We are constantly looking to improve our range
always with our customers at the
forefront of our decisions.

Angling remains a permitted activity
Follow the guidelines and stay safe
Following the Government’s announcement at 12.30pm today, the Angling Trust is
pleased that the government has not sought to place further restrictions on healthy outdoor activities such as angling.
Through our ‘When We Fish Again’ campaign earlier in the year we demonstrated to
ministers that by following sensible COVID-19 guidelines anglers could enjoy their sport
in a safe and responsible manner.
We have been delighted with the response from angling
clubs, fisheries and the wider angling community and it’s
important that nothing is done that would damage our reputation for acting sensibly and in the wider public interest.
Jamie Cook, CEO of the Angling Trust added:“We are still
fishing and there’s no reason why that won’t continue as long
as anglers remember to follow the Angling Trust COVID-19
guidance and remember to be careful and protect each other
and our sport.
By working effectively and responsibly the Angling Trust has ensured that angling is
seen as part of the solution and not the problem - let’s keep it that way. “The latest
Angling Trust COVID-19 guidance for all anglers from every discipline can be found at
the Angling Support Hub section of our website.
The latest COVID-19 information from the Fishing In Wales website can be found here.
Contacts:David Brookes, Communications Manager david.brookes@ anglingtrust.net
07496 876996. n
Big Carp 7

Dear Santa,
PLEASE No
more socks this
Christmas!

Wish list:
In Pursuit of the Largest by Terry Hearn
Carping After-Cut by Jim Shelly
A History of Yateley Volume 4
Old School Carping Volume 2
Old School Carping volume 3
Under The Radar Volume 2
Advanced Terminal Rigs
Fine Lines by Dave Lane
Thames Carping
More Thames Carping

All available now only from Bountyhunter Publications
bigcarpmagazine@hotmail.com or call 01252 373658
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Shockleader
New partnership to control highly invasive floating
pennywort - choking UK’s waterways and
threatening native plants and wildlife
Environment groups, government
agencies and the Angling Trust are
joining forces to help halt the spread
of a highly invasive non-native plant
that is choking rivers and lakes across
Great Britain.
Tiny fragments of floating pennywort can grow at an incredible 20cms
a day, rapidly forming dense rafts on
the water’s surface that block out
light, stifle native plants, and make
the rivers and lakes less suitable for
insects, fish and other wildlife.
The dense rafts can also make
waters inaccessible to anglers,
boaters, and other water users and
can present significant flood risks,
creating plant dams which can back
up around weirs and clog up sluices
and drains.
Floating pennywort is notoriously
difficult to control because very small
fragments of the plant can regrow
meaning that efforts to eradicate it
need to be regular and focussed.
A new way of working
In recent years, local strategic partnerships and collaborative projects
have begun to form. On the River
Kennet and tributaries in Reading,
Reading and District Angling Association (RDAA) have been working
closely with the Environment Agency
(EA), Green Park Business Park and
Canal & River Trust (CRT) to remove
floating pennywort.
Here, large rafts of floating pennywort have been removed and regular
checks are undertaken to ensure that
any remaining fragments are also
tackled. A contractor carries this out
for RDAA and Green Park, while the
EA’s field team covers the downstream reach of the Kennet before it
joins the River Thames.
Dave Willis, Environment Manager
for the Environment Agency, said:
“The Environment Agency is
excited to be working together with
volunteers from a range of organisations who play a key role in the
surveillance and management of
floating pennywort. By working
together we can reduce this highly
invasive plant’s impact and improve
the water environment for both
wildlife and people.”
Del Shackleford, from Reading and
District Angling Association, said:
“Working collectively is the only
way to deal with any invasive
10 Big Carp

Philip Dunne MP, the chair of the Environmental Audit Committee’s Invasive
Species Inquiry, with Dr Emily Smith, Environment Manager of the Angling
Trust.

species, particularly one such as pennywort. With the Environment
Agency, as with all organisations of
their type struggling to earmark funds
and manpower, it’s up to collectives
to orchestrate funding, planning and
delivery in a holistic manner, if we
stand any chance of eradicating the
environmental nuisance that is pennywort.”
The future
Learning from the success of this project, and similar efforts in other catchments, plans are being developed to
expand this approach nationwide. By
working together, and establishing
local partnerships, it is hoped the further spread of floating pennywort is
prevented and its impacts in established catchments minimised.
Dr Emily Smith, Environment Manager at the Angling Trust, said:
“Effective management of floating
pennywort can only be achieved
through strategic, coordinated action.
The partnership established on the
River Kennet is a great example of
how government organisations and
community groups can work together
to make a real difference to the environment.
“As a result of this success, and
other similar examples across the
country, the Angling Trust, British
Canoeing, the Environment Agency
and the Non-Native Species Secretariat are working together on a new
national strategy to tackle floating
pennywort. The strategy will be
launched in spring 2021.”
Locally, volunteer efforts are con-

tinuing to expand, and a second local
partnership is being developed with
canoe clubs and angling clubs on the
Thames at Reading this season.
The Environmental Audit Committee (EAC) Invasive Species Inquiry
called for a more strategic, catchment-based approach to invasive
species management and the formation of a ‘citizen’s army’ to help to
tackle invasive species and we hope
that this partnership can be reviewed,
refined and expanded to help meet
the EAC recommendations.
Philip Dunne MP, the chair of the
EAC inquiry, said:
“One year on from our Invasive
Species report, it is great to see
organisations and volunteers come
together to tackle floating pennywort.
Non-native pennywort not only
threatens biodiversity, it clogs up
drains and is a nuisance to water
users. I was very pleased to see for
myself how effective efforts to stop
the spread of this highly invasive
plant have been in cleaning up the
River Kennet.
“We found in our inquiry that invasive non-native species are one of the
top five threats to the natural environment and maintaining biodiversity.
We can all have a role stopping invasive species in their tracks.”
How you can help
The partnership is encouraging people who visit the River Thames and its
tributaries to support the project by
familiarising themselves with what
floating pennywort looks like and
reporting any sightings of it to the

Shockleader

Before and after pictures of Foudry Brook which joins the River Kennet near Reading. Work to remove floating pennywort
began three years ago.

Environment Agency by emailing
enquiries_THM@environmenta g e n c y. g o v. u k . R e p o r t s s h o u l d
include a date, location and photograph if possible.
If you are not sure if the plant you
have seen is floating pennywort,
please do still report it. With more
support from local people the partner-

Carpy Humour

ship will be in the best possible position to halt the spread of this invasive
plant.
Look out for shiny, kidney-shaped
leaves (up to 7cm wide) with a crinkly
edge, held on fleshy stalks that can be
both floating and emergent. More
information on identifying floating
pennywort.

Pond and garden plants should
never be dumped or allowed to
escape into the wild, and gardeners
are being encourage to ‘be plant wise’
and compost their plant material
carefully.
More information:Dr Emily Smith,
Environment Manager emily.smith@
anglingtrust.net. 07854 239713. n

STRANGE TIMES – STAY SAFE
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Shockleader
Carpy Humour from Dr. Kibble Lockeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
It’s a funny old world. I blame the
King of carp bling Martin Locke
myself, for my personal love of sheep.
Back in the day some carp anglers in
Kent used to call him ‘The Shepherd’.
Apparently, he could name every
sheep within a ten-mile radius of his
house. There was Sally, Barbara,
Sheila, Roxanne, the names were endless. I did hear once he had his carp
buzzers converted. So, when he got a
run, they would make a loud sound of
Baa… baa… baa… baaaaaaaa!…
Only a rumour though. When he was
on ‘Rainbow’ Bungle and George had
the right hump with him. He showed
no love for bears or hippopotamuses… Though if you are ever in the
great man’s company. Just pop a few
sheep breeds into the conversation.
Like Awassi, Bleu du Maine, Cheviot,
Dorset Down, Grey Troender, Kerry
Hill, Marwari, Poll Dorset, Romanov,
Santa Cruz, and especially a Zackel.
Then watch his little eyes light up.
His favourite I believe is the Exmoor
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Horn though… Apparently every
sheep expert loves a Exmoor Horn.
Say no more squire. All I know if a
sheep hasn’t got legs, you might be
actually looking at a cloud, or the
medication you’re on is far too strong.
I’ve had sheepless nights thinking

about this for months. Fake news, and
rumours from Kent. or Shear madness? I let you decide for yourselves. I
know nothing Governor!… I think
Rob, I might have let the lamb out of
the bag, with this tale from the
water’s edge. n

CARPING AFTER-CUT
At last, the third book from the UK’s most prolific catcher, Jim Shelley.
Following in the footsteps of his sellout second book, Carping Re-Cut, this book
documents Jim’s fishing over the last few incredible years. No one comes within
light years of Jim’s captures over this time with numerous 50-pluses from some
very testing venues and a shed full of backup 30s and 40s.

ALL BOOKS ARE
SIGNED BY JIM

Here is what Jim
had to say…
“My new book is finally
here, ‘Carping AFTERCUT’, after spending
hundreds of hours
writing it bankside.
Come join me in the
next installment
detailing my highs and
lows over the last few
years, starting from
Charnwood, Ellis,
Dinton, Fen, Swavesey,
Woolpack, Bayeswater,
Sutton, Buchan plus
some poaching for good
measure.
Like ‘Carping RE-CUT’,
there will be plenty
going on to keep you
gagging for more.”

£35.00 plus £3.00 post UK

Buy it here with paypal: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
or pay by card on our ORDER HOTLINE 01252 373658
Order NOW – don’t delay! This book will sell out fast, as the print run was only
3,000 copies. Carping Re-Cut sold out, and secondhand copies are now £100!!

Tac –Tec

Our monthly
reviews on
products
currently on
the market

In this issue:
• Geoff Anderson
• Coleman
• Rooster
• Hot Spot
• Nite Watches

WizWool – underwear in a brand-new way
Keeping warm and comfortable is
essential. That is why we introduce
body Mapping.
We have studied how the body
works when you cast and/or exercise
in general, and what the different
parts of the body need.
The latest addition to our underwear collection, is “WizWool”. All of
our WizWool products ensure great
softness and breathability. The WizWool underwear will keep you warm
when fishing even in the coldest
months.
This incredibly luxurious underwear absorbs moisture, pulls it to the
outer surface, and distributes it for
fast evaporation. WizWool is a “must
have” and it will certainly keep you
comfortable and warm despite the
weather. The ideal base layer for
waders and fishing jackets.
Small company - large experience
Geoff Anderson is a small danish
company that exclusively designs
and produces clothing for anglers especially for the harsh weather in
northern Europe.
In the production, special consider-

ation to the environment is taken and
all products are certainly free of toxins. Durability and water proofness
has always been keywords in the production.
Today, the clothing are only produced under its own name, but for
many years Geoff Anderson has produced clothes for a number of other
brands: Vision, Rapala, G. Loomis, Shimano, Zpey, Scierra, Hardy and Greys
– the last two in more than ten years.
Geoff Anderson are also in the process of establishing itself in a number
of other countries.
If you would like to learn more
about Geoff Anderson or countries in
which we are looking for new dealers,
you’re of course welcome to contact
us.
Need more info?
mrp@geoffanderson.dk // Malthe
Ryge Petersen

Tac-Tec
50QT Xtreme® Wheeled Cooler
With over 47 litre capacity, this cooler
has a large volume and great performance due to its Polyurethane foam
insulation which will keep the contents cold on ice for up to four days.
Designed with two sturdy wheels
and a telescopic steel handle it is
ideal for long road trips, days spent on
the campsite and transporting food
and drink around festival sites.
Along with moulded carrying handles each side, a drain plug in the
base to remove ice melt, the robust
hinged lid also includes four beverage
holders and can be used as a seat that
will support up to 113kg.
Additional Premium PU Insulation
Unlike other manufacturers, Coleman rigid coolers are insulated with
Polyurethane insulation (PU). PU is a
very dense and an excellent insulator
filling the entire internal cavity of the
cooler, leaving no air gaps and so
improving its insulating efficiency.
Extensive testing at Coleman has
shown that cooling loss from rigid
coolers is 30% through the top and

also 30% through the base. Coleman’s
latest models feature increased insulation in these particular areas
together with reduced insulation on
the sides. The result of these changes
is not only improved cooling performance but the reduction in exterior
dimensions and the increase in internal volume.
Features:
• Holds 84 330 ml cans
• Capacity: 47 L
• Ice retention: up to 4 days ice
• Weight: 5.5 kg
• Inner dimensions: 45 x 33 x 33 cm
• Outer dimensions: 58 x 44 x 46 cm
• Robust lid with four beverage holders
• Telescopic handle
• Durable wheels
• Easy clean top
A New Shape and Increased
Efficiency
When a cooler comes in contact with
a warm floor, heat is transferred
directly from the floor to the cooler
and reduces the cooler’s efficiency.
Coleman has included shaped feet
into the design of its newer rigid
cooler models separating the cooler
base from the floor and increasing airflow. This flow of air acts as an additional form of insulation, slowing the
transfer of heat from the floor and so
improving the coolers performance.

Additional research has also resulted
in the rounding of the cooler’s corners, once again this change of shape
has increased airflow and further
enhanced their performance.
Increased Efficiency
When a cooler comes in contact with
a hot floor, heat is transferred directly
to the cooler. If the cooler is lifted off
of the ground, the heat is transferred
through the air in the gap (air is a
great insulator). Cooler have two integrated, rounded feet providing the
perfect amount of space
for air to flow.
Research indicates
t h a t t h e m o s t p e r f o rmance efficient shape for
a cooler is spherical, as
this is not practical we
have angled the corners
of selected models to furt h e r e n h a n c e p e r f o rmance. n
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Tac-Tec
Outlaw Pro Reeled In By Rooster
The newest and fastest growing UK
online fishing retailer, Outlaw Pro, has
fallen hook, line and sinker for
Rooster, following the agency’s delivery of a hugely successful ecommerce
campaign, driving a massive 70% of
Outlaw Pro’s lifetime sales in just two
months. A 4.42 return on ad spend thanks to Rooster’s strong creative,
smart media buying, and organic
social consultancy - has convinced
the angling brand, which launched in
February this year, to broaden the
brief to include PR to support the
launch of the Outlaw Pro flagship
store in Essex this autumn. Founded
by four serial (and extremely successful) entrepreneurs - Stewart Lawson,
Tony Hannigan, Tom Church and
Jason Stanton, it is Outlaw Pro’s mission to disrupt the £1.4 billion recreational angling market, offering premium products at fair prices. Outlaw
Pro’s extensive product range is
designed to suit all fishing abilities;
from complete novices to the most
expert of carp, coarse or match
anglers. The focus is on providing an
exceptional quality of product and a
superior customer service - including
next day delivery and tailored individual advice and guidance on both the
sport and the equipment – that outperform all competitors. Rooster will
design and deliver a comprehensive
launch programme that will run
alongside the ecommerce campaign

to build awareness of the brand, of the
new store, and support both on and
offline sales efforts. “The results of the
social ad campaigns have been
incredible” says co-founder and Outlaw Pro ‘Guvnor’ Stewart Lawson. “As
the ads were switched on, sales
would go through the roof. It’s like
turning a tap on and off. We’re really
keen to continue to work on getting
our brand in front of people and getting customers into our new store, so
adding media relations into the mix is
a no brainer. Looking forward to seeing some equally impressive results
on the PR side.” Rooster MD, James
Brooke, says: “We love working with
businesses looking to disrupt the status quo. Outlaw Pro is really making
waves at an early stage of its journey
and we’re thrilled to be supporting
them. “Whether via PR, content campaigns, ecommerce drives, experiential activations, or influencer programmes, accountability and a measurable ROI is at the heart of what we
do and our work for Outlaw Pro is
another testament to that razor-sharp
focus. We’re excited for this next
phase of Outlaw Pro’s roll-out. There
are some incredible things going on
at the store build, so watch this
space!” Outlaw Pro further consolidates Rooster’s portfolio of consumer
& lifestyle clients and is one of a
growing number of ecommerce successes. About Outlaw:

Hot Spot Design T-shirt Trout Area
Made with 100% combed
ringspun cotton (150
g/sm), soft hand feel,
comfortable fit.
Classic crewneck that
goes nearly anywhere
and pairs with most anything, the style is cool and
casual with a stand-out
design.

You can wear it casually over jeans and
shorts or dress up in trousers, while fishing, travelling, to the office or for everyday
wear, created for an active lifestyle
between the city and the outdoors.
Relaxed and effortless, this t-shirt is an
easy everyday style. n
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Launched in February 2020, Outlaw
Pro is a new and rapidly growing UK
online fishing retailer.
Outlaw Pro’s smart and easy-tonavigate website provides a first-rate
user experience, offering an extensive
range of products designed to suit all
fishing abilities; from complete
novices to the most expert of anglers.
Products include bait, clothing,
tackle and bank accessories for Carp,
Coarse & Match anglers.
Supporting British manufacturers,
Outlaw Pro partners with premium
brands to offer customers the best
quality fishing products without the
premium price tags.
Using only natural ingredients, with
flavour profiles and sizes to suit any
waters, weather conditions or season,
and completely free of preservatives
or ingredients to bulk up the mix
(semolina, bread crumbs, maize), the
quality of Outlaw Pro’s own-brand
bait is unmatched by anything on the
market. Outlaw Pro bait has a soft
texture that replicates food found in
nature which means that fish will
feed more, outperforming all other
brands on the market.
Complete with its very own fishing
lake, the retailer will launch its flagship store in Essex this November.
Offering tailored individual advice
and guidance on both angling and on
products, and with only one working
day delivery lead times, Outlaw Pro’s
superior customer service outperforms all competitors.
Outlaw Pro was founded by four
serial (and extremely successful)
entrepreneurs - Stewart Lawson,
Tony Hannigan, Tom Church and
Jason Stanton. It’s their mission to
disrupt the angling market, offering
premium products at fair prices.
For more information about Outlaw
Pro, visit www.outlawpro.co.uk. To
find out more about Rooster or to
view our work, visit www.rooster.
co.uk. n

Tac-Tec
Emergency Services Discount

We are honoured to know that our watches are worn by a large number of people within the
emergency services and military based all over the World.
As our own small way of saying thank you, we offer a 10% discount on watches to all military
and emergency services personnel worldwide.
If you are in the services and would like to take us up on this offer, then we would ask you
to please email us on theteam@nitewatches.com with your proof of service and we will then
provide you with a bespoke discount code. n

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st December
2020.

Good luck!
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Providing specialist cover for
you and your equipment

Various Options are available allowing
you to choose the right cover for you
Full details are available on our website
www.anglers昀rstinsurance.co.uk
where you can apply on line
Payment by instalments is available
Special features include:

Up to
£16,000
cover for
昀shing
equipment

Coarse,
Game,
Fly, Match
Fishing

24 Hour
premises
cover

Motor
Vehicle
Cover

Worldwide
Cover
included
as standard

Mead Sport & Leisure arrange cover for Fishing Clubs, Fisheries,
Gillies, Coaches and Guides. If of interest call 0800 085 0261.

Cover
from just

£79
£75
Anglers First
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Personal
Accident

r
su
in

Public
Liability

lin

DISCOUNT VOUCHER!

The value of the voucher will be
dependent on the level of cover arranged.

Below is a summary of the bene昀ts that are
included according to the Option selected:

24 Hour Cover
for Theft

n
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Quote BIG CARP when
taking out an insurance
cover with Anglers First
Insurance and receive a

Night
Fishing

BIG
CARP

Readers
Offer

Cover while
you are 昀shing
abroad

BENEFITS

STANDARD
Worldwide

BRONZE
Worldwide

SILVER
Worldwide

GOLD
Worldwide

PLATINUM
Worldwide

EXCESS

Public liability

£5 million

£5 million

£5 million

£5 million

£5 million

Nil

£2,500

£5,000

£7,500

£10,000

£12,500

Nil

Nil

Nil

£250

£500

£750

£2,000

£4,000

£8,000

£12,000

£16,000

PERSONAL ACCIDENT
- Loss of limb(s) eye(s)
Reimbursement of subscription
and paid fee
Theft of or Accidental
Damage to fishing Equipment

£50

- maximum claim from
£1,500

£3,000

£6,000

£9,000

£12,000

- bait cover

a locked shed

£100

£200

£400

£600

£800

Tackleand
Boxtent
and contents
- bivvy

£100
£200

£200
£400

£400
£800

£600
£1,200

£800
£1,600

£1,000

£1,000

£2,000

£3,000

£3,000

Nil

£75
£79

£90
£99

£180
£199

£275
£299

£360
£399

Nil

Record Catch

ANNUAL PREMIUMS
Including Insurance Premium Tax

Payment can be made by instalments. Details available on our website
For full details of the cost, cover, benefits, limitations & excesses visit

www.anglers昀rstinsurance.co.uk and APPLY ON LINE
or call us today if you require any information on 0800 0355842

Anglers First Insurance is a trading name of Golfguard Ltd.
Mead Sport & Leisure Limited is an appointed representative of Golfguard Ltd.
Golfguard Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Anglers First

INSURANCE

Exclusive

TheTruth
–The Scar Mirror
By Ash Witham
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The Truth – The Scale Mirror Exclusive

A

fter having a 6
week period of no
f i s h i n g, a s I d o
each year from the
start of June to
mid-August, and
with the Summer slowly fading away
and Autumn creeping upon us, I
knew it was time to get my rods back
out again if I wanted to catch my target mirror at a good weigh, even if it
was only for a 24 hour session.
I finished loading the van and made
a short journey to the tackle shop,
picking up a few essentials, with
everything I needed loaded in the van
I set off and in no time I was through
the gates of the syndicate and
straight to the main car park.
With little to no idea of where carp
have been getting caught from in previous weeks, I had it in my head
which area of the lake to look at
first...the ‘Back Bay’!
It is about an acre in size, with a
small 10ft wide by 30ft long channel
coming into it under a bridge from the
middle of the main lake. It has always
got a carp nocking about in there
along the snaggy far margin. It is the
swim I’ve done the most nights in so
I know the spots pretty well and the

mirror I’m targeting has been caught
from that swim 2 out of the 3 times
that it was caught the previous year.
Within minutes of walking up to
the water’s edge, I heard a crash from
inside one of the snags, so I quickly
ran around onto the opposite bank to
get a closer look. With that bank
being raised its much easier to see
the carp and before long I spotted a
small group of good-sized carp sat in
the silty corner, it was time to get
some rigs tied!
Four ‘Ronnie Rigs’ later and with
my iBoat inflated I was ready to put
the rods on the dance floor, after carefully rowing out and placing my rigs
in area’s I knew were clear, I applied 2
or 3 handfuls of RG Baits Formula Pellet over each rig, then I loosely scattered some pellet in a line to connect
all four spots. Once back on dry land I
set the clutch’s and bobbin’s and
began to unload the rest of the tackle
from my van.
Less than 5 minutes later my white
Delkim let out a small burst of bleeps
and I was in, but after hitting the rod
and feeling a few lunges the line went
slack and it had somehow managed
to come off. I wound in a clip with no
lead on and a turned over hook point,

it had clearly done me but with it
being so soon into the session I tried
not to let it dampen my spirits too
much and got the rod straight back
out on the spot hopeful that the other
carp in the area hadn’t spooked off.
After unloading my last bits of
tackle and putting them into the
bivvy, and no more than 10 minutes
after putting the rod back out on the
spot, the left hand rod which was on
“Scar’s spot” let out 2 bleeps and bent
round to the left, I was in again!
I know it’s an old cliche of “you
know when you’ve hit into a big one”,
but from the second I picked my rod
up I knew what I was attached too
was one of the bigger carp in the lake,
my 3.25 Harrison rod was at full compression and I was walking backwards trying to pull whatever is
attached to the end away from the
tree that it was flat rodding me
towards and back into open water.
Disaster! it managed to reach the
snag even with a locked-up clutch
and a super tight line. At this point a
lot of people would jump straight into
the boat, but for me personally I find
getting carp out of snags when in the
boat much harder, so I always give it
2 minutes before jumping into the
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dinghy just in case the carp free’s
itself and makes my job much easier,
and luckily for me this one did just
that!
After a rough 10 minute battle,
which was nothing but deep plodding and small runs, I managed to get
the carp in close and bring it up to the
surface, it was at this point I realised
exactly what it was I was attached
too, Scar, my target mirror! With my
legs going like jelly and butterflies in
my belly I finally managed to keep her
on the surface and slip the net cord
under her, she was finally mine!
My good friend Kris Hall drove
down to the lake to do some photos
for me, as he only lives around the corner and my girlfriend brought my son
down, as we only live 10 minutes from

the lake. With the sling zero’d and all
eyes on the scales, she swung the
needle round to 37lb 1oz, which beat
my previous mirror carp PB by more
than 2lb, not quite the low 40 she was
the previous year but for me it was all
about the carp and not the numbers!
Kris got some great photo’s, I treated
her little scratches and put her back
on her way.
The rest of that afternoon and
evening was pretty quiet, I got into
bed pretty late and had only heard
one small fish all night, I went to sleep
with the thought that I had probably
spooked the few fish that was in here
out, but with my target fish banked I
was more than happy for the alarms
to stay silent until I left at midday the
next day.

I was woken up early by the beaming sunlight. The next morning, I sat
for 2 or 3 hours without seeing a single sign, that was until 10am when
out of nowhere I had 3 bites on 3 different rods within an hour and a half
of each other. The first being a lovely,
pristine low 20 common with a really
sloped head and underslung mouth,
the second and third both being 17lb
mirrors that were recently stocked
into the lake. So, I ended my first 24
hours back after 7 weeks off with 4
carp from 5 takes, the big girl in the
album and a PB mirror to boot. It was
not my best bit of angling if I’m totally
honest, it was more like my jammiest
but sometimes you just have to be in
the right place at the right time and
this time I was. n
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SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE

Exclusive

Reflections
By Danny Taylor

A

s I type this, the
weather is hot, the
carp are spawning
hard and it’s that
time of year that I
pack away the
gear for a few weeks and leave the
carp well alone whilst they complete
their annual ritual.
With the rods now away, i’ve been
reflecting on the last 18 months and
just what an impression the carp fishing has left on me; as both a 40 pound
mirror and 40 pound common graced
my net.
I’m now 41 years old, and since I
have been old enough to walk, and
certainly before I could talk, I’ve been
fishing. I grew up as a kid, learning
from my dad, catching tiny roach
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whilst still in nappies. By the time I
was 8 years old, I was competing on
the local match circuit but by my late
teens, the pole and seat box were
swapped over for my first set of carp
rods as I wanted to catch something
huge. Maybe a 20pounder!
As a match angler, fishing pools
stocked heavily with small fish, bites
came every few minutes and transitioning to casting big leads, sitting
behind buzzers and sleeping in
bivvies for days on end with sometimes no bites made me realise just
how boring i found modern day carp
angling.
In my teens, I was used to baiting
edges, pole and float fishing under
bushes and often watching small carp
ripping up the near margin, gorging

on pellets whilst lowering a baited rig
on their heads, trying to target out the
biggest of the shoal with minimal disturbance.
In the summer of 1999, my first season as a carp angler, I often pondered
during my regular weekend sessions
if my match fishing approach would
work for the big carp in my lake. Don’t
get me wrong, I was catching fish and
I had already banked plenty of large
carp over the magical twenty pounds
on my static rods, but with around
300 carp in 18 acres, I wanted to not
only catch more, but I wanted to
catch one of the waters biggest fish.
So by the spring of 2000, I hatched
a plan, stalking out the largest carp
that reside in the lake by sight fishing
for them in the edge with a float!
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My idea was to walk the lake, baiting every edge, corner, nook and
cranny that looked like the carp may
visit.
Back then, it was a sloppy mix
using the old Sensas Magic groundbait that I used on my match fishing
pools, with the added attraction of a
few grains of corn mixed in to give
the carp some solid food items.
That first trip, baiting every edge,
walking the perimeter of its 18 acres
multiple times, I eventually found a
group of around 6 fish tucked up in a
corner, colouring up the bottom and
feeding hard on the bait that I had
introduced. Wearing my floppy hat
and polarized glasses, I watched
these fish cleaning up the spot, filtering the stones through their gills as
they troughed the bottom. The fish
were all between about 18lb and 22lb,
but just to the right ghosted in one of
the lake’s heavyweights. With a white
dot on its head, it was easy to watch
this fish picking up the individual
grains of corn that lay on the lake’s
bottom.
With my sights firmly set on the big
girl, her tail breaking the surface in
Big Carp 27
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658
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only 18 inches of water, I lowered a rig
with my trusty old Avon rod, compromising of nothing but a light pole
float, a single dropper shot a size 6
hook with 3 grains of corn. With the
carp unsuspecting this rig, the group
continued feeding. I angled the hook
bait in front of the bigun and within a
minute, I watched her suck in the
hookbait and with a firm strike, I was
now doing battle with a big, angry
Ringwood valley carp.
After a spirited fight, she was
weighed and photographed and a big
old bruiser that goes by the name of
The Walrus. Well over 30 pound was
mine. I was elated.
This set the tone to my carp fishing
and nearly 20 years on, this type of
fishing is often my go to method,
especially when I want to individually
target one of the lake’s bigger specimens.
This season has seen me back in
the ringwood valley on a pit that I
hadn’t fished in 4 years and although
on here, many anglers sit behind there
rods, often on pest control, hoping
30 Big Carp

that by playing the numbers game
they might get a lump, I wanted to
see if my float fishing approach would
work on the bigger, more cautious
carp.
This pit, crystal clear, weedy, about
12 acres with around 150 carp and
often pressured. The carp are known,
cute, big and hard fighting and I
wanted to get amongst some of the A
Team.
With the float/feather, I knew I was
doing something so basic, but so different, and with confidence brimming
for the new season, I set myself a target of selecting the lakes bigger carp,
with the aim, not only being a forty
pounder, but both a forty pound mirror and forty pound common!
Those first few short sessions on
the pit involved watching, baiting and
examimining behaviours. Each time I
walked the lake, I introduced nothing
but a few yellow Pescaviva Scopex
Corn and a super sloppy, soup like
mix of Bait Tech Halibut Marine
groundbait with a few handfuls of
Richworth pellets in various sizes.

The ground baits only objective was
to cloud and scent the water, with
only a few larger hookbait sized particles to keep them interested.
One day in July 2018, 30 degree
heat, in a little shaded corner I had
half a dozen fish, heads down, tails
waving at me no more than 3 feet
from the edge in 20 inches of water.
The biggest of them all, a large common, possibly a 40 pounder.
This was my chance! One of the A
Team was in touching distance! The
gear, even more simple than before.
The old Avon rod long gone, it’s
replacement, a 1.5lbtc Wychwood
barbel rod, centrepin reel, 12lb Korda
subline, and a size 8 Korda Mixa hook
that held a couple of large grains of
corn. Bite detection was nothing but
a feather pushed into a tail rubber
that sat in the surface film. I needed
this rig to be even more conspicuous
than a traditional float rig.
Avoiding the 5 or 6 upper twenty
pounders that I had feeding, I carefully selected the big common, and
within seconds, watched her suck in
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the strategically positioned hookbait.
The feather lifted and then dipped
and as I struck into her, the water
erupted and she exploded out of the
shallows and into the main body of
water. Battle Royale was now about
to commence!!
Diving in, up to my waste in the
chest waders, the light barbel rod at
full compression, I managed to ease
her back through the various
weedbeds and into my awaiting net.
On the mat, parting the mesh I was
greeted by a huge fish, longer and
darker than anything I have had
before with scales like bronze 2 pence
pieces.
Hoisting her up, she weighed
exactly 39lb. Not a personal best, and
a bit down on her usual weight, but I
cared little. The carp, one of the lakes
most sought after and going by the
name of Dead Man’s Finger. She
looked perfect, as black as your hat,
and one of the lakes rarer visitors to
the bank.
One of the ‘real’ A Team was mine!
I phoned my good friend and hush
hush big fish angler Shaun Jarvis to
share the news and to beg him to

come down to do the pictures. Unfortunately, he was a little busy for an
hour and as my brother Dom was only
a stone’s throw away, I knew he
would be around to do the photos.
Carp released, I sat down with a
large, fresh brew taking in what had
just happened. Back on the phone to
Shaun, talking him through every last
detail of how I tempted her, he then
said he would soon be home and
would be on hand if I needed him the
second time round as he had a feeling
I’d be lucky again. Assuming my luck
was over, I said my goodbyes and
poured another huge mug of now
stewed tea.
Feeling bloated and lethargic after
copious amounts of tea, the polaroids
and floppy hat were back on and
peering into the margins I was blown
away as I was greeted with 3 hungry
carp. All different ones to what was
feeding previously. Two over 30lb and
one that looked a little larger. The
lethargic and bloated effects of
China’s finest was soon forgotten and
it was game on again...
Sprinting to get my rod and net, the
same rig was lowered, again my only

focus was the biggest of the bunch.
Immediately, the corn was sucked in,
this time the feather only twitched,
but knowing she had taken the bait, a
powerful strike left me with the scrap
of my life as a big, angry mirror carp
bolted and made its attempt for freedom.
10 minutes later she was kissing
the spreader block and heaved onto
the mat.
Sacked up, and now supping one of
Dom’s cold Fosters that he had
brought down and smoking one of
Cuba’s fattest cigars, I made that 3rd
call to Shaun to say that his gut feeling that I was to have another was
right. What I didn’t expect was to
have it within only 45 minutes of
banking Dead Man’s Finger.
Shauns arrival coincided with the
lake’s other anglers all coming over to
share the moment. High 5s, hand
shakes and even a bucket of water
was thrown at me as we all celebrated the capture.
I left the weighing of her to the
other fisherman as I stood back and
attempted to take it all in. For the
record, she weighed a massive 45lb
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2oz and goes by the name of the
Peach. A float caught personal best
and one of the lake’s real gems. Boy
was I happy!
After these amazing captures, I left
the pond alone for some time, targeting a couple of small, intimate estate
lakes in the New Forest. Continuing
to catch well on my stalking methods,
I fished through the autumn before
hanging up the carp gear in November to concentrate on those big
Hampshire Avon Roach that flock into
the side streams in the colder
months.
Fast forward a year, and i’m back,
and on the back of recent captures of
a 38lb common and a big plated low
30lb mirror from the Colne Valley, I
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find myself, again in the heart of the
Ringwood Valley, on the old pit, kitted
out in the usual attire comprising of
chest waders, camouflage hoodie,
polarized glasses, floppy hat, and with
a tin of corn, sloppy groundbait, Richworth Pellets, my barbel rod, centrepin and trusty feather float I was
ready to go stalking again!
Doing the same routine as before,
walking, baiting, spotting, I was soon
in with a stunning 24lb mirror before I
spotted yet another huge framed fish.
With the Feather and Corn lowered
in front of the gorging fish, it was
soon hooked, and following an explosive fight consisting with rod being
bent at 90 degrees, the centrepin
singing its song and with the line

whistling in the breeze, a second float
fished 40 pound fish was laying in the
bottom of the mesh.
A quick call to fellow member, Kai
Richardson, and within minutes, he
came over to give me a hand with the
weighing, before I lifted 42lb 6oz of
deep bodied, bronze beauty Common
in front of Kai’s snapping camera. I
had now completed my ambition to
catch both a 40lb mirror and 40lb
common float fishing.
I have continued to be lucky, and
since the time of writing, a few other
of the lake’s special ones have slipped
up to the ultra-old school method.
Now my next ambition is to catch a
float caught UK 50!!
Be Lucky. n

Oak Lakes Fisheries
www.oaklakesfisheries.co.uk

(Above and left) A few more of the fantastic carp caught at our ‘Carpers for Veterans Support in
aid of Blind Veterans UK’ last month where we raised £3,773. Well done to all that took part
and helped

With winter approaching we are now taking bookings for Pike fishing. £10 a day or £20 for 24
hours. You can book by phone to Paul on 07702 384027 or Kevin on 07771 896964 or by email to
oaklakesfisheries@outlook.com.

Not the first Pike caught this season but the first photos sent in to us by Jamie Poppy who in
his own words said “Thought I’d banged into a catfish at first, after a battle and a half this
graced the net, joined the 20s club at last for pike, well done me.” Well done Jamie and your
mate.

Lake Prices

Eric Hall, new member on Pipe Lake, had this
cracker at 33lb 12oz. What a great way to
start as a new member. If we had a
clubhouse, we’d make him buy the first
round!

Day ticket lake (Oak
Lake) – £10 a day and £20
for 24 hours.
Predator Lake – Prices are
the same as the day ticket
lake for pike during the winter
– £20 a day and £30 for 24
hours for catfish
in the summer.
Match Lake - £6 for one rod
and £10 for two rods.
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River Carping

Autumn on
theTrent
By Mitch Godfrey
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Autumn on the Trent River Carping

I

t’s been a tough year for me
on the river this year, with
really strange weather, having either red hot or really
cold conditions. The bream
certainly seem to have done
well though ,with plenty of fish in the
7-10lb bracket making it hard to present a bait that they can’t snaffle..
I even had four doubles this year,
which surpasses my one previous
capture, in a lifetime beforehand by
some distance.
I’m not really a summer angler anyway, it’s way too busy for me, especially this year, instead patiently waiting for the first cold rains of Autumn.
So waiting for the first cold wet spell
to subside into a warmer spell this
Autumn had me chomping at the bit
to get out.
My first overnighter this Autumn
gave me a nice mid-20 common ,
caught fishing the bottom of the
marginal shelf, over a light scattering

of Bait-Techs TripleN boilies, after a
few days of prebaiting with tiger nuts
and matching TripleN.
A great start, and it wasn’t long
before I got myself out again on a
weekend session. After a quiet night
on the carp front and with only a few
donkey bream seeing the net, including a double, the rod screamed off at
first light with a nice chunky middouble mirror, followed very shortly
by a cracking mid-20. Deciding to fish
only 1 rod over about a kilo of KrillNTuna 18mm baits, with a matching
18mm snowman, to a super sharp
JPrecision size 6 long shank curve
hook, 1.5 oz lead and a 20lb trickster
semi fixed hooklink all presented at
the bottom of the marginal shelf.
The rest of the day was very quiet
until a lovely low 20 came in the
evening, totally out of the blue. Happy
with that and with no more action
through the night I wrapped it up
midday a happy man.

My next session was a 3 nighter
and a trip with the dingy to a very
rarely visited spot. After loading up
with way too much gear, we eventually got to the spot without too much
hassle My plan was to bait with hemp
only and fish a nice washed out pink
18mm, Ronnie rigged TripleN over the
top. Within an hour it was away, with
a nice upper double common, then for
some reason I decided the fish were
obviously there, so I piled loads of
crushed and whole tigers and boilies
in. What a mistake that was, as the
bream moved in, in a big way and
didn’t leave for 48 hours, totally ruining the session..
It wasn’t until 2 evenings later that
they turned off, which did allow the
carp to get their noses in and I managed 2 low doubles..
My friend who also had major problems with the bream, found that they
had disappeared too and also managed 2 carp topped with an upper
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Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st December, 2020

– SO GET LIKING!
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BIG CARP TOP TEN
Day Ticket Carp Fishery

Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)

For more on Reuben Heaton, Sportscale & RH brands
call 01455 293000 or email info@reubenheaton.com
Join Reuben Heaton on Facebook for all our latest news
Angler: Dave Hogg
Capture: ‘Oggie’ 30lb

www.cooleacresfishery.co.uk
L: 01270 812929
M: 07747 007669
e-Mail brian.reilly@live.co.uk
Like us on Facebook
BIG CARP TOP TEN
Carp Fisheries

Exclusive distributors for eagle claw
brands in the UK and Ireland

BIG CARP TOP TEN
French Holiday Destination

France’s premier runs water

www.lakefishabil.com
07810 710 880

Web: cottingtonlakes.co.uk
Email: cottingtonlakes@outlook.com
Tel: 01304 380691
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double mirror and a new river pb. So
happy days, in the end!
My next trip and by far my longest
session on the river ever ,saw me on
the banks for 6 nights.
With Covid-19 restrictions, not
allowing my oldest fishing partner
and myself to go to the South of
France for 2 weeks we decided on a
week on the river, as it had been fishing well for me of late, and we have
both fished it religiously since we
were kids. We were sceptical about
fishing one spot for the duration and
decided on visiting a few places the
evenings before we fished, to see if
there were any signs. We found a few
fish in a couple of spots, but one spot
stood out with fish topping regularly
the evening before we were due to
start.
With the decision made, we baited
the other spots with the idea of baiting again in a few days, and dropping
on them when we had exhausted the
swim we started on. We also chucked
some 18mm KNT at the area where
the fish were showing, in the hope of
giving them a taste of what was to
come.
Both eager to get going and with
dingy at the ready the next day
arrived. We decided on a French
approach of filling it in and sitting on
it, as neither of us had done this
before on the river, and well, it’s worth
a try!
With the river running slow and
very clear and temperatures in the
high 20s we also decided on a midriver approach which is again very
unusual for the both of us.
So fill it in we did, with tigers,
hemp, and KrillNTuna 18 millers, fishing a rod each with a matching snowman rig over the top, casting slightly
upriver. Our other 2 rods were placed
in our normal margin spots, with a
boilie only approach, again on a single
wafter KrillNTuna bait.
The evening and night were quiet,
just a few bream on the margin rods,
and as first light came and went we
had nothing to show for our plans.
More bait was put in on the upstream
rods, and a scattering in the margin,
after the best time had come and
gone, then out of the blue a margin
rod screamed off in the middle of the
day, and a nice mid-double common
graced the net, and very welcome
too. Quickly back out with the rod,
only for it to go again a couple of
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hours later, this time a much better
scrap from a weightier fish, and an
upper 20 common in the net. As far as
I was concerned it was job done, my
second biggest common from the
Trent and a top result. Really surprising in terrible fishing conditions, it
was more like the South of France and
on a stale ,clear ,river too..
The weather stayed sunny for the
duration, although it did cool, but the
surprising thing was that all the carp
came from midday to evening, nothing but bream at night!
The baited area produced only
bream, both day and night, when we
scaled down to a single hook bait
approach, and nothing the rest of the
time. But the margins kept producing
mid- double carp although they died
off after day 4 too, with us both ending up with 4 fish.
We didn’t move on, as we thought
the conditions were bad enough for
nowhere to be really much better, and
instead kept plugging away but
catching bream. Proper slabs for the

river though...!
The social was what mattered
most, getting together with me old

buddy, and that we did in amazing
weather.
Happy days...! n

IKTUS CARP HAS WON
THE CATEGORY BEST
FRENCH HOLIDAY
DESTINATION IN OUR
BIG CARP TOP 10
COMPETITION FOR THE
2ND TIME, THEY WON
LAST YEAR TOO!

In Southern France, near the city of Pau is the Carp venue called Iktus.
The property has a total area of 100 Hectares (almost 247acres) with
the magnificent 60 year old gravel pit called Iktus Carp of 35 Hectares
(87acres). Open all year long, the lake has 15 double swims.
The fish stock consists of about 1,300 Common and Mirror Carp, with
approximately 300x40lbs, 50x50lbs, 20x60lbs and 3 fish over 70lbs,
Catfish up to 250lbs, Sturgeon to 150lb and Grass Carp to 70lbs. There
are no ‘Poisson-chat’ or ‘Crayfish’. There are toilet and shower facilities,
an on-site restaurant and bar, we rent boats, electric outboard motors,
bikes, echo sounders and all the fishing equipment you could need
with a tackle shop on site.
Iktus Lake Two (The Sturgeon lake) has 8 swims and holds about
500 Common and Mirror Carp with approximately 30x40lbs, 3 fish
over 60lbs, 80 Koi Carp up to 40lbs and 200 Sturgeon of 17 different
species, 8 European records, biggest 85kg (French record) and 100
Grass Carp with the biggest 55lbs.

Exclusive booking agents for Iktus Carp,
Iktus Lake Two, Iktus Runs Water
and IktusRuffaud

For information and to book a swim at one of these fantastic lakes
give Rob Watts a call at the number below.

7 Drayton
WoodRoad,
Road,Hellesdon,
Hellesdon,Norwich,
Norwich NR6
email: rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
7 Drayton
Wood
NR65BX
5BX •• email:
rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel: +44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel:
+44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk

Hempeez

Alternative Hookbaits
Website: www.Hempeez.co.uk
Email: hempeezuk@gmail.com
See us on facebook
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Small Changes
Make a Big
Difference
By Sean Vickers
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I

t was coming to the end of
lockdown, and all the anglers
on my syndicate were getting
r e a d y t o h i t t h e l a k e. We
feared that the better month
for fishing there had passed.
Once we knew which anglers wanted
to fish the open two nights, we set
about the draw for swims. I would
have been happy with one of three
swims, coming out second in the
draw and securing my first choice
swim, i set about preparing my my
rigs and bait, which consisted of Baitworks Atlantic Heat, Cheshire Particle
SS3 and my version of the noodle rig.
Arriving at the lake you could feel a
sense of excitment amongst anglers,
and i was eager to to get to my swim
as i knew the fish wouldnt be far
away. I started my session fishing a
small amount of Atlantic Heat close
to the pads and island on the known
feeding spots. The first 24hrs passed
without my alarms making a sound. I
knew i had to make some changes, so
after speaking to my good Friend
Stephen Viggars about tactics that
worked for him on Christchurch,
where he saw feeding fish spooking
off around baits, i decided to to fish
heavy with bait but blend all my bait
up using the Ridgemonkey crusher
with the particle plate. I began to put
out around 4kg of bait on each spot.
My rods couldnt have been in 30 minutes before the first rod was away
with a stunning 17lb mirror, a nice
start. A quick picture and i put my rod
back out with another good helping
of bait. Less than a hour and my rod
was away aging with a hard fighting
26lb Mirror. By now i knew i had got it
sussed, but with a 48hr limit my run
wouldnt last long. The next bite came
a couple of hours later with something very special. I knew straight
away this fish was alot bigger, staying
deep and pulling hard. After what felt
like an hour i opened the net to the
queen of the lake, a stunning black
and gold cheshire common. Gareth in
the next swim kindly came round
again to help with weighing and photographing the fish. The scales spun
round to a staggering 42lb on the
nose, equaling my current personal
best. A change of tactics can make a
big difference and i finished my ses-

(Top) 17lb mirror.
(Centre) First schoice swim.
(Bottom) Solid bag for willows.
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26lb mirror open day.

28lb common open day.
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42lb common open day.

42lb common open day.
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Big Girl.

37lb 2oz common.
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N O W

Old School Carping
Volume 2

A bygone age, many would say the
good old days, a time long ago before
Facebook, the Internet, or even
mobile phones!! However did we
survive? It certainly was a very
different sort of carp angling to
today’s high pace, remote control,
Snapchatting, wannabe blogger’s
world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 2 are the
anglers we aspired to, the heroes of
that bygone age who were catching
carp years ago before the hair rig
when not everyone could catch them
quite so easily. Bruce Ashby is haulin'
on Laughing Waters, Leybourne as it
became known. He and Mike Harris
were prolific catchers in the sixties,
with not a boilie or a hair rig in sight.
Jim Gibbinson was more than a
legend – a god some would say –
from an age gone by. Rod
Hutchinson… well, what can you say
about this carping genius that has not
been said before? His fishing and writing have entertained
us for over a quarter of a century. Ritchie McDonald was
way ahead of his time, the original pursuer of the largest.
Kevin Maddocks was the man who unlocked the secrets
of carp fishing to the masses, the angler who made carp
fishing commercial and astounded us with his catches 40
years ago and gave the world Carp Fever! Stevie Briggs
has seen the changes firsthand from his early days in the
Kent hotbed to globetrotting in search of the biggest it has
to hold. Also there is a tribute in this book to the late,
great Vic Gillings from Dick Gaynor. Bill Phillips recalls
his early days. Richard Skidmore looks back at Redmire,
and Paul Wilkinson remembers Wormleybury Manor.
Derek Ritchie reminisces about Essex in the seventies
when he held the county record.
In this book you will find the anglers, some still well
known and others perhaps forgotten that were shaping
our sport thirty or forty years ago… some even longer!
They were carp anglers from an age of secrecy, of
originality and invention, carp anglers who were the first
of their kind to put pen to paper and divulge their
obsession.

Our front cover shot is the great
Bill Quinlan, famous for his
Redmire catches, whilst the back
cover is Jack Hilton, a carp angler
whose tales of old spurred many a
young man to try his luck for the
ultimate prize, a fish thought
virtually uncatchable, the biggest
and cleverest in the land, the
mighty king carp… I remember
so well reading his tales,
spellbound, almost transported to
the bank where Sir Jack was on
his Quest for Carp.
So in this volume, we have many
new additions to our series. As I
say, some you will know and
others you may not, but each had
his role in moulding today's carp
scene. Steve Allcott makes a rare
appearance with his story of a
Savay record that propelled him
into stardom in the 80s and made
him the king of the Colne Valley.
Rod Hutchinson joins us again, this time with some
advice on his favourite subject, bait, and some wise words
on rigs, which still hold true today. Roy Williams talks of
pioneering France back in the day. Eddie Bates tells a tale
with a twist. Peter Stone tells the tale of his first big carp.
Peter Luck and Alan Smith tackle an estate lake. Kris Ford
looks back to how it was. Paul Hughes gives his
impressions of Ashlea Pool. Mick Hall catches a monster.
Mike Starkey has success. Keith Jenkins masters the art of
blanking. Dave Hyde and Mike Wilson both give us two
chapters, each on special moments in their long careers.
Dave Duffy gives us an extract from his diary in the early
80s, while Andy Wade looks at winter fishing in the same
era. Brian England catches a holiday thirty. Andy Little
talks bait together with Terry Dempsey.
Our photo album from the past depicts many old faces
from an age gone by, an age of mystery and of the
unknown, an age long gone in today's world of social
media, YouTube and the Internet… Carp fishing, and in
some ways life itself, seemed to go at a much slower pace.
Was it better than today's carp scene? I'll let you read the
book first and come to your own decision.

Rob Maylin

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
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Atlantic heat.

Crushed atlantic heat.

SS3.

Crushed SS3.
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German noodle (strudel rig).

sion with 6 carp, 42lb common, 28lb
common, 26lb mirror, and three 17lb
mirrors. A truly good session for my
syndicate.
I couldnt get back out for a couple
weeks with the kids being off school
and work committments, and when i
finally managed to get out, it got cut
short due to the carp deciding to
spawn. Game over, lake closed for a
few weeks.
My next session was about six
weeks later, a quick overnighter. The
lake was busy so i set up out of the
way in a shallow corner of the lake,
where i know fish like to get in the
warmer weather. Knowing this part of
the lake is very silty i went with a
couple of chods and a light scattering
of Atlantic Heat. It wasnt long before
i realised the fish were here but feeding on a hatch. I quickly brought in
my rods and changed to a 2ft zig as i

Morning coffee.

Boosted wafters.

was fishing in 3ft of water. The rod
wasnt in 30mins before my alarm one
noted and i was attached to a hard
fighting 26lb mirror. As happy as i
was with this capture, unfortunately
this was my only fish as the disturbance during the fight pushed the
fish back into the pads, funny that the
small change of tactics made a big
difference.
A good two months had passed
before i could get back out, with work
and family committments, and now
my head was now fully focused on my
annual french trip, but after quarantine was brought in i had to change
my plans.
I decided to set myself a target of
catching a UK PB, what what better
place to try than the Approach fisheries in Leeds. Rightly or wrongly i
went with a preconceived idea of getting around the islands. On arriving,

the local anglers were telling me the
fish were stacked on the wind at the
opposite end of the islands, but me
being stubborn i stuck to my guns
and i went on the back of the wind
between the two islands, where happily i found some feeding fish, and
some good fish as well. After spending most of the day watching the
water and with night drawing in i
decided to flick some choddys in the
area i had seen the fish and spread a
wide scattering of Royal Marine. A
quiet night and no fish to show. The
following morning i spoke to some
good friends who recommended solid
bags. I found a couple of nice spots
between the islands next to some
pads, i got the traps out late as i
decided to rest the swim and allow
the fish to move freely with no lines in
the water. After another long day
water watching i decided to get my

Peg 10 willows.
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Sean Vickers 48lb 2oz (New PB).

Sean Vickers 48lb 2oz (New PB)
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head down and set my alarm for first
light. Around 12am i was awoken to a
screaming alarm and the sound of a
tight clutch ticking away. I lifted the
rod into what felt like a bull on the
other end, i quickly got that familiar
feeling of a heavy, plodding fish. After
about 5 minutes i finally had it beaten
and turned on my head torch to look
in the net and was greeted with one
of the bggest fish i’ve ever seen in
England. With the help of Gavin in the
next swim we got her safely up on the
scales which went to a mind blowing
48lb 2oz of massive mirror carp. A
new PB and my target achieved. I left
my rod out for the rest of the night,
and as i sat there thinking about what
had just happened i couldnt help to
think about how a small change in
tactics made a big difference. I finished the session with just that one
fish but i couldnt have been happier.
A couple more weeks passed
before i could get back out on my
cheshire syndicate. I only had a quick
overnighter and i wanted to get in a
area around the island and the pads,
and luckily enough a friend was just
vacating my ideal swim. After speaking with him i knew the fish were
close by. I started off by fishing the
crushed boilie and particle approach
and in large quantities as i did on my
first session after lockdown. The night
pased quietly and i woke up to
motionless rods and feelilng deflated,
after a few black coffees i made a subtle change on one rod from my standard wafter to a snowman consisting
of 15mm Royal Maring and a white
scent from heaven pop up. The rod
wasnt in 30 minutes when my bobbin
pulled tight and my tip began to arch
round. Again i lifted into another
heavy plodding fish, that for a few
minutes didnt take any line and i
couldnt retrieve any line, it just kited
left into the deep. After a long slow
battle the fish slid over the chord and
i was greeted with another stunning
Cheshire common weighing 37lb 2oz.
I couldnt believe my luck.
Back home reflecting on a funny
old season, i couldnt help but think
about all the decisions we make in
our fishing to get the outcome we
desire, and how the small changes
can make a big difference. n

(Top) 26lb zig caught.
(Centre and bottom) Open Day
mirrors.
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The Best Laid Plans
By Dave Kemp

M

y story begins
during the close
season of 1994
over 16 years
ago. It was now
nearing the
month of May and plans were being
made for the glorious June 16th. I normally start the season on a local
gravel pit of 42 acres which in my
opinion is one of the most awesome
looking lakes I’ve ever fished, what
with its many features such as bays,
bars, gulley’s and numerous islands, it
really is a carp haven, add to the fact
that you are only allowed to fish from
one bank this can make for some
interesting fishing! However, I was
toying with starting on another local
venue this year due to previous nightmares on the other pit which usually
sees me totally mugged off every
opening day due to lost fish by a multitude of different reasons. The pit in
question is a similar size but is what
you would call an easier option for
getting a bend in the rod and to be
honest I really fancied an enjoyable
start instead of the usual heartbreak!
A week later I received a phone call
from my pal ‘Oily Geoff’ who owned a
local bait company who produced
quality baits and pukka bits and
pieces to accompany the whole thing,
the phone call went something like
this …. Oi! where are you doing the
start this year? When I told him my
plans the torrent of abuse began,
What are you doing on there you
Noddy!
There are times that you just can’t
win with Geoff and this particular day
was one of them, ha ha! as it happens
Geoff’s brother in law had managed
to get a half decent swim on the lake
that I normally fished by way of doing
work parties at the venue during the
close season, but as it happens he
didn’t want to fish there for some reason or other? however as Geoff can
be quite convincing at times, he had
said I could take the swim on instead
of his brother in law if I so desired, no
contest really, so I grabbed the
chance of the swim, and yes there
was some serious stroke pulling
going on here! Job done as far as I
knew and before long I was down
54 Big Carp

there every day baiting up with at the
time was a new base mix called
Aminos which was adored by carp
yet broke down in the water within 24
hours allowing in the silvers so they
could also consume it, win win I
thought? Before I knew it the 15th
had arrived and it was the day of all
days, in my case it was the day I
could claim my swim and hopefully
change my poor luck from the previous years? The day arrived and I was
like a dog with 2 dicks, everything
was checked and double checked just
in case etc, buzzing was not the
word!
On arrival at the pit I was pleased
to hear that for once we were allowed
to drive to our chosen swims and
unload the gear then take the car
back to the carpark, right result! Once
all the gear was unloaded and
dropped off and the car moved it was
time to watch the water for signs of
fish? however it was red hot and my
guess was whilst there was probably
a few about they would be resting up
under the cover of the many beds of
lilies that are abundant in this pit.
By 2:00pm everything was set up
and sorted, so it was time to grab the
cooler box full of Stella (evil stuff) and
go and see the lads many whom I had
not seen for 3 months.as you can
imagine the afternoon was a great
laugh, drinking beer and generally airing our views on what the next few
days had in store for us.by 6:00pm I
was getting hungry as I had not eaten
all day and really needed some scran
inside me! The next thing I knew was
some of the lads were in my swim
insisting that I join them up the pub
for the evening as it was only 30 mins
from opening time and they did a
decent bit of grub in there! Now seeing as I have the breaking strain of a
KitKat where a pubs concerned it was
a no brainer, the thought of my first
night on the pit and not cooking really
appealed to me so it was a done deal.
Not long after 5 lots of burger and
chips plus beers were ordered and we
tucked in, needless to say the merriment continued until last orders
when it was time to head back to our
swims. Once back in my swim it was
quite clear that chucking out in dark-

ness was not going to happen due to
to many overhanging branches, so I
set my alarm clock for an hour before
first light then got in the bag for some
much needed kip.
The next morning was nice and
cool as I crawled out of my pit a litre
of water was soon heading down my
neck with a couple of pain killers
before the hangover could even manifest itself, kettle on and both rods
cast to their chosen spots and then it
was time to chill and hopefully get
some action? By midday nothing had
happened and I was getting hungry,
so a sausage and mushroom stick
was on the cards, after dinner I was
sitting in an old tree stump watching
the water when my right hand rod
gave 3 beeps, I bent down next to the
rod to see what was occurring? To be
honest I was expecting to see a coot
pop up over my spot, but it beeped
again and the tip pulled down and
she was away!I
I pulled into the fish pretty hard as
there was a lot of pads in the area and
I didn’t need the fish getting buried in
all that! there was an almighty explosion as she surfaced fairly early in the
fight before kiting hard towards the
pads, I tried to clamp down but the
fish wasn’t having any of it and made
the sanctuary of the lilies. To be honest even though the fish was stuck
fast I still thought it would work its
way out providing I was patient, so
the rod was put back on its rests and
the clutch set fairly loose and a smoke
was rolled.
Three smokes later and no indication at all I was starting to think the
fish was gone so I picked up the rod
and gave it some Welly! Suddenly
there was a kick and the fish was
gone as the lead came skipping back
towards me, Nooo! it was like a hammer blow to the back of the head, the
rod was launched in the bushes and I
slumped down on the floor before
throwing up!I just could not believe
what had just happened, once again
opening day had dealt me another
fish loss and I was finding it very hard
to take it all in. After 30 mins I recast
the rod and got it spot on first chuck
which makes a change, then cracked
open a cold one to drown my sorrows,
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shortly after my pal walked into my
swim and he knew by the look on my
face what had occurred and tried his
best to cheer me up by saying that I
may get another chance as the fish
were stacked up in here 2 days ago!
in the end I just said sod it do you
wanna beer? To which he said go on
then and we sat in the shade chatting
away and just enjoying each others
company,beep beep zzzzzzzz total
meltdown on the same rod as earlier
and I was on it like a shot, the fight
was nothing spectacular just a bit of
lunging and the odd bit of plodding
around ,in she came closer and closer,
I could now see it was a big brown
mirror and I was crapping myself,
suddenly my pal rushed forward with
the net and scooped her up at the first
attempt, YES! There in the net was a
lovely dark brown fish with big shoulders and the biggest gob I had ever
seen on a fish,I was overjoyed, after all
the heartbreak I had suffered on this
pit I had eventually banked one of its
prized carp.
We hoisted her up on to the scales
which read 24lb 6oz a new personal

best by 4 ounces when my other rod
tore off at a rapid rate of knots! I let
my pal deal with the first fish as I
pulled into the second one which
thankfully didn’t scrap really but still
managed to snag me in some sparse
looking pads,I quickly decided to get
photos of the first fish while the other
one was snagged as she was sitting
in my net and it was a bloody hot day
and I just wanted her released really!
Once a few pics were taken back she
went no worse for wear, so it was now
time to try to free the other fish from
the pads, strangely enough the fish
came out of the lilies more or less
straight away and just as before
slipped into the net!
Oh my god! I simply could not
believe what was going on as in my
net was an ancient, prehistoric looking fish with jet black flanks and old
looking scars all over its body,not to
mention it looked a fair bit bigger
than the last one,my pal knew the fish
well and said get the photos done
quickly as this fish is usually a nightmare on the bank. As I lifted the carp
up it went mental stabbing me in the

chin with its dorsal, so only a couple
of shots were taken & then we
weighed her at 27lb 8oz,she was
released back to her watery home and
I just looked at my pal and we both
roared with laughter, not only had I
finally caught on opening day but had
caught personal bests to boot! We
celebrated in fine style for the rest of
the day drinking beer after beer untill
the pub opened, however news travels fast on this lake and within a few
hours there was a geezer asking me
when I was leaving as he wanted the
swim and was it ok to bivvy up
behind me?
Well that gave me the right hump
so I told him no as I didn’t want a total
stranger sitting behind me for 2 days,
so we ended up having a row which
nearly ruined the whole thing for me,
so I packed up and went home feeling
well annoyed that some dickhead
would do such a thing? Once at home
after calming down a bit I thought
back to my original plans for the start
and grinned like a Cheshire cat ,for
once it had all fallen into place, the
best laid plans and all that! n
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AYorkshire 50
By Gavin Telford

I

have been a syndicate member at Tyram lake for some
years. Although I did renew
last year, I just did not put the
effort or time in and fished it
for only a few hours, a complete difference to previous year’s
where it had been my main focus.
However, after a couple of productive fishing breaks at other venue’s
with my girlfriend Lauren, who
despite not fishing herself has developed a real enjoyment for the outdoor
element, and supports my passion for
it so, with that, and my children Blake
and Nancy now a little older making
them more manageable to take with
me I decided to renew my ticket and
fish it with the determination I had
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once had.
As lockdown eased and fishing
was once again permitted, I started
back, but this time with a two-man
bivvy instead of my trusted brolly system. My mobile angling approach had
also changed, due to having Lauren or
even more so the children with me,
once we were set up that’s where we
stayed, this also worked better with
the booking system which was in
place due to COVID-19.
When the lake was not busy, we
walked it in search of some fish. I
trickled bait in some likely areas and
took a rod and bare lead, looking for
spots, I needed to learn the lake
again, as I had been away from it for a
while meant some unfamiliarity.

After six blank nights on previous
visits I booked a few days off work for
my birthday and hoped this would
change my luck. Lauren and I arrived
on the Wednesday evening, I knew
where I wanted to be after seeing
them the night before and after setting up camp I got the rods out which
turned out to be an absolute disaster,
after maybe 15/20 casts the rod was
finally on the spot. I was not very confident at all and the night passed
uneventfully.
The following morning at approximately 7.30am my luck changed
when I received a typical big fish bite.
A slow steady rise on the indicator
and the line slowly tightening resulting in a slow heavy battle. I then
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knew it was one of the lakes big ones,
I played it steady until I got it from out
of the hole in the lily pads, I then
started to apply some pressure, once I
had got it into the deep margins it
began plodding up and down hugging the bottom. As I caught a
glimpse of its scaley flanks I knew
exactly who I was connected to. BAZ!
Possibly a Yorkshire 50 at this time of
year. At this point my legs turned to
jelly and the excitement set in. Off it
went on another run down the margins. I slowly teased it back and then
she was ready for the net. Lauren did
the honours and she was mine. We
did the weighing and hit a PB of 51lb
04oz, a quick call to ‘Pricey’, the lakes
bailiff and the photos were underway,
what a buzz!
The next few days were quiet, seeing hardly anything until the last
morning, which was Sunday. At
approximately 10.15am the rod
screamed off straight into the pads. I
could not stop it, it was well in there.
I placed the rod back on the alarm for
a few minutes and it started peeling
line once again before we came to
another stalemate. There was only
one thing for it, so on went the life

jacket, and with ore in hand along
with the rod and the net I was off! let
the boat battle commence! Fifteen
minutes later, after searching two lilly
beds I was holding a lovely 33lb mirror. This particular fish was 18lb only

two and a half years ago, Happy
Days! and a birthday to remember.
Both fish were caught on DNA’s7
pop ups coated in GLM powder, over
a mixture of S7 and SLK freebies
glugged in liquid food. n
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Part 2 by Russell Crisci
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A

fter what seemed
l i k e a n e t e r n i t y,
what with the
Covid-19 lockdown to deal with,
the time was fast
approaching for my summer ticket to
start on my very special Kent water.
Plans were made, including slight
bait tweaks, which were my thinking
for this year, noticing the lakes big
mirror having a taste for a non-fishmeal types of bait. So, going with this
idea was a risky move, after last season’s amazing results, but I just had a
gut feeling.
Soon I was heading down the
motorway, chomping at the bit to get
started, and as I arrived, I received a
call to say Ant had a cracking scaly
mirror in the net and needed a cameraman! Photos done, I joked about
poaching his swim as he was leaving
soon, but I knew he had been concentrating on this area, so I had a cuppa
and went for a stroll round the lake.
There were six anglers on, and
most of the areas where I had seen
signs of fish were occupied, but as I
walked around a couple of other
anglers had started to pack up, result!
I decided on the ‘Point Swim’. As
usual for a point swim it covered a
decent amount of water and I had
seen a very big fish shuffle out of the
water in front, unable to clear the
water because of its bulk! Being an
old git I dug out my log book to check
the spots I’d fished last season, but it
seemed the longer spot was weeded

up this year so after some lead work I
found a glassy feeling silt area about
ten yards to the right, so I’d fish one
rod on there and two out to the other
area from my book.
As per usual I readied the swim
and set up before I headed off to see
Dave for a catch up. I arrived back
late afternoon and set about getting
the rods out for the night and
deposited about eight kilos of Monster Tigernut boilies and particles
between the two areas.
I awoke just on first light to a
steady bite on the left-hand rod. On
picking up the rod I could feel the jag
jag feeling of the line going through

weed. I slowly gained line until I had
obviously brought the fish back to the
weed bed. As last year the weed was
savage and I kept the pressure on
until the fish kicked free, slowly I was
winning until the next weed bed! the
next hurdle.
Again, after ten minutes and a few
angles of pull the fish was moving
again. Ten yards out in the shallow
water was the final weed bed, however I had a mass of weed on the line,
making it difficult to get in direct contact with the fish and it had ground to
a halt. I could see the fish was a common, but it was stuck, nestled in the
sub-surface forest.
I needed to thin the weed to land
the fish, so I quickly slipped on the
waders and got in and set about deweeding the line. A brief under the tip
battle ensued and then the fish was
finally in the net.
I removed the hook in the net and
readied the camera and weigh gear
while she rested up and I regained my
composure, still buzzing from the battle.
A stunning thirty-one-pound common was held up for the self takes, it
was a fish I caught last year, but a
lovely fish. A true English common,
long, lean and golden in colour. On my
very first night too. I was chuffed!
The morning wore on, and I’d seen
maybe one fish, but decided I’d stay
put after a quick walk round as I had
seen nothing elsewhere, so I set about
re-doing the rods early, making sure
everything was spot on for the night
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ahead.
It was a still night and I never heard
a thing all night, however I was not
really surprised. I had no action, so
after some bacon sarnies I had a slow
pack up and made my way home,
hoping to return next weekend.
The following Friday morning I
found my way snaking through the
Kent countryside heading back for
another forty-eight hours. On arrival
there were only three other people on
the lake, but these were in the best
areas
I saw one fish show. The weather
was spot on, with South Westerly
gales forecast, showers and low pressure. It was looking good for a fish!
I plotted up in a swim where I had
caught the ‘Long Common’ last year
as I had seen a sneaky show close in
and knew the swim pretty well. Once
again I readied the rods, tied new rigs,
and went to demolish Dave’s tea supplies .On the way back I stopped for a
chat with Stuart, one of the regulars,
and he said he had caught fish in the
daytime over the years on here, so
maybe I was missing a trick.
Back in the swim, I really struggled
to get the long rods out that evening,
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I couldn’t feel the drop properly due
to the gale force cross-wind, so I
decided to fish two rods short and
spark up the barbie, before attempting to try to position the long rod.
Having problems with the old braid
on my spod rod, which was snapping
like cotton, due to me not changing it
for years. I had to remove a hundred
yards of the weak braid, so this was
making hard work of getting the long
rod sorted and baited.
Finally, well into dark I was fishing,
and I flaked out straight away that
night. Waking up at first light I had
the “I’m gonna blank” feeling, but
after a few teas I got more positive
and thought I just might get a daytime bite today, after what Stuart had
said yesterday.
At 10 am the right-hand rod, close
in, bent round and was away on a
tight clutch! I leant into it and gave a
bit of line. I felt a bit of weed, nothing
major, and the rod sprung back…
That feeling of deflation soon kicked
in; the adrenaline gone. I was gutted
I’d suffered my first loss and it left me
wondering what ‘the one that got
away’ could have been?
The middle rod was just a few feet

left of the right, so I held off a recast,
but after an hour I decided the right
rod did have a slightly better drop and
felt it needed to go back out. So, a
fresh hook bait was flicked back out
and I followed that with three small
spombs of feed, to liven the area up,
so to speak.
I sat for the next few hours thinking
that was my chance and I had missed
it but whilst on the phone the right
rod let out a bleep then tore off!
Launching the phone into oblivion I
was soon holding the rod in full battle
curve praying this one stayed on.
Weed bed after weed bed, the drama
unfolded once again. This fish managed to pick up the other line too, this
could be a disaster in this weed! It felt
heavy, slow and plodding and I was
forced to slacken the other rod right
off. I was slowly gaining some form of
control before she hit the weed bed
not ten yards out. Deja Vue kicked in!
I leant on the rod as hard as I dare but
to no avail, I was starting to think
“this is not my session I’m gonna lose
another one here”. I pulled hard to the
left, waiting for something to give to
be honest. A slight kick was felt up
the line and it was moving again, ever
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so slowly, but so was a weed bed the
size of a car! Everything ground to a
halt, a big mirror wallowed on the surface within a massive ball of weed
and the other line wrapped around
the lot. Time stood still and like a
scene from a comic sketch a shaky
angler with a large carp stuck feet
from the net what a nightmare!
I walked back with the rod doubled
over. It was painful but inch by inch
she was coming in. I dropped the rod
and handlined her over the net cord
weed and all she was in!
Quickly like a mad man I stripped
the weed from the net to look to see
what fish I had caught. For a moment
I thought it was the big girl, but it was
not. I removed the hook, decided to
weigh her and slip her into the edge
to go get some help identifying her
and doing some photos. I ran into
Stuart, Lee and Chris who were more
than keen to give me some assistance. We reweighed the fish and
identified the fish as Nelson (one eye,
obviously) a very sought-after fish
and one of the oldest in the lake. At
forty-eight and a half pounds I was
buzzing!
I did not recast till later that
evening, deciding to go for a shower
and a break from the pond and to
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calm down. I really did not mind the
good night’s sleep that night and
even had a lay in.
Next morning, I had a bit of break-

fast and a cuppa with Andy, a nice
fella, before wishing him luck and
heading off home, hoping to return in
a few weeks’ time! n

Exclusive

An Unforgettable
Trip
By Richard Pearce

W

e booked
onto Furzebury carp
lakes in South
Molton, in
Devon. Set in
the countryside, surrounded by woodlands and green fields. It offers the
angler the best carp fishing in all of
the south west.
There are approximately 100 carp
present in the Island Lake most of
which are over 20lb, 30 + fish over
30lb and 7 over 40lb to a lake record of
47lb 4oz. It was built in 2006 and was
stocked in 2007. There are reeds all
around the lake providing plenty of
features to fish to. Each carp fishing
swim on the lake offers the angler
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something different to fish to.
We booked the island lake exclusively as this was the Natures Baits
social event, which turned out to be
the best and unforgettable trip of my
life.
Having fished the lake a few times
in the past, I knew it was not the easiest lake to fish. We all draw pegs and
I ended up drawing the point swim.
Using a simple naked lead clip system
and casting to the far bank, then I had
to walk around clip my rig on and
spoon it out. My rig was a simple German Rig, size 4 wide gape hook. Knotless knot using the Redemption soft
coated hook link. Which I then
pushed on a bait screw onto the hook,
which was then followed by a hook
bead. All Supplied by Hybrid Tackle.
My bait tactic was Natures Baits
Scud Boilie. Using the White Ice
wafter which screwed onto the bait
screw attached to the hook, I then

simply scattered 100 boilies over the
top. All my fishing is the same
approach on every lake I fish as I have
one hundred percent confidence in
the tackle and hooks I use. In the back
of my mind I was thinking one fish
would be good going! which turned
out to be completely opposite.
We all turned up Friday afternoon
in 30+ degrees heat, I found my spots
and baited up. I did not fish until 9pm
that evening. After getting my rods
out I could chill out with the lads and
have a good cider.
My first take come at 3am on the far
margin. What a fight! She took me
everywhere. I knew it was a big fish
as she kept solid to the lakebed. I saw
her head rise and at that point my
legs could have given way, finally
landing the fish, I gazed into the net
and my god I couldn’t believe it, my
hands started shacking. Once I got
her on the mat, I then realised it was

a fish called orange spot, an absolute
beauty!
We all weighed her and boom,
smashed my personal best by 10lb!
She weighed 42.4lb I was buzzing,
well made up! 30+ buckets later I
managed to let her go. That feeling
catching a personal best is unbelievable and cannot put into words. I
never slept the whole weekend after
that.
Using the same approach and tactics, I managed to bag myself another
l u m p a t 8 a m t h e n e x t m o r n i n g.
Measles, weighing in at a massive
36.2lb.
After resting my swim, the following day in the blazing heat, I again did
not fish until 9pm Saturday evening.
Come Sunday morning at 6am I
bagged another. Weighing in at 28lb.
All mirrors were absolutely mint looking fish. Truly the best and most
unforgettable trip of my life. n
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Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends
Early in 2019, I published a Big Carp magazine devoted solely to the River Thames. It was another first for Big
Carp, as there had never been a magazine of its kind. It was a sellout nationwide, such was the interest from
carp anglers, whether they were river anglers or, so it was obvious a book was to be my next project. Six months
later and I have something a bit special for you – long overdue in my opinion – another first for Bountyhunter
Publications and a book EVERY carp angler, novice or expert, still water angler or river angler should read, a
book dedicated solely to the greatest river in the UK, a river that glides majestically through our capital and
contains some of the finest looking carp in the land – The River Thames.
Every carp in this book was caught from Old Father Thames, some huge carp – thirties, forties and a fifty, but
why are so many Thames monsters being caught now? Where have they come from, and where is the best area
to fish if you want to catch these monsters of the flow? This
issue will answer these questions and more.
In 2018, Ash Geden rocked the news feed with his capture
of three Thames forties, and his chapter 'Chasing Dreams on
the River Thames' makes breathtaking reading.
Nick Helleur also landed the first Thames fifty in 2018 after
a two-year campaign for this, the King Of The Thames. As with
most river carp, The King was an escapee, almost certainly
due to its location originally being one of the Dinton Pastures
stock. This fish has been the Thames record for many years,
although most of the previous captors have kept their catch
under wraps. However, this carp has featured in Big Carp a
few times in the past, right back to when it was only 30lb, and
more recently when caught by Katch Bullet and Steve
Shenfield at weights in the low forties. Here for the first time
is the history of The King, along with many interesting facts
about the Thames and its carp stock. Nick’s capture will
certainly mean other high profile anglers will soon be visiting
this stretch… Anglers like Terry Hearn and Dave Lane will
undoubtedly already be making plans!
David Wallen’s fantastic 'Life on the Thames' chapter also
features some huge river carp and tells the tale of life while
boat fishing this amazing venue, the largest piece of water in
the UK – the planning, the prepping and the dedication
needed to be successful. Aiden Savan’s account of his Thames
life emphasises the passion these guys have and the respect these fish have earned, while Simon Rumsey’s
chapter focuses on his hunt for his first Thames thirty, something we can all relate to.
Mikey Frost’s huge Thames common would have been a record not so long ago, the highlight of his neverending campaign so far. Mike Wilson takes a look back at his long Thames fishing history and also asks what is
the true origin of Thames carp? Zeth Christie has spent many years targeting these magical Thames fish; he’s a
great all-round angler and a great addition to this book. Jason Smith’s chapter emphasises the dedication that
some of these Thames carpers go to consistently catch these beautiful creatures.
One of our great lady anglers, Jo Green, also has a passion for these stunning beasts, and her chapter on the
Berkshire Thames makes exciting reading. Paul Miller has spent over 15 years fishing, moved onto the Thames
when syndicate carping lost its appeal, and he never regretted it! Graham Stevens spends a season on the
Thames, catching some incredible Thames specimens. It’s a milestone in carp angling literature – the first carp
book ever solely dedicated to the Thames.

Rob Maylin

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658

River Carping

RiverWitham
By Paul Wayne
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H

aving seen a large
carp on the last trip
of 2009 heading
down the river, this
was the place that
we were going to
try next season. At a length of 132km
it was not going to be an easy task,
but boy it did look so inviting.
After fishing the drain for the few
years we sort of had an idea what we
would be up against – finding the fish
for a start, dealing with submerged
and floating weed. Then throw in
some boat traffic, and you have a
potential minefield of things to deal
with. I knew that the bait would be
fine as all of the same naturals would
be in the river just as they are in the
drain. A recce would be needed. Jordan and I had been in the drain doing
a pike session in October, and I managed to winkle a few small jack pike
out. Over a brew we discussed packing down early and then trying to find
out how to get access down to the
river. With random tracks down in
between fields and through farms,
would we be able to get anywhere
near it?
With the car loaded, off we went.
We got back to the main road and
then straight across, down a semi-tarmacked track. We knew that the track
ran parallel with the river, so what we
had in mind was to find a pump
house, as we knew these were right
on the river. After about half a mile of
tarmac, which was more like a rally
stage (god only knows how we didn’t
take the sump off on some of those
dips!) we came across a pump house.
It was about 300 yards away from the
road, and blocking our access was a
length of chain on two posts. I got out
of the car for a closer look. The track
down to the pump house looked well
used, as the waterways board would

Bring it on!

need to go down to clear out the
sluices. The chain on the right hand
post was just hooked on over a pin –
what a bonus! With the chain
dropped, Jordan drove over it, and I
fastened it back up.
We bounded down the track and
then parked up behind the pump
house, out of the car and over another
gate we went up to the top of the
banking. As it was October the river
looked fairly dull – a rich, dark colour,
as there had been a fair bit of rain. The
top of the banking was flat, which
would be ok for the bivvy to go on,
then down a banking to the water’s
edge. The reeds had died back, and
there were large stones that the banking stood on, which, on thinking
about it, would be a challenge if we
had to net a fish. We had now found a
new spot, and I was salivating at the
prospect of catching some river carp.
With this new info, off we shot back
up north to tell the lads what we had

found.
Jordan and I did go down a few
weeks later for an overnight pike session, in which I managed a 17lb pike,
which was a right result for a new
swim. On the downside, we did wake
up in the night to find the ground covered in two inches of snow! I brought
the rods in during the night, but left
the Microns on the bank sticks. At
first light I was up. Luckily the snow
had melted, but on the other hand one
of my alarms was under at least 2ft of
water. I was gobsmacked that the
river could rise so fast, gutted that I
had lost one of my alarms, but glad
enough that I brought the rods out
and put them far enough up the banking or I could have been looking at a
huge bill! Fair play to Jordan though,
a week later he had a day off and
drove all the way down to see if the
alarm was still there. It was, but
beyond repair. The stainless steel
bank stick was fine, and I still have it
to this day. So our first lesson was
learnt: don’t ever take the river for
granted; it could end up costing you a
lot more than just a bite alarm.
In the beginning of June 2010 the
bait had been rolled – 20kg of Fen
Specials, and Jordan and I had set off
down the A1 for a prebaiting session.
The weather had been kind so the
river should be at its normal level, and
I was rambling on about how good
the fishing could be. Jordan the nonfisherman was half listening, but he
knew what to expect. Pulling up at
the chain blocking our path, I was
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Ready for action.

All systems go.

What a place.
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hoping that nothing had changed,
and on close inspection nothing had.
Dropping the chain Jordan drove over
it, I put it back up, and then we set off
down the path to the river. Out we
got, me with boilies in hand and Jordan with his chair, rolling tin and kettle.
On the top of the banking there
was another guy, which had me wondering if he was down here also prebaiting for the start of the season. It
turned out that he was retired and
lived in the local village and in his
spare time he worked for the RSPB
doing bird surveys for the area. He
was a nice bloke who said that he had
not seen anybody fishing down here
for years, which was either a good
thing or a bad thing. Being optimistic
I hoped that no one knew the true
potential of the place.
Chitchat aside, and I was off down
the banking to have a good look at the
river. It was now fairly clear with
some large reeds lining the edges and
about a meter’s worth of blanket
weed in the margins. I was only going
to fish out just past the blanket weed,
as I knew the river was going to be
well used by boats. The baiting up
was all done by hand, and soon 6kg of
boilies had been deposited along the
margin with a few handfuls thrown
into the middle to attract anything
that swam past… hopefully! I was
careful not to stand on any of the
reeds in the edge, hoping that it
would look like nobody had been.
Brews finished, and off we set back
up north, me bending Jordan’s ear
again about having to wait three
weeks before we could go back down
to fish.
June 17th 2010, which was a Thursday, I had managed to get a threenight pass, which was good for someone with a small child at home. We
had loaded the car up the night
before, so Jordan only had to pick me
up in the morning. 4:30 and we were
on our way; I was like a kid at Christmas. The journey flew by, and we
were soon pulling up at the pump
house. Tackle unloaded… well, mine
anyway… and we set about putting
up the two-man bivvy and getting my
rods together. I was only going to fish
two rods, as any more could be a
problem especially if I had a fish on. I
pushed down the reeds in the margin
to get the alarms in and then fished
them with the rod tips up.

River Witham River Carping

The rigs were simple – double
16mm Fen Specials topped off with a
piece of plastic corn for a bit of colour
tied to size 6 hooks knotless knotted
style to 8ins of coated braid with a
small section peeled back for hook
movement. This then went to a lead
clip system with a 3oz gripper lead to
then a metre of leadcore. I wanted to
keep the rig pinned down as much as
possible so the remaining mainline
would be sat on top of the blanket
weed.
The left hand rod was cast upriver
about 15 yards, and the lead thudded
down hard, so I knew I had a good
drop on it. The right rod was cast
downriver at the same distance, and
again a good hard drop was felt.
Happy that the rods were fishing well,
I went back up the banking to get
some bait to put round each rod,
about 30 boillies each, not wanting to
overdo it, as the prebait could still be
on the bottom.
Teatime came around quickly and
still no action. Would this be a nighttime bite place like the drain? It’s not
a bad place to look at when you’re
waiting for a bite. The bird life was
diverse and interesting; kingfishers
were buzzing up and down, buzzards
were calling high up in the sky, and a
barn owl was doing manoeuvres up
and down the far banking looking for
its next meal. Where the bivvy was
positioned on top of the banking
there was also a good view looking
out onto the farmland that surrounds
the area; it was just nice relaxing and
looking out as far as you could see,
waiting and hoping for something to
happen.
Night-time came and still no
action. I had seen a few bream roll out
in the middle of the river but no carp.
I managed to stay up until midnight
just listening, hoping for a show. Just
before I got into the sleeping bag I
heard a large slurping noise, but it
seemed to be on the other side of the
drain, so at least there was one fish
knocking about. After lying in the bag
a bit more awake after hearing that
fish, I closed my eyes and tried to get
to sleep.
At 2:30 my left hand rod burst into
life as an angry carp set off up the
river at a great rate of knots. After
running down the banking and just
managing to stop before I went head
first into the water, I picked up the rod
and bent into one angry fish. The fish

18lb 4oz.

instantly stripped 20 yards of line off
the spool before it slowed down, and
instead of diving for the weed lined
margin it went straight out into the
middle river heading up the centre
channel. This was a bonus for me
because I could hopefully tire it out in
open water before trying to get it
through the marginal blanket weed.
After ten minutes I managed to scoop
it into the net first time with a load of
the weed. After removing the weed I
was staring down at my first river
carp, a long common with a huge
mouth – what a result! On the scales
it went 18lb 4oz. My next mission was
to get Jordan out of the land of nod to
do the photos for me, which he did,
but not without a few choice words
first.
Photos aside and the fish sent back

on her way, I redid the margin rod
with some fresh baits and cast back
down the left hand margin, followed
by a scattering of freebies. The rest of
the night passed without any action,
and I was wondering if I had cast correctly in the dark. The loud birdsong
had woken me at 4:30, and just as I
was coming round the right hand rod
burst into life as a fish set off down
the river. The fight was definitely not
like the last one, with slow bursts
then stopping. I managed to turn the
fish easily then glide it straight into
the waiting net.
It was a lake escapee I think, and a
good sign was that it was passing the
bait out in the sling, so it must have
been lurking around waiting for its
next feed. On the scales it went just
over 10lbs… not massive, but river

Off she goes.
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rod tip hooped over as a carp shot
into the middle. After pegging it down
the banking, picking up the rod and
bending into the fish, it put up a good
account of itself. After five minutes it
was mine, another common, and not a
big one, but one that could be easily
recognised again because of its tail.
At just over 10lb it looked like another
lake fish but the mouth on it was
huge. Could it be the one that was
making all that noise on the first
night?
The fish was weighed and then
returned to its watery home. With
three carp under my belt on the first
24 hours I was buzzing. Where I was
netting the fish I had now made a
nice clear parting in the margin weed,
which would help with any more
action. Just before dusk I applied
some bait to both spots in anticipation. After sitting out with Jordan
until 11pm talking about most things
and listening to the radio we decided
to call it a night.
At around 3:30 I had a ripper of a
take on the left hand rod again. This
fish felt like the first one as it
ploughed up the centre of the river in
a bid for freedom. After gaining some
line and managing to steer it through
the clear path of weed in front of me I
had it in the net, another mint common carp, but this one was a true
river fish with a massive head but
streamlined body; it was shaped a bit
like a dolphin and had a huge wrist
before the tail. At 14lb it was my

victim number two. 24 hours now into
my first river session and I had two on
the bank already – things were looking up. With the rod back out and
primed, Jordan and I set about some
breakfast, me wondering if any more
fish would be coming and Jordan
wondering if he remembered to bring
the brown sauce! The day had soon
passed, and it was now around 5pm.
Daytime fishing was never really that
good unless the water was well
coloured. Sitting on my chair looking
out over the river I was watching the
wind push lines down the middle of
it. They always look like they could be
fish just under the surface. I was joking with Jordan: “Look at that one –
it’s heading straight for the bait!” The
line stopped about a metre away from
the baited spot, and then bang, the
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fourth fish, and I was over the moon.
After putting the rod back out I
floated back up to the bivvy, into the
bag and then off to the land of nod.
No more action came that night or in
the morning. With two nights down
and one left I was feeling confident of
at least another fish.
Around dinnertime I heard someone at the back of the bivvy. Getting
out to see who it was, I went to see
him. He was a farmer from Holland or
Poland, and through broken English
he told us that we were fishing on his
land, which he had his sheep on.
Apparently he had rented ten miles of
the banking that we were fishing on,
and that if we did not go there would
be a large padlock and chain on the
gate so that we could not get out. I
tried to explain that we would be
gone in the morning, but he was having none of it, so totally pissed off we
tacked down and headed for home.
After only one session and now with
little chance of fishing on that banking we had to come up with another
plan, maybe to fish the other side…
Surely he couldn’t rent both of them?
That was it for 2010, as I had too
many commitments at home, but one
night whilst looking on Google Earth I
found a track, which could potentially
get us on the other side of the river.
Things were looking up, but it would
be next year before I could get down.
2011, and with Father’s Day looming, I decided that my treat would be
to go down to Lincoln to do some prebaiting the week before I was going
for 48 hours. My other half had
booked a B&B so that we could stay
over for the weekend, which was a
nice touch. So with the car loaded
with suitcases and 6kg of 18mm Fen
Specials we set off. As I remember it
was going to be a hot weekend, so the
baiting up would have to be done
first. The drive down was fine, even
with my son in the back; he slept for
most of the way down. Driving down
the new track, which would hopefully
bring me near the river was a very
dusty affair. By the time I got down to
a gate that I hoped would lead up to
the river, the car had gone from dark
blue to sandstone. Jumping out of the
car and leaving the other two to sort
themselves out, I walked down the
track, up past the pump house and
onto the top of the banking.
I had found a new place to fish. The
grass was very high, and as you can
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see by the picture there was plenty of
floating weed to deal with. There was
no evidence of anybody being there
before, which was a good sign. I set
off back down to the car to pick up
the bait, which was now starting to
defrost and giving off a right smell.
With bait bucket in hand, back down
I went to look at a swim. I walked
down the banking a bit past a water
inlet and down to where a large teasel
was. This was a great swim marker,
and with catapult in hand I soon dispatched 6kg of boilies into the river,
spreading them out to wherever I
could get them in without getting
them stuck in the weed. Job done,
bucket back in the car and it was off
to the B&B with thoughts of next
week’s session in mind.
The day had come; I had booked
Friday off work to get down there

early, and Harry was going to join me
at teatime. I blasted down the A1 and
into Lincoln in good time. The day
was going to be hot, as it had been all
week. I went through Bardney and
down the track up to the gate. I had
taken the barrow, as it would have
taken me ages to walk up to the river
with my gear. I think that I managed
it in two trips, most of the weight
being water, as it was going to be a
hot one, and carrying gear through
long grass really takes it out of you.
With the gear all in the swim by the
large teasel, the river was like a sheet
of glass with no ripple. What with the
boat traffic, the floating weed had all
been pushed to the side, which gave
me easier access to the water.
I decided to keep the rods out of
the water till Harry came down, as
from previous sessions most of the
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Jordan and me with the Brute.

action had come at night-time. Rigs
were going to be simple snowman
setups on size 6 Fang Twisters with
drop off clips and leadcore to combat
the weed situation. I put about 20
baits out and then left it till later.
Whilst enjoying the sunshine I did see
a carp swimming just past the edge of
the weed line. It was not massive but
a good double, which was encouraging. I think that I was having a bit of a
snooze when Harry turned up. He
was going to be fishing the outlet,
and another friend of ours was fishing
the other side of the tree higher up
towards the sugar factory. I helped
Harry set up his gear and then went
down to put the rods in. The left had
rod was going to go just off the weed,
the middle rod in the boat channel,
and the right hand rod was cast to the
other side with a back lead on to
hopefully stay under the boats. I put
snowman setups on all of them, lead
clips and a metre of leadcore to keep
everything pinned down and for the
weed.
The day was slowly slipping by,
and we thought we would be getting
somewhere near bite time. I had
heard a few carp slurping under the
lily pads on the other side of the river,
so I knew there were a few about. At
8:40pm I was standing by my rods,
looking out over the river, talking to
Jordan and having a smoke. Harry

shouted that his mate was in. I set off
running down the banking when my
left had rod burst off. Jordan, who was
trundling down picked up the rod and
struck, but being a non-fisherman I
didn’t know if he had even disengaged the baitrunner. I was at his side
in a flash, and the rod was shoved in
my hand with, “I’m not a fisherman;
you sort it.”
The carp had bolted straight into
the near margin weed, so I was now
in stalemate. I kept a good curve on
the rod and could feel some small
vibrations down it, so I knew that it

was still on. I managed to keep bringing the fish up towards me. I was now
at the water’s edge with the landing
net in my hand, but the ball of weed
on the line was now so big that I
didn’t know if the fish was still on or
not. Inching back line bit by bit, I saw
the leadcore leader and felt a little
bump, so the fish was still on. Dipping
the net I scooped up a massive ball of
weed and hopefully the fish as well.
The net was so heavy I had to get a
hand to lift it up onto the banking.
Placing the net and the big ball of
weed onto the unhooking mat, I
started to clear the weed to look at
my prize. Removing a bit of weed
from its head, I could see the fish was
massive. Quickly removing the rest of
the weed revealed an absolute brute
of a fish, bigger than anything that I
had caught before. I just stared at it
gobsmacked and got net out of the
way. It was the moment of truth, and
on the scales she went 32lb, a huge
set fish with a massive tail. The
mouth of the fish was perfect and
more than likely had never seen any
hardware before. With the pictures
done I got into the river to let her go.
The water was so warm, and I just
wanted to hold her for one last time
before letting her slip off, knowing in
my mind that I would never see this
fish again.
That’s the good thing about fishing
rivers… none of the fish have names,
and repeat captures are rare, They
fight for all they are worth, and most
of them are in perfect condition.
Nothing fancy is needed to catch
them, just good, strong, safe rigs and a
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good quality food source. They get big
in the rivers for a reason: the amount
of naturals present is astounding, but
with a bit of patience and good luck
you can get amongst these river
beauties.
With the rod cast back out, it was
now nearly dark. I went down to have
a brew with Harry before I went to
bed. With a fish of that size being
caught the thoughts of 40s were flying about. With the brew finished I
was a happy man, and off I went to
bed.
The night passed without anybody
getting any more action, and I was
awake and watching the water at
about 5:30. Just as I was going to take
my first sip of tea of the day, the right
hand far margin rod tore off. At first I
thought it would weed me up, but it
set off up the river, taking 20 yards of
line. I managed to get it under control,
but then came the problem of getting
it through the marginal weed on my
side of the river. As luck would have
it, there was a bit of a gap, which I
had created letting the big girl go, so
I managed to steer it through the gap
and into the waiting landing net. At
16lb it was a nice, clean common and
number two to me. What a place this
is, and with one night to go, I was
hoping for some more.
At about 11:00 I brought the rods in
to rest the swim, and also the boats
were doing my head in. With one
night left and two fish in the bag, I
was more than happy with the
results, so I could have gone home,
but when you have kids that extra
night of peace was more than welcome.
With the rods back out in the
evening the BBQ was on, and we
were having a good laugh. Deep
down I was dreading packing down
and doing the long haul through the
grass back to the car. The night was
quiet for me, but Harry opened up his
river account with a lean looking 19lb
common from the outlet. Being
woken in the night is fine, but landing
a fish off a concrete plinth covered in
weed in the dark is a bit scary, and I
didn’t fancy falling in at 2:30 in the
morning. With the fish in the net and
pictures done, that was it for the first
session.
2012 was the next time that I went
down to the river. Harry had put some
extra sessions in 2011 and managed a
couple of high double commons from
78 Big Carp

16lb.

the outlet swim, so the fish were
hanging about. He had been doing
well on the chod rig, so I put two rods
out on the chod and one on a snowman. The day passed with no action,
and at 10:30 I was just tucking down
in my sleeping bag when the right
hand rod ripped off. I was up and on
it, and the moment I stuck, the fish
was taking line on a fairly tight clutch.
I managed to keep it in the middle of
the river to try and tire it out, but as it
came closer the fish dived into the

19lb common.

weed. As I was trying to gain some
line, weed was getting stuck in the
top eye of the rod. I could still feel it
kicking, then nothing… the fish had
come off. It looked like a decent common, and I was gutted. I had nothing
else to show for my effort during the
next night either, but Harry managed
to come up trumps with a 24lb common from the outlet, which was a
right result, and I still think that it is
his largest carp from the river to date.
2013 was a busy year for me. We
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had our second child, and finding
time to get down was near impossible. Sightings of a seal had been mentioned again, and the river did not
produce, as I recall. Harry did fourteen
48-hour sessions and blanked for the
whole year. The river had lost its form,
and in 2015 only two came out on the
first day of the season; one of those
was also nearly eaten by another seal,
and after those two fish nothing was
caught for the rest of the year.
2015 and I’ve been down once and
blanked. One of the party caught a
small mirror of around 12lbs, but after
that nothing. For me on a personal
level I will now stop fishing the river
for a few years. I do know that Harry
is keen to try it next year, as the draw
of the place is too much for him. The
Witham has been kind to us over the
years, and I’m still to find a place as
mellow and chilled out. The next time
I go is when I take my eldest, and
hopefully he will enjoy the place as
much as I do. n
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Quietly the EA is planning on allowing the construction of ‘holiday
homes’ around TC Pit. For decades individuals and clubs have repeatedly
approached the EA regarding TC, with a view to creating a managed
fishery. The site has been left untouched since it was closed down in the
90’s. The reason given has historically been that the access from the A40
was unsuitable.
This was based on a historic event before the narrowing of the road
took place and reduction in speed limit, when a road traﬃc accident
caused loss of life. Currently the pit is still ‘oﬀ limits’ despite a number of
enquiries from various individuals. Personally, I have followed, fished and
respected the pit since ‘86. I first wrote to the EA and the then fisheries
oﬃcer when I was 15, and
I have followed it since.
To instigate a plan
where ‘holiday chalets’ (a
similar scenario has
occurred around the
Water Park at S.Cerney)
would suggest that the
access ‘block’ to any
community / fishery use is invalid. Secondly, correspondence with the EA
suggested that the area of lake adjacent to Dukes Cut was a SSSI due to a
species of Orchid. Thirdly the introduction of ‘Chalets’ around the pit will
no doubt come with the use of boats.
The introduction of petrol / 2 stroke engine use, whether it be for
pleasure or skiing will destroy the ecosystem of the lake and eventually
render it lifeless. The site has huge historical value. The fishing
community of Oxford holds a place in its heart for this water. Peter
Stone, holding the Bream record are a snap shot of its rich history, the
pit holds memories far and wide across the country. I have started this
page in an attempt to finally bring together a group of individuals that
want to preserve a piece of water that without ‘voice’ ‐ will be lost
forever.
The EA have never ‘done’ anything with it. It has so far been preserved
and managed by individuals that love, care and respect it for what it is.
And THAT needs protecting. I have tried as an individual.
I have failed. Before this amazing piece of water, with its national
fishing history, social history and a ‘presence’ within Oxfords history is
lost.....perhaps, just perhaps....’we’ can come together, with all our
individual contacts, recourses and common aim, to preserve, protect,
manage this historic water for anglers present and the future generation.
I am asking for your help. Best regards. Dylan Kent
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Carpy News
Environment Agency ignores its own experts trying to
protect vital fish spawning grounds in the Norfolk Broads
Precedent risks destroying future regulation
Angling, fishery and wildlife interests
in the Norfolk Broads campaigning
against the serious threat to fish
stocks posed by Natural England’s
planned fish barriers to block off vital
spawning grounds at Hoveton Great
Broad received a boost this week with
the news that Fish Legal are considering a legal challenge.
This follows an extraordinary
response from Environment Agency
(EA) seeking to justify their decision
to grant a permit for the barriers
despite vehement internal objections
from the EA’s own fishery experts
which they kept hidden from public
view.
Top fisheries scientists at the Institute of Fisheries Management (IFM)
have reviewed the Natural England
Project along with the studies and
evidence upon which the case
against the barriers was built and
concluded that it was potentially
harmful and should not proceed saying:
“The IFM consequently strongly
recommends that this project should
not proceed with the existing plans
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for fish removal and exclusion which
could have irreversible and damaging
impacts on the fish populations and
ecosystem as a whole.”
The Angling Trust had to use Freedom of Information legislation to force
the EA to make public the views of
their own Fisheries, Biodiversity and
Geomorphology team (FBG) in East
Anglia who had spent seven years on
fish surveys, studies and tagging at a
cost of more than £250,000 of rod
licence and taxpayers’ money. Their
evidence showed that the proposed
barriers would be harmful to the
recruitment of bream stocks in the
Northern Broads. Bream are one of
the iconic species upon which the
£100 million angling economy of the
Norfolk Broads depends.
The EA Fisheries Team objection
states:
“It follows that the proposed
biomanipulation methodology, involving the installation of fish proof barriers to prevent fish accessing the habitats currently found within HGB carries a high risk of detrimental impacts
to the fish populations of both HGB

and the Northern Broads system.”
They also warn that in granting a
permit, the EA would be in breach of
its statutory obligations under the
Water Framework Directive (WFD)
and that the precedent set would by
highly damaging both to the reputation of the Agency and its ability to
function in future as a credible environmental regulator.
“The impacts on fish cannot be
mitigated at a waterbody level within
HGB. Deteriorations in Fish Element
Status are not permissible under WFD
and the impacts and potential risks to
fish arising from the proposed activity
are incompatible with the exercise of
our statutory fisheries obligations in
respect of the Broads fishery
resource.”
Environment Agency Response
Once the powerful and evidenced
based objections from their own staff
became public it was hoped that the
Environment Agency would call in
the decision to grant the project a
permit but instead they have doubled
down and issued an astonishing
response disregarding their own
experts because their work was not
‘peer reviewed’. The recently disclosed “Decision Document” from the
Agency said that:
“…we are of the view that large
parts of the evidence from our FBG
team and the public, where peer
reviewed evidence was not available,
carries a lower confidence in predicting the perceived outcome in comparison to the Applicant’s evidence
on impacts to bream.”
Notwithstanding the fact that the
evidence for the objections was thoroughly reviewed by the IFM, the concept that UK regulators will in future
be expected to ‘peer review’ every
submission made by their own
experts to every permit application or
planning decision is already being
viewed as a monumental blunder by
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EA managers setting a precedent
that would leave the organisation
powerless and ineffectual.
Justin Neal of Fish Legal said:
“We wrote to the Agency in the
belief that they had ignored the views
of their own fisheries scientists. Their
decision document (written after their
decision and not revealed until almost
six weeks later) makes clear that they
simply weighed the views of the
applicants against the research and
the specialist surveys of their own
experienced EA staff and chose the
former. If they do this for every application, and apply tests of peer review,
there is little hope that they can operate as an effective regulator. The
impression we have from the whole
process is that the Agency was desperate to push the permit through,
whatever the fisheries staff thought.”
Duncan Holmes of the Broads

Angling Services Group (BASG) said:
“It’s unbelievable that the EA management appear to ignore the science
and its own fisheries specialists. The
angling community has entrusted its
fisheries to the EA for the last 26
years, and provided hundreds of millions of pounds directly into EA funds.
Anglers have a right to expect the EA
to follow the science, protect valuable
fish stocks and deliver the service
they are expected to. The trust
between anglers and the EA will be
damaged forever at local level.”
Martin Salter from the Angling
Trust added:
“We now have it in black and white
that the decision by the EA to grant a
permit for these environmentally disastrous fish barriers was fundamentally flawed. In attempting to justify
hiding information from public view
and disregarding the expert opinions

of their own fisheries staff they’ve
now come up with the quite extraordinary excuse of demanding the ‘peer
review’ of every piece of technical
advice that they offer in the future. If
this precedent is established the
Environment Agency will have committed a monumental act of selfharm.”
Paul Coulson, Director of Operations at the Institute of Fisheries
Management said:
“The decision by the EA to overlook the expert opinion of their own
fisheries scientists, many of which
have worked on the Broads all of their
professional lives, and using the lack
of peer review of their findings as an
excuse, sets a very dangerous precedent for future regulation and shows a
complete disregard for a proper evidenced based decision making process. ” n

Latest assessment of the state of our water environment:
Damning failure of the Government and Environment Agency
After a delay of nine months, the
Environment Agency have today
released the latest assessment of the
health of our rivers and still waters. It
makes for depressing reading.The last
assessment showed that only 16% of
water bodies covered by the Water
Framework Direct were ranked as
being good. Today’s assessment
shows that figure has dropped to zero
- not a single one!The latest assessment represents more accurate measurements that reveal the true poor
state of our waters. Rather than a
change in underlying condition, and
the improvements needed if the government is going to meet its 2027 target of 75% being classed as good,
there has been no progress. The Government needs to urgently invest in
turning our failing rivers into thriving
blue corridors.Stuart Singleton-White,
Head of Campaigns at the Angling
Trust, said: “The government has
made great play that they want 75%
of rivers, lakes and stream to meet
good standards by 2027. Today, we
find out that none of them do. This is
shameful. Our rivers are officially the
dirtiest in Europe. So much for the
Government’s ambition to leave the
environment in a better state for
future generations. This shows they
are failing and failing badly.”What we
need is leadership, not excuses. The
comprehensive spending review will
be a real test to see if the political
leadership our rivers, lakes and
streams need is there. We have to see

funding to clean up our environment
massively increased. We need regulators who can do their job properly and
we need to hold polluters to
account.”From the UN to Sir David
Attenborough we have heard time
and again about the biodiversity crisis we are facing. Freshwater biodiversity is the most at risk. If ever there
was a time for action, it is now. We
can’t wait, our fish can’t wait, our
rivers can’t wait.” The new Environ-

ment Agency figures show that:
Every single surface water body monitored by the Environment Agency in
England has failed the chemical standards, meaning that none have a
clean bill of health overall The failure
rate on many other measures of good
water health has shown little or no
improvement, the most important
being assessments of Ecological Status. Only 16% of English waters were
classed in good ecological health for
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in 2016, with the figure remaining
16% in 2019The figures released
today show that the proportion of
English waters in good health is one
of the worst in Europe, with a European average of 40% of surface water
bodies in good healthEngland’s rivers
and lakes are also the least healthy in
the UK, with waterbodies in Scotland
at 65.7%, Wales at 64% and 31.3% of
rivers in Northern Ireland classed in
good health There has been a small
improvement in the fish class assessment from 17% being good to high in
2016 to 18% in 2019. Invertebrate
have improved from 58% to 61% over
the same periodCurrent monitoring
overlooks many of the highest quality
waters - headwater streams, ponds
and small lakes - so we have little
idea how these are faring. Mark
Owen, Head of Freshwater at the
Angling Trust said: “The Government’s target in its 25 Year Environ-
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ment Plan for 75% of waterbodies in
England to be in good condition ‘as
soon as possible’ is now all but
unachievable. These figures expose
why Sir James Bevan recently called
for the “one out, all out” approach of
the Water Framework Directive to be
removed. This is an embarrassment

for him and for the Government. Trying to change the standards and massage the figure in future is not going
to work. It needs to be a political priority with immediate action.”
Contacts:Stuart Singleton-White,
Head of Campaigns stuart.singletonwhite@anglingtrust.net. n

Carpy Humour
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Fuel up on the bank
Heading on an overnight fishing trip?
Enjoy a warming brew or cool drink with
LifeSaver’s portable Cube
From hot sun to cold, damp, rainy
days, fishing isn’t always a fairweather sport. A refreshing cold drink
or a comforting warm brew is ideal for
a day at the water’s edge and the
innovative Cube filter from LifeSaver
makes the perfect companion. Forget
lugging heavy containers of clean
water with you, the LifeSaver Cube is
a water carrier and filter that uses
advanced, ultra filtration technology
to instantly remove 99.9999% of bacteria, 99.9% of cysts and even 99.99%
of viruses from untreated river or lake
water, making it 100% safe and palatable to drink.
Requiring no extra power or chemicals, the LifeSaver Cube is extremely
quick and easy to operate. Simply
unscrew the top and submerge the
open side into the water (taking care
not to submerge the tap). It can also
be filled easily from a tap or hose.
Once filled, pump the Cube to push
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the water through LifeSaver’s ultrafiltration membrane. Open the valve
and clean and clear water will flow
from the tap into your chosen sterile
container. The 5 litre Cube is ideal for
individual use but can also be used to
provide clean and safe water for
larger groups and it’s great for trips
where you’ll be camping overnight
too.
Manufactured in the UK with a
robust casing that is designed to
stand up to the rigours of life outdoors. Its high-capacity filter is capable of filtering an incredible 5,000
litres of water (or 20,000 cups of tea!),
making it a sound investment for any
committed fishing enthusiast.
The filter also feature’s LifeSaver’s
FailSafe technology, meaning that
once the filter no longer works, water
won’t be able to pass through. You
don’t need to worry about keeping
tabs on how long the filter’s been
active or how many litres it
has treated, the FailSafe technology means there is no risk
o f d r i n k i n g u n s a f e w a t e r.
When the filter has stopped
w o r k i n g, i t c a n b e e a s i l y
replaced time and time again,
extending the lifetime of your
LifeSaver Cube.
While the Ultra Filtration filter does the hard work of
removing hidden nasties from
your water, the LifeSaver Cube
also features an activated carbon filter to remove any
unwanted flavours or odours
from the water. All you’ll be
able to taste is clear, clean and
fresh water.
For more information about
t h e L i f e S a v e r C u b e, v i s i t
www.iconlifesaver.com. n

EDZ: Long Sleeve
Merino Base Layers
Cumbrian based clothing brand, EDZ, offers a range
of natural Merino wool long sleeve base layer
garments made from 100% superfine merino wool.
The long sleeved base layers are suitable to wear
for a variety of different outdoor activities such as
cycling, climbing, hiking, fell and trail running,
sailing, skiing, horse riding, motorcycling, travelling,
fishing and hunting.
Merino features include:
• Merino wool is warmer than cotton or synthetics.
• Merino wool is a natural
climate control material,
which regulates temperature
making it suitable for hot
and cold conditions.
• Merino wool has excellent
anti-odour properties so can be
worn for many days before
needing a wash, which is
particularly useful when
travelling.
• Merino wool is a natural
insulator, which makes
it ideal to use in the
construction of a
layering garment as
you only require a thin
layer to make a
difference.
• Merino wool wicks
and absorbs
moisture, and
unlike cotton or
synthetics will still
help keep you
warm even
when damp.
EDZ’s 200g Long
Sleeve Merino
Base Layers (RRP
£50) are available for men and
women in a range of sizes
and colours (S - XXXL for men
and 8-18 for women).
For further information about the properties of
Merino wool, please visit
www.edzlayering.com/merino. To buy online,
please visit www.edzdirect.com – or head to the
EDZ outlet shop in Keswick on Derwentwater. n
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7am. The temperature’s barely above freezing. The rain is driving. Mud lies thick around.
Testing conditions these. Not for the faint-hearted.
But then, when did being faint-hearted ever get you anywhere?
The MX10: our original field watch. Just like the special forces that have worn it, the MX10 is
ready for just about anything. The tougher the day, the better.

BIG CARP TOP TEN
Carp Fisheries

Hempeez

Web: cottingtonlakes.co.uk
Email: cottingtonlakes@outlook.com
Tel: 01304 380691

Alternative Hookbaits
Website: www.Hempeez.co.uk
Email: hempeezuk@gmail.com
See us on facebook
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Providing specialist cover for
you and your equipment

Various Options are available allowing
you to choose the right cover for you
Full details are available on our website
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Welcome this month’s
Made in England, a
roundup of all the
biggest and most
beautiful carp caught in
England over the past
few weeks. When
submitting your pictures
please include your full
name, the weight of the
fish and the venue.

Andy Adams - 39lb 14oz “Spike” - Linear Fisheries Manor Farm.
I arrived at the complex at first light, making my way round Manor Farm first. After speaking to a few anglers, it was clear
the fish were nearer the road bank side of the lake. I made my round, bucket in hand, hoping to find some fish within range of
a vacant swim. I got chatting to Ian Russell who had been fishing the road bank for the last 48 hours and had had a number of
fish, so my confidence was improving. The only swim available was a double swim to the north end of the lake. Although
not the exact area the fish had been reported to be, I had spotted a few fish crash at short range so thought it was worth a
night, and if it didn’t produce I could move in the morning
With the tackle on the barrow, I headed to the swim and began preparing some solid bags with various wafter hookbaits,
my thinking being that if I could just nick a bite it would give me an idea of where the fish were feeding. With the bags tied, I
started getting my rods sorted. As I was doing this, a fish crashed at about 50 yards to my right. I immediately tied a lead to
my main line and cast toward the fish. The lead landed without much of a drop, so then it was quickly recast and it went
down with a solid donk. I clipped up and recast to check all was good, and a pre-tied solid bag was tied on and flicked out to
the spot. The rod had only been on the alarm for ten minutes when it gave out a single bleep followed by a screaming take,
and before long I had a scaly 22lb mirror in the folds of my net.
I placed the fish in the retention sling for a few minutes while I got the rod back out on the spot before I took a few snaps.
The fish had not long been returned to the water when the same rod burst into a screamer of a take I lifted the rod and was
met with a very heavy resistance. The fish kited to the left and took at least 30 yards of line. I slowly gained line and soon
had the fish within sight. I could see it was a chunk, and it seemed to just stop at about ten yards and bury its head in the silt,
sitting there not wanting to be moved. After a little more pressure I managed to move her and gently slipped the cord of the
net under her.
Upon looking into the net it was clear the fish in question was the old mirror known as Spike, which I had been talking
about with Ian Russell only an hour previously.
Head bailiff (Roy Parsons) was doing his rounds and was happy to witness the weighing. The scales spun round to 39lb
14oz. What a result – I had been fishing for no more than two hours and had bagged two fish, one smashing my PB. Ian
Russell joined us to help with the pictures, and I was truly buzzing – what a session so far!
I did 48 hours without action, so decided to move to St Johns where I landed two more carp – mirrors of 18lb and 20lb – then
landed a catfish that weighed in at 65lb.
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Scott Lloyd - 39lb 4oz common - Christchurch
I’d noticed the majority of the stock was following any new winds over my last couple of sessions on Christchurch. I checked
the weather prior to arriving and noticed the wind was due to swing and blow a light southwesterly the day after my
arrival. A quick mooch round told me I couldn’t get anywhere near where the wind was due to swing, so I set up camp
elsewhere for the first night. The next day I awoke to find a swim was coming available in the area I wanted to be, so I was
quick on my toes and got myself in there. I applied the bait and got the rods out quick time before the wind swung. Shortly
after, the wind kicked in, and just as I had predicted, the fish moved in, the rigs were waiting and I had this 39lb 4oz
common.

Adam Smith - 39lb 8oz “Half Lin” – Stoneacres
Here is a pic of the 39lb 8oz Stoney leviathan, a fish known as the Half Lin. The pit had been quiet for several days before I
arrived, and after only seeing one fish show a move was made to that area. After close inspection with the boat, two areas
just short of a weedbed that came right to the surface looked to be the area to set some traps. As it had been moody for a few
days, I decided to fish minimal bait; the idea was to just fish for a bite and not spook the area with a bed of bait. After doing
the rods confidence was high, but what happened next almost caught me off guard – three single bleeps followed by a onetoner. The fish shredded me on its first run and within seconds I knew I had to take to the boat. After an intense battle the net
was slipped under the mirror, which was instantly recognised as the Half Lin. Twenty 15mm baits and ten 20mm baits
chopped in half produced the bite, the Krill once again doing the business!
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Scott Lloyd - 31lb 14oz Linear - Christchurch
After camping in a swim for 24 hours due to not being able to get near the fish, I eventually got to where I wanted to be and
got the rods on a mint bar, which I thought was clean. I used my standard rigs with balanced baits and Spombed the hell out
of it with Krill frozen readymades, Krill powder, Krill pellet and pure liquid. Fish were all over me and the liners were
savage. After a long night and no takes, I knew there was something wrong, so I wound in at first light, which I must say I
never do and hate anybody that does. However I soon found the problem; the rigs were covered in silkweed, which had
obviously grown on the bar for whatever reason. I’ve never known this particular bar to do it, and I hadn’t fished the swim
all year, so there was no reason I should have known because I was still getting the old tap-tap-tap on the tip with the
marker rod! It was just a case of trial and error with this one so I soon sorted the problem. I opted to fish short naked
choddies, which consisted of a Korda choddy size 6 hook and 20lb Mouthtrap combined with Korda chod system and white
Krill cork ball pop-ups. I fished these over the top of the silkweed because the fish were still obviously smashing it up and
feeding over it. Within a couple of hours I made this mint scaly linear kiss the spreader block, and I was buzzing that things
had come together after a bit of a change of tactics.

Here is a fish from Essex Carp Syndicates’ The Rise. She went 25lb-plus.
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More Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends

Thames Carping was our best-selling book of 2019 and for a good reason. The Thames
has everything a carp angler could possibly want, plenty of water, it’s the biggest carp
water in the country, unknown stock, a stock which increases every time we have a flood,
an element of the unknown (getting more known), very rare in today’s carp scene where
every carp is flogged, logged ,blogged and caught by an endless stream of bounty
hunters.
Yes, the Thames really is the last frontier to be fully exploited. Thames carp anglers
have many attributes of old school carping, stealthy, secretive and not bothered at all by
the size of what they catch, although, like the old school, still hoping it’s the fish of a life
time when the buzzer shrieks out!
For Thames carpers the build-up too is very old school, they still have the close
season, so this time is not wasted, as it was not years ago, recce’s, baiting up, getting
baits established, building up swims, while always being conscious that to be discovered
would be the end of their hard work, so coming and going discreetly, under cover of
darkness, a covert operation. Their cards held tightly to their chests. And this is why of
course that books on Thames carping are so rare and so readable.
You see within these pages are their secrets revealed for all to see. Not blatant, no
map grids in longitude and latitude to the latest hot spots but within the lines, read only
by anglers who know what to look for. A clue here, a landmark there. All part of the
ultimate jigsaw. So why do these secretive anglers choose to write, well simply because I
ask them.
Sometimes over several years. Most eventually agree, I am persuasive, arguing at
their catches need to be documented and be part of the history books for years to come.
Which is true, and why they do it. Not for money, to promote something or even selfgratification but to be part of our great angling heritage. So that their kids and grandkids
can look back and say “look! there’s grandad with a beautiful Thames Carp. He would
spend hundreds, even thousands of hours fishing for them.
So, here’s what we have, and may I say you will not be disappointed. Some truly
amazing Thames carp, from different stretches, some urban some rural, some well in
land and some tidal, but all from the amazing’ Old Father Thames’.

Let’s start with Ash Geden, who takes the cover positions again. His 2018-19 season
made riveting reading in book one. In this volume he is back for his 2019-2020 season
with equally incredible results. Many huge carp, several over forty, the front cover
leviathan being totally new. He is a great river angler with a gift for writing, you will love
his next instalment. Simon Rumsey has been on a journey while fishing the Thames, like
many I suppose, in search of a thirty, or even bigger!
Andrew Sadler has discovered some Thames secrets during his many years on the
Thames, for you the reader, he divulges all. Graham Stevens is a Thames stalwart, having
written several articles in Big Carp and a couple of chapters in the first Thames bool he is
back in this volume to tell you how he does it. A technical A-Z for all to learn from, novice
or expert Graham has some edges for you all.
The Teddington Tank by Vince Humphreys is a chapter about a huge common, that
fish of a life time that he freely admits was totally unexpected, but that’s the beauty of
the Thames.
Thames common by Mark Cook, yes, a there’s a theme developing here, A huge
Thames common, one never to be forgotten. River Thames, Same swim, Same carp … 6
months apart by Christopher Stockley is a great account which proves how territorial
even Thames carp can be. My Love for the Tidal Thames a Brief History, By Roger Baker. Is
a trip down memory lane for all those who like the history chapters? Thirty years on the
Tidal, some huge carp too. One of my favourite Thames stories yet.
A Thames Monster featuring Pete The Pirate, is pretty self-explanatory, while prolific
Thames carp catcher Danny Boy Hill, shows us just what’s possible with a breath-taking
gallery of Thames specimens. Add to these life history articles on the Thames by Jason
Townsend, Ben Frewin, Mark Anthony, Vince Humphries, Tom James and constantan
Thames carp catch ‘The Thames Warrior’ it’s obvious that this book is another must read
for not only river anglers but al carp anglers interested in something a bit different from
the norm. A book you will read over and over again. History in the making, our UK
heritage of Thames carp.

Rob Maylin
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On a recent trip to Marne Valley Carping – Juvigny Lake 19th-26th, and after four days of very hard conditions, major storms
and water levels going up by 3ft, I managed to bag myself a cracking 40lb common. After 48 hours of my rods being out and
three days of fishing with no bites, I was ready to reel in and pop down the local supermarket to get supplies but the van had
run out of battery so I had to wait for lake owner Chris to arrive to jump start it. Just before he arrived my left hand rod
screamed off, and as I struck in to it I felt the weed, so I jumped straight into the boat to play the fish. After 25 minutes on the
boat I got the net under it and got back to safety. I managed to capture this 40lb common on a 10in hook link, a size 6 long
shank with a silicone kicker and a Burton Bait Rollers Winter Special pop-up on a drop-off lead system.
Luke Curtis.

Mark Shildrake smashed his PB at Fryerning Fisheries Main Lake when he caught The Gurm at the end of October at a
weight of 50lb 7oz. Mark from Chelmsford said, “I was shocked at the size of it... It’s been a target fish for years.” Nash bait
and rig stuff did the business.
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Dear Santa,
PLEASE No
more socks this
Christmas!

Wish list:
In Pursuit of the Largest by Terry Hearn
Carping After-Cut by Jim Shelly
A History of Yateley Volume 4
Old School Carping Volume 2
Old School Carping volume 3
Under The Radar Volume 2
Advanced Terminal Rigs
Fine Lines by Dave Lane
Thames Carping
More Thames Carping

All available now only from Bountyhunter Publications
bigcarpmagazine@hotmail.com or call 01252 373658
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Dan Gilbert - 35lb 10oz “Lumpy” - Southern Syndicate
I arrived on the Saturday afternoon and the lake was
reasonably busy, but I had a couple of options, one of which
was a swim that typically produces a few fish this time of
year, and there had been a few fish caught from there
earlier in the week. My plan was to give it the night and
wake up first thing and try to see where the fish were, in
the hope that being Sunday I could almost have free pick of

the swim I fancied the most. Unfortunately I didn’t catch
anything that night, but woke earlier and spent the first
few hours watching the water like a hawk. I did see a
couple of fish in the general area I was in and would have
been happy to stay, but I did see a lot of shows in front of
one particular swim. Luckily, despite the lake becoming
even busier, that swim was to become free about
lunchtime, so I made
sure I was ready with a
bucket as soon as it
became free. It’s a swim
I’d caught from a few
times this year, so I set
up on areas I had fished
before.
I woke just before first
light and watched the
water again. There
didn’t seem to be as
much activity in front of
me as the previous
morning, and after about
an hour I was starting to
fear the worst, but not
long after one of the rods
tightened up and I was
on it straight away. After
a good fight, with
several powerful runs, I
netted a good fish, which
I recognised as a fish
known as Lumpy. It
weighed 35lb 10oz and
justified the move. That
was the only bite I had,
but I packed away a little
while later more than
happy with the result.

The bite came at five o’clock in the morning; it was a really slow take at the beginning; just a few beeps, but by the time I
had got to the rod it was roaring off. I struck into it and she just slowly plodded around in open water. She came in without
any real trouble. Once in the net Ashley Irvine turned to me and said I had a new PB, as he’d had the fish at 42. She went 40lb
11oz and was new PB mirror so I was made up. We placed her in a retainer and waited for first light when a couple of mates,
Elliot and Darren, came down to help with some photos. Once out on mat for photos she tried to give me a bit of a beating.
After a quick few snaps we slipped her back home. Premier Baits did it for me again.
Josh Hammersley.
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My first session on a southern syndicate saw me bank this
37lb mirror carp. I caught this fish whilst testing the new
Bait Tech boilie, which I have to say is a very impressive
smelling, looking, and quality bait. Also I’ve been trying
out the new Ace Razor hooks, which I have to say are
amazing; they’re how hooks should be – as sharp as
possible.
So with my 360 rig set with a cork ball hookbait around
40 yards out to the edge of a weed bed, along with ten kilos
of the new Bait Tech boilie I was going to sit back in the
hope that the fish would move onto my baited spot and stay
there, what with all the bait I had put out for the next 48
hours.
The first 24 hours came and went with loads of fish
showing but not much happening on the bobbins. Then the
next morning came, still with fish showing, jumping and
rolling over the baited area. By 11am that morning finally
my left hand rod ripped of and the fish weeded itself
instantly. After dragging a ball of weed back to my margin,
only feeling a gentle kick, I thought to myself, I bet that the
fish has got rid of the hook, but to my surprise on closer
inspection I could see a small carp’s back poking through
the weed. So I netted whole big ball of weed, and whilst
parting it I could see a small, scaly mirror of around 17lb.
First blood, and I was really buzzing about getting my first
fish from the new venue.
Thinking bite time had now gone, I casually got the rod
sorted back out on the spot with a fresh bait, and then to my
surprise ten minutes later the same rod was off again. This
time things felt a lot different; the fish was taking line as
soon as I leant into it and I was feeling those heavy lunges
you get when you know you have hooked a big’un. It then
weeded me up, or so it felt. I began to drag the heavy load
back to me, and after pulling it to around 30 yards out, the
heavy load, which I thought was mostly weed, just started
kiting to my left and quickly. Then I realised there was no
weed at all around the fish. I started to shake; I knew this
was big as it carried on kiting straight into the bushes to
my left
After a bit of side strain the fish came swimming out
straight in front of me in the crystal clear water only yards
away. This beastly, scaly carp just plummeted straight
down; the rod slapped the water and the fish slammed its
head straight into the lakebed, sending up a massive
plume of bubbles. I was crapping myself, saying to the

carp, “Don’t do that, please don’t do that.” After taking
some line back and bringing the fish back to the surface
through the crystal water I just took a march straight into
the lake with net in hand after this magnificent looking
carp, but again it plummeted straight back down to the
lakebed, slamming its head again into the silt.
I then began to think, “I’m going to lose this; it’s going to
come off and the rod is going to go slack in a minute! Please
don’t come off!” Then it came up again, this time with weed
all over its face. Now was my chance – I took one lunge at it
with the net, and it was mine, all 37lb of it. The relief of
seeing that fish go in the net was immense, and once filmed
for the new Bait Tech DVD and pictured, she was carefully
put back. What a start to my first session on there! I can’t
wait to get back.
Lee Morris
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This fish is known as the Red Fish and weighed 34lb 4oz. I caught it the second night into a three-night session on a Nene
Valley syndicate using Hush Hush baits cast to clear silty area off a marginal shelf at about 50 yards with 2kg of free
offerings. The rig was made from 15lb ESP Striptease, Nash Fang hook and a 2.5oz Korda lead. Not my biggest capture from
there, but by far the nicest.
Colin Merry.

This is a 38lb 10oz mirror carp caught at Sutton D.D.A.P.S. on a Mainline Cell boilie fished over a patch of gravel with a PVA
stringer using a 4in hook link of Korda Supernatural with a size 6 hook and inline lead setup. This is the biggest weight that
this fish has been caught at –a new PB for me and my second 30lb-plus carp from these lakes.
James Hale
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658
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On a recent trip to Monks I managed four fish: 44lb 8oz, 30lb 8oz, 29lb 6oz and a 20lb 12oz common. These were all caught on
Scopex Squid dumbells tipped with maggots. I had them fishing beside a Canadian weedbed at 80 yards and fed 2kg of
boilies and a gallon of maggots throughout the session.
Simon Harbottle

I think this fish was around 23lb. Not the biggest, but I think the most beautiful carp I have ever caught. It was from a club
water in Bedfordshire.
Rob Taperell
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This is the mighty Hendrix from Cleverley Mere at 41lb 12oz. After two and a half seasons fishing weekends, I finally got
him. The bait was Mainline Cell.
Lee Goddard.

This fish was part of an eight-fish catch on my first night on a Shropshire club water. The fish weighed 32lb and was caught
on half a Cell dumbell balanced with half a 10mm tutti pop-up over a scattering of Cell boilies.
Rob Crutchley.
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Setting off on a cold Sunday morning heading for Willow Lake in Cambridgeshire, I arrived at the lake at nine-ish and did a
lap of the lake to see what’s been out. It was a bit grim and from what I was told no fish had been seen. But when talking to
an angler I noticed a fish pop its head up, and I needed no more convincing of where I was going. I set up and put my rods out;
one on a spot where I’d seen the fish top. At 3 o’clock the next afternoon I got a take and it felt like a good heavy lump. After a
good 15-minute fight I slid the net under a fish I’ve seen before; I’ve caught this fish three years running, every time in
November and a few days apart at each capture. How uncanny is that? She weighed in at 42lb 12oz; last year she was 38 and
the year before, 36lb 14oz.
Mark Laurence

Weighing in at 37lb, this fish was caught on Perfection Groundbaits Meat and Worm. The hookbait was drilled out and cork
was inserted, and it was fished with a ground bait stick on its own in between two weedbeds after spotting fish in the area.
Rob Baker.
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Old School Carping
Volume 3

The ‘Old School’ series has become one of our most popular sets of books we have ever
published. It appears that, in this fast-moving society we find ourselves more and more
anglers are keen to look back at how things used to be, where it all started, before the
commercialism that now controls our angling, before the ‘sponsored angler’, before
Facebook, the Internet, or even mobile phones! However, did we survive? It certainly was a
very different sort of carp angling to today’s high pace, remote control, Snapchatting,
wannabe blogger’s world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 3 are the anglers we aspired to, the heroes of that bygone
age who were catching carp years ago before the hair rig when not everyone could catch
them quite so easily. So, let’s take a look at what Volume 3 has to offer, and why I consider it
the best yet! But who deserves first mention, that’s the question? Well, let’s start with the
godfather of carping Pete Springate whose chapter ‘Discovering Yeoveney’ with those
amazing brace shots still makes the hair stand on end when I look at them, they really don’t
make them like that anymore. Mile Wilson’s chapter ‘Dick Walker and Me’ looks back to their
meeting, an exchange of ideas.
Savay Discovered by John Harry looks back to when John first set his eyes on the lake where
he would end up spending most of his life. My Time on Rodney by John Pope is the first of
two chapters by John looking back to his time on this Boyer Leisure venue which was making
headlines in the 1970s and 1960s before the fish were transferred to Harefield.
His second capture deals with his affair at Walthamstow Reservoirs in the eighties. Frank
Haskett may be remembered for his capture of a massive carp from the Yateley Copse Lake,
fish which inspired both Ritchie McDonald and Terry Hearn to fish there. Sadly, the fish was
never seen again. Duncan Kay was king of the bait scene in the seventies and eighties, his
chapter on bait advice still holds true to this day.
Speaking of bait, yet another bait guru was John Baker, from the next decade
to this day Johns love of bait has not only been a passion but a big part
of his life, John’s chapter makes interesting reading. Two chapters from
from Rob Maylin of their friendship plus farewell messages from dozens of
Kevin Maddocks in this volume, the first is on Ashlea Pool which Kevin
Rogers friends.
and Vic Gillings dominated way back. I remember seeing the film they
Len Arbury Passes by Derek Stritton was written just after Len left us
made at Ashlea at one or two of the shows back in the early eighties,
with kind words from his good friend Derek. Laughing Waters 1964 by
awesome at the time and still well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Bruce Ashby was written a couple of months before Bruce died of prostate
Kevin’s second chapter is a thought-provoking piece, so relevant in
cancer, some great memories and images from one of this country's
today's carp scene and asks the question " Are we just going through the
greatest and well-loved anglers.
motions".
The Start of Something by Wayne Grant takes a look back to what got
Darenth The Early Years by Steve Briggs looks back to the days when
Wayne started in this life changing hobby. In Pursuit of a Twenty Pounder
Richworth Tutti's took this venue to town. It just proved what was possible
by Dave Lane is the story of a part of carp fishing that us old timers all went
with what was nothing special as far as bait goes but if everyone piled it
through, it seems unbelievable today but the hunt for tour first twenty
in, the fish became obsessed. Jim Gibbinson was the top carp angler in
pounder sometimes took years of hard work.
the UK in his day, not only a great carper but an outstanding writer too,
Andy Little's name came to the forefront when he joined the first ever
writing a host of best sellers.
syndicate at the famous Savay Lake. His long-range tactics earned him
His chapter in this book looks at the carp scene at the time and
instant success, that combined with the first ever boillies and side hooking
dissects the best and the worst of carp angling. Gerry Savage was another
rig. Mike Oyez was yet another big name of the 70s and 80s not only a
big name at the same time as Jim, he was the angler who brought the
prolific catcher but a fishery owner too, his chapter looks back at these
first high protein carp bait to the high street, HI-Pro was its name. Gerry's
times with a sarcastic eye.
chapter epitomises the carp world as it was in the 1970s.
Finally, what has become a favourite section of these books our Old
Staines in the Early Days by Ritchie McDonald tells the story of
School Scrapbook, filled with images from a bygone age.
Longfield AKA Fox Pool before it was known and became a circuit water
It seems unbelievable that so many icons can possibly appear
for carp hunters up and down the country. We have lost several wellin one volume! now perhaps you too will see why in my
known carp anglers in the last year and we honour two in this volume.
opening lines I described Volume 3 as the best yet! I
Roger Smith Remembered by Rob Maylin and Friends contains memories
hope you enjoy, and please let me know if you agree?

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
ONLY 500 SIGNED COPIES AVAILABLE – FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
SO ORDER QUICKLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

Made in England

Due to work and family commitments, I hadn’t managed to get any fishing in for a couple of months, but then I finally had
the chance to do a 48-hour session. I had planned to do the Sunday and Monday nights, but typical of my season this year,
storms were forecast for the Sunday night/Monday morning and so obviously I didn’t want to risk fishing with the severe
weather warnings that had been given. This turned out to be a good decision, as there were fallen oak trees when I arrived
at the lake once the storm had settled on Monday morning.
I did my normal routine and walked the 94-acre water for a couple of hours. Having not fished for so long, I was unsure
what the weed was doing and where the fish could possibly be. I felt a bit out of touch with the lake so knew I had to keep
looking. After about three hours of looking, I finally saw a fish rolling on the choppy water on the end of the southwesterly
wind. This was enough for me to go and get my kit from the car and get set up. As I was setting up, another fish rolled in a
similar area as the first.
Not wanting to disturb the water too much, I flicked a bare lead out on each of the two spots, dragged back and found
channels of silt between Canadian pondweed beds. Because of this I made my mind up to fish all three rods on the bottom in
the silt. I didn’t hang about – I got all
three rods out and the traps were set! I
scattered a handful of baits out with the
throwing stick in the general area.
About six hours later, one of the rods
ripped off! Lifting into the fish, it
powered away for what seemed like
forever but realistically was about 5060yds. After a 20-minute battle, the fish
was up on the surface and getting close.
So as to not spook the fish, I didn’t even
turn on my head torch, and finally I had
landed the fish in darkness. I knew this
was a good fish but it wasn’t until I
turned on the head torch that I was
blown away by this huge linear which I
didn’t recognise!
I called Woody who was fishing not far
from me and a couple of friends who
were fishing a couple of miles away on
another lake, and they even reeled in and
came over to Dinton to help with the
photos.
The fish weighed 40lb 12oz and has
not been caught since the syndicate had
opened on the 94-acre water. To catch an
unknown UK 40lb, was a bit special, and
what a fish it was – a night I will never
forget!
I would like thank the lads, Jim King
(aka Billy Bob), Woody and John Gillet
for doing some great shots!
Mark Cripps.
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Made in England

Mark Smith with The Gurm from Fryerning Fisheries Maun Lake at 53lb!

First time out on the Snowball this winter at a tricky old estate lake, I cast a bottom bait to a feature at about 60 yards. I got
picked up all morning by tufties, and I thought they had ruined my rig and my chances, but I sat on my hands, and at one in
the afternoon the Delks let out a couple of bleeps and the bobbin pulled up tight. I looked up at the spot and saw a few
chickens scarper in all directions. I picked up the rod expecting to pull a tuftie across the surface, and I was flat-rodded. I
then realised I was into a decent fish. After a few hairy moments she was in the mesh. I looked down and saw a long
common; I was buzzing – a winter common over 30lb. It’s snow time.
Robbie Fielding
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SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE

Quest for a
Grenvilles 40…
continued
By Trevor Pritchard
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Quest for the Grenvilles 40… continued

F

ollowing on from
where I left off in the
book, I must say I’ve
had what can only be
described as an ‘absolute obsession with
Grenvilles’. Whilst on the subject of
my book ‘Casting for Cloopers’, which
Rob so kindly supported me with, and
finally published back in March, I can
honestly say I’ve been absolutely
blown away by the kind messages of
support and incredible reviews,
which have come flooding back to
me. Rob published the book ‘at risk’
really, so I can only thank him from
the bottom of my heart; it seems that
he enjoyed the book so much that
there was never any doubt in his
mind that he would publish. Thanks
again, Rob.
I’d been struggling a little bit on

(Top) Carp Company mixed over-rolls
reinforces my ethos to totally confuse
the carp.
(Right) Mixed sizes of Terry’s Spicy
Red and Nutcracker boilies – an
awesome combination.
(Below) A cracking scraper 30 from
back in the summer.

Grens this year, albeit luckily I’d got
onto Terry Dempsey’s bait, which had
finally bagged me a couple of crackers; one of 36lb 12oz and a scraper 30.
The odd thing about Grens is that I
never seem to catch very many, but I
do seem to be able to root out the
slightly larger ones when the bobbins
eventually move; I’m not sure exactly
why.
Come the beginning of October, I
realised (like we all do) that Christmas
would soon be upon us, and I would
have to make the effort to get up to
Grens again for the chance of an
autumn chunk. The thought of trudging around shopping malls with bags
full of Christmas shopping is already
starting to give me a panic attack.
My collection of gear for Grens trips
has grown and grown recently; the
most recent addition being a leisure
battery to keep my laptop, iPad,
phone etc. all charged up on the bank.
How I ever did without one I simply
do not know. I do however have this
thing in my head about dropping the
battery on my foot, so I’m always
ultra-careful carrying it, especially
when wearing crocs and not my steel
toe-capped work boots.

There’s been a lot said about the
Cabin swim at Grenvilles in recent
times, especially on the forums;
something I don’t ever get involved
with, but occasionally have a look at
what’s being said when a thread
comes up whilst I’m doing a Google
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Quest for the Grenvilles 40… continued

search. Most of the comments are
rather crass, and come from people
who know absolutely nothing about
the situation.
For those that don’t know, the
Cabin swim is a small log cabin next
to the lake that provides the angler
with all mod cons, which is especially
nice if he wishes to take the wife and
family. This can be rented out by any
of the members and guys on the waiting list. Unfortunately due to my other
half having an allergic reaction to the
thought of going fishing, whenever I
go in the cabin, it’s usually a case of
‘Billy no mates’, however I’ve never
been one to be very bothered about
fishing on my own. In fact, if I’m honest I probably prefer it, and fish much
better as a result. I need to mention at
this point that the angler(s) still need
to bivvy up properly next to their rods;
the cabin is just there for its facilities,
not to use as a very posh shelter.
The bone of contention comes
when people hear that the Cabin
(Above) ‘Monkey-nut’ wafter rig that
did the damage.
(Below) On the missing list for three
years then out twice in a week.
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swim is baited regularly by the owner,
Paul. Basically he gives the mark a
liberal helping of Coppens pellet at
least every other day (sometimes
every day) from about May through to
November. This not only gives the
carp a free bit of grub, but gives the
person/persons renting the cabin a
bit of prebaiting. Whilst some of you
may now be gasping in horror at this
‘outrage’, we all need to take a little
step back and compare this scenario
with what goes on elsewhere. I know
that I for one have filled a swim in
either every day, or every other day
leading up to a session; it’s an edge
that we all recognise, and prebaiting
has got to be one of the best tools
available to any carp angler.
As a comparison, look what goes

on at Rainbow Lake in France. You
have groups of anglers waiting to go
in behind other groups, huge quantities of bait being dropped (from a
boat), and then the rigs dropped onto
the baited area (from a boat). When
pictures of these huge Rainbow fish
appear in the angling press, what is
your reaction? I know what mine is. I
recognise that regardless of the little
edges that we all use at times, fishing
success normally comes from
weather conditions, fish location,
good rigs and good bait; something
we don’t always get right! So to my
mind… anyone that goes to Rainbow
and catches a chunk… fair play to
you; you probably worked bloody
hard for it.
Some people outside of the

BIG
CARP
fine arts
presents

CARP IN BRONZE
F U L LY S C A L E D
MIRROR

Size: 90mm high x 145mm long,
Price: £59.95

COMMON CARP
Size: 70mm high x 135mm long,
Price: £54.95

LINEAR MIRROR
Size: 80mm high x 115mm long,
Price: £49.95

Each bronze is made in England.
Shipping: Single unit based
on latest Royal Mail prices:
UK first class = £2.70
EU small packet = £3.40
World zone 1 = £5
World zone 2 = £5.10
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Quest for the Grenvilles 40… continued

One of my favourites – simply stunning.

One of Paul’s favourites.
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Grenvilles syndicate seem to have got
it into their heads that the cabin swim
is a ‘certainty for a red-letter day’…
easy fishing, and impossible to blank.
Well I (and several others it seems)
can testify that it’s very possible to
blank… for days at a time.
Whilst the cabin is a luxury, you still
have to fish hard and fish well; something, it seems, I didn’t do very well
back in May, as I blanked my tits off
for five days on the bounce. Indeed
the only fish I caught was one of
about 4lbs out of the stock ponds
with my landing net whilst dipping
for tiddlers; much to Paul’s amusement, as he quipped, “Well, at least
you haven’t blanked, bud.”
I came out of the Cabin rather glum
faced; however after getting electrocuted by the otter fence several times
on the way out, I decided the Cabin
was probably not for me again, and I
would always try to fish where the
fish are in future (or at least where I
think they are).
A few weeks ago however, I must
have been wearing my Wurzel Gummidge ‘hypocritical head’, as one particular day I rang Paul and said I fancied an autumn two-nighter in the
Cabin. Work had been particularly

hectic, and I just needed to get away
and relax, fire up the Cobb barbeque,
crack open a few tinnies and try not
to overcomplicate my fishing, which it
seems I do on many occasions.
Whilst a blank was always possible,
the Cabin had been fishing reasonably well in recent weeks; indeed Dan
Pheasey of Baitcraft fame had caught
a cracking 35lb 4oz on the Thursday
before I was due to arrive. You never
know I thought to myself, I may even
catch a carp, which would be nice.
I’d been fannying around with rigs
recently (as you do when you start to
lose confidence). The rig I’d started
playing around with was the infamous multi-rig. It had always looked a
bit crude and cumbersome to me in
the past, however after seeing Urban
Myth’s rods all tied up with multi-rigs
whilst I was collecting my last batch
of bait, I thought it would be rude not
to give it a go. I’d also been chatting
to Julian Cundiff about the rig on
Facebook, and it seemed he was a
staunch supporter of it, and suggested it was pretty much all he used.
I’d been up to Grens for a twonighter and lost a good fish in swim
17. I couldn’t blame the weed; the fish
just fell off the hook halfway in (great

new rig, eh? NOT!). I remember thinking, that’s not very sporting of you, old
chap, as I reeled in my empty line and
threw the rod into the reed bed. The
next day I proceeded to stick a size 6
hook straight into my finger past the
barb, so my session was well and truly
over, but at least I’d witnessed one of
my bobbins move. I decided to stick
with the multi-rig but gave it a simple
tweak, in that I changed to a much
larger oval shaped ring (4.5mm) to
give the hook and the hookbait more
separation during the fight. I was
convinced that the pop-up tight to
the hook had interfered with the
hook-hold previously.
Anyway, I digress… On the Sunday
morning I set the alarm early and got
up late; pointed my new car in a
northerly direction and pressed the
cruise control button. An hour and a
half later I was pulling into the A14
services and grabbing my usual Costa
Coffee and having a pee. Twenty minutes later I was pulling into the lake
car park and I was ready for my little
session in absolutely ideal conditions;
air pressure gradually dropping out,
o v e r c a s t , d r i z z l y, w a r m , s t r o n g
southerly… perfect timing!
Paul is the only person allowed in

Out of the weed after an hour of waiting.
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She put her sail up for the camera.

the boat, so I asked him to drop half a
sack of pellet and some maize on the
mark for starters, and I also added a
kilo or so of mixed spicy tuna and
Garlic/Nutcracker boilies to gauge
the reaction. I decided to fish wafters
this session; I’d lost confidence in the
pop-ups a little, and thought that if
the fish fed hard, then a wafter would
be taken straight back into the carp’s
mouth really easily, as the carp sifted
through the mushy pellet on the
lakebed.
As a change of tactic from my previous stays in the Cabin, I decided to
fish all three rods very tight to the
baited area; and I mean tight! I had
previously fished one hookbait on the
baited patch and one just off the bait.
The third rod would always be rigged
up with a pop-up and cast as a single
at showing fish or as a roving bait.
With the severe crosswind, it took
numerous recasts to get all three rods
out to the 100-yard marker. Eventually I was happy and they were probably fishing no more than two to three
metres away from each other, albeit
with huge bows in the line from the
undertow. I decided to fish my lines
ultra-tight with really heavy bobbins
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to avoid false bleeps from the wind.
It was early evening when the first
take came, and this fish had me backwinding frantically for about 30 turns;
I knew this was a good’un! Then all of
a sudden it came to a halt… and was
solid in weed. I put the rod down and
loosened off, and then trudged over to
the cabin to put a brew on. I knew
that I should leave the rod alone, but I
still rang Paul and texted Skelly, one
of the other members, for advice. They
both said to put the rod down and
leave it alone. I knew that, so why do
I have to ask…?
That first fish was crucial to me,
and I knew in my heart of hearts that
it was probably 50/50 that I would
land it. Eventually it tore off again and
I was back in contact; the thing is I
just pulled it straight back into the
weedbed again. I must have emulated the same thing five or six times
over the next hour or so and each
time, it became stuck fast again. The
next time it took line from the spool, I
left it much longer before I leant into
it again, but still it weeded me again.
I kept the rod at full curve this time,
and slowly yet surely I gained an inch
at a time… there was a sudden kick…

and it was free! After playing the fish
very gingerly for another ten minutes,
I eventually sank the net under a real
chunk. I thrust the rod into the air
with delight and set about the preparations for weighing and photographing. Thanks to one of the other members Mark Laurence for coming round
and taking the photos of my first fish
of 38lb 4oz. Unfortunately Mark’s
wedding ring flicked off his finger as
we were returning the fish, so we may
need the help of Phil ‘human porpoise’ Calloway to get that back
someday soon.
Come morning the bobbins had
remained motionless, and I began to
wonder if the 38 had been ‘just one of
those solitary captures’. I took a gamble though, and asked Paul to fill it in;
another half sack of pellet, several
kilos of maize and about 6kg of mixed
s i z e s o f Te r r y ’s S p i c y R e d a n d
Nutcracker and also a good scattering
of mixed over-rolls I had got from
Jules at Carp Company.
Come about midday, the gamble
started to pay off and the bobbins
began flying. Before I go on I’d just
like to say that whenever I write a
chapter for a book or a magazine arti-

ALREADY HAD ENOUGH
OF THE CORONA VIRUS?
SELF ISOLATION - SOCIAL DISTANCING
HOUSE BOUND - SELF QUARANTINE
SUPERMARKET CHAOS - WORKING FROM HOME
Why not relax, sit down somewhere quiet with a good book?
Let you mind wander down to the lake on a warm sunny day.
The ﬁsh are bubbling. Feeding without caution.
Today’s the day!! Holding your prize for the camera.

NEW BOOKS

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk/online-shop.html
NEW AND OLD BOOKS:

www.ebay.co.uk/usr/rarecarpbooksunlimited

Totally safe and virus free – there’s
nothing quite like reading a good book
to free your mind from all this anxiety.
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Solid looking low 30.

cle, I always try to think of the reader
first, and ensure my writing does not
become tedious or boring and contain
lots of repetition. The reason I am saying this now is that that
afternoon/evening and the following
day became a bit of a blur due to
landing so many fish very quickly. I’m
not pretentious enough to say that
I’m the best carp angler that ever
lived, but wanted to let you know that
the latter part of the session started to
all blend into one massive living
dream.
The first fish that afternoon didn’t
make the same initial run that the 38
had done, but it still felt like a really
heavy fish. Using MCF dumper clips
as I do, I always know that what I’m
feeling on the end of the line is usually
all fish (unless it’s made it to a
weedbed of couse); however playing
fish at Grens is always a really nervy
affair for me. I suppose it’s because
you are usually winching them in
gradually from long distance, and
often across very deep water (35 feet).
I find my legs shaking uncontrollably
quite often and have to tell myself to
stop being a pansy.
It was a relief to get the second fish
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safely in the folds of the net, and I let
out a little celebratory whimper. I set
about some quick self-takes, and then
got her up on the scales. At 32lb 6oz I
was absolutely made up about the
average size of the fish I was catching. Little did I know what was to
come! 4pm saw another rod singing
its happy tune and I was on it in a
flash. A very similar fight saw me slip
the net under a much prettier fish of
28lb 14oz. Paul later told me that it
was his favourite fish out of a batch of
about 400 or so, due to the scale pattern.
With three fish under my belt, and
given that I’m usually quite easily
pleased, I didn’t really expect any further action. So imagine my surprise
when at around 5.30pm one of the
rods was screaming at me for attention. Again this fish was a real plodder
and kited around really deep, just giving a really heavy headshake every so
often. I kept thinking to myself that
one of these fish eventually had to fall
off (why do I have to be so negative?).
After another really good scrap under
the rod tip, a really big chunk came to
the surface and took a few gulps of
air. As I drew the fish closer to the net,

yet again my legs were shaking
uncontrollably; I just couldn’t quite
believe what was happening.
In a bit of a daze, I hoisted the
beautiful, long, lean mirror carp up on
the scales and she went 36lb 11oz, my
third thirty, and an absolute belter. As
it had now become pretty dark, I toddled along to the next swim and
asked the member fishing there if he
wouldn’t mind coming and taking
some photos. As is usual at Grens he
didn’t mind a bit and walked back
with me. I emailed the photos to Paul
from my laptop and a little while later
he came back to me with a text that
said that the fish was the same one
Dan had caught on the Thursday
before. How could that be right? As
far as I was concerned my scales
were accurate, and there was Paul
probably thinking to himself that I
had ‘magic scales’. I texted him back
that he needed to check my scales for
me in the morning.
The next few hours are a complete
blur to me as I went on to land
another long mirror of 37lb 3oz at
around 7pm, a chunky one of 31lb
12oz and a rather wonky looking one
of 30lb 2oz. Five thirties and an upper

Quest for the Grenvilles 40… continued

Sparsely scaled but classic proportions.

The commons are slowly packing it on.
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twenty in 12 hours of fishing just didn’t seem right, and I went up to the
cabin to have a brew and something
to eat. It was far too late to start firing
up the barbeque, so I put a crumpet
on my little toaster and sat there trying to make sense of what had just
happened to me. Big hits do happen
occasionally on Grens, but it’s very
rare to get a run of big fish like that; it
seems that you usually pick up a fair
few smaller scaly ones.
The following morning saw me
wake up from my slumber in a complete daze; I had to go get my camera
to ensure I hadn’t just had an amazing carp dream. Paul appeared about
eight-ish and I told him that I’d had
another couple of low 30s, so he took
my camera away to download all the
photos. When he came back he had
his scales with him; the scales that he
uses to weigh all the 40s at the lake.
When we weighed a sack of pellets
on both sets of scales, we proved that
mine were weighing 3oz light if anything. That 36lb 11oz had been on the
missing list for three years and then it
comes out twice in a week. Isn’t that
just typical of carp, and why we will
never fully understand our quarry?
At around 10am I asked Paul to bait

the spot again for me, as it was highly
likely that all the bait out there had
probably been cleaned out. Another
half sack of pellet was deposited
along with the rest of my boilies,
probably 3 or 4kg. I resisted the urge
to put any hemp out there (just to get
rid of it) as there was little point
changing the baiting strategy and
getting them looking for small food
items.
At about 11am one of the rods was
away, and I instantly realised that the
smaller scalies had moved in, as the
fish felt much smaller from the outset.
I have as much desire to catch the
scalies as I do the much larger fish,
and when a beautiful, almost fully
scaled rolled over the net cord, I was
completely in awe at the exquisite
scale pattern and colouration. The
fish went 17lb 2oz and was a really
nice way to start the day. The scaly
that then followed at around 12.30pm
turned out to be one of my favourites
of the session; it had simply breathtaking colouration, a mixture of gold
and bronze, which shimmered in the
autumn sunshine as Paul snapped off
a few photos. At 26lb 1oz it wasn’t
exactly small either, and when I imagine that fish at mid-thirties I am sim-

ply blown away by what the future
has in store for Grenvilles.
Whilst most of us at the lake always
carry two nets and two slings, what
happened at around 2pm that afternoon will stay with me forever. I’d just
netted an absolute belting fish when
one of the other rods was away. I
wasn’t unduly bothered at that point,
as Paul likes us to leave the fish in the
net for a while immediately after capture. Ten minutes later I had two nets
containing fish, so Paul and Yas came
over from the stock ponds to lend a
hand. I was quite happy not to recast
the two rods, however Paul said to
me, “Get ‘em back out there; these
opportunities don’t come along very
often.”
The thing is, the takes just kept
coming, and we eventually ended up
with my two nets and two borrowed
nets filled with lovely Grenvilles carp.
Again Paul told me to keep going,
however thankfully the fish gave me a
bit of a breather and the bobbins
remained still. We had a window of
opportunity to get the four carp
weighed and photographed, so we set
about it quickly. The fish went 36lb
12oz, 25lbs, 23lb 7oz (common) and
16lb 12oz. I must say a big thank you

This fish had previously been out at 43lb 5oz… the story of my life, being bridesmaid again!
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to Paul and Yas for helping out, as the
situation did become somewhat
unmanageable.
My penultimate take came at about
4pm that afternoon, just as I was having a ‘bit of a tidy up’. Yet again the
fish headed for deep water and had
m e b a c k - w i n d i n g f r a n t i c a l l y.
Thoughts of finishing off with a 40
kept creeping into my mind, but I kept
them away and got on with the job in
hand. In almost identical fashion to
my first fish of 38lb 4oz, the fish suddenly stopped and was snagged solid
in weed. If I’m honest, I was glad of
the rest and continued to get my stuff
together and take down the bivvy. I
kept glancing over to the rod, half
expecting the alarm to burst back
into life, but all remained quiet. Eventually Paul turned up by my side and I
explained that I had another fish
weeded. He said that he was due to
go home in an hour or so, but he came
back just before he left to see how I
was getting on with it.
After about half an hour, a few
bleeps came from the Delkim and a
foot or two of line was taken. I picked
up the rod and began heaving. Noth-

ing… still solid. I walked in either
direction up the bank and leant in
again… still nothing. At that moment,
one of the other rods screamed off, so
I put the snagged rod down and loosened the baitrunner right off. After a
short but spirited fight I had another
lovely scaly in the net, and Paul suddenly reappeared trying to work out
what was going on. After explaining
that I had another fish in the net and
‘that other rod’ was still snagged, we
agreed to weigh and photograph the
fish and then he would go out in the
boat and fetch the other one out of
the weed.
The scaly was another stunner at
22lb 8oz and rather obligingly
extended its dorsal fin for the photos.
We returned the fish and then Paul
went round for the boat. When he
finally got above the fish, I could see
him pulling handfuls of weed off the
mainline; he would then move a few
metres and pull off another few handfuls. Eventually I could see the fish
break surface, and it must have
spooked away from the boat, as even
from about 120 yards I felt the hook
suddenly pull.

How could I be down about that
lost fish though? With seven thirties,
five twenties and two doubles coming to my rods, including several
really stunning scalies, I really still
can’t believe what happened to me.
The following day Paul told me that
yet again I had been unlucky; the 36lb
12oz I’d had was last caught at 43lb
5oz a couple of years ago and had
then gone missing. Some of the members even thought that this fish may
have died, so how lovely it was to see
it fighting fit, even if it’s currently at a
lower weight. I will get my 40 from
Grens I’m certain; I will just have to
go back, won’t I? That’s what I keep
telling the other half anyway…
I came home stinking, tired and
hungry with a lower back that was
screaming at me. I was up at five to
get to work the following day and was
so knackered that I missed my stop
on the way back from London and
ended up in Uckfield at the end of the
line… Doh! One last thing; my Cobb
barbeque came back sparkling
clean… I never got time to fire it up!
Oh why do we have to work? I
wanted to stay forever. n

Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st December, 2020

– SO GET LIKING!

Chronicle Fishing

Introduction
Firstly let us start by saying Happy
New Year. We at team Chronicle have
had an amazing 2013 fishing across
the UK and Europe catching plenty of
stunners along the way and would
like to thank Rob Maylin and all you
Big Carp readers for your continued
support and wish you tight lines for

2014. That being said we wanted to
end the year on a high note by spending some time on one of the UK’s big
carp waters, and Christmas came
early when we got the call to fish this
month’s Chronicle review venue of
Fryerning Fisheries also known as XL
Carp (http://xlcarp.com)
Fryerning Fisheries, Ingatestone.
Currently celebrating its 30-year
anniversary, this majestic syndicate
holds carp that tip the scales at over
50lbs – not something most waters
can boast and a testament to the skill
of Chris Knowles, an experienced fish

Member Luke Glover with his PB 33lb 2oz common caught from the Valley Lake.
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farmer. This feature we focus on the
two smaller lakes – the Valley Lake
and Car Park Lake. Our reason for
doing so is because although they
contain over 150 20lb-plus carp
including ten different 30lb fish fast
approaching 40lbs they are unfortunately underfished as the amazing
reputation of the much-loved Main
Lake often over shadows these two
little gems. Not ones to snub the
chance of an English 30 we wasted
no time in setting up (not easy in gale
force December winds). We knew it
was going to be tough going due to
the weather, but the rewards were
there to be had, so we were optimistic.
The Valley Lake is a little over three
acres in size, and of the two smaller
lakes holds the majority of bigger fish
up to 38lbs. There are 12 swims, sensibly placed and large enough for a
two-man bivvy and all your creature
comforts. Each swim gives you plenty
of water to cover and features to aim
for including large gravel bars, lily
beds, margins full of tall reeds and the
odd overhanging tree that all make
the lakes look very carpy and inviting
to the angler. Depths vary from 3ft to
around 12ft in places, so there are
plenty of spots for the carp to be hiding out.
The car park lake is two-thirds the
size of its sister but still holds many
carp with some going to just under
30lb. This again has many features
beneath the surface and searching
these out can and will make the difference to your session. Also not to be
ignored are the reed-lined margins,
which can often be a good place to
find a few fish. As with all top shelf

Chronicle Fishing

Team Chronicle’s Paul Wood with his 15lb mirror from the Car Park Lake.

syndicates you expect good facilities,
and that’s exactly what you get at XL.
From the moment you arrive the large
security gate controlled by key fob
tells the story of the investment and
quality that runs throughout Fryerning. The security is amongst the best
we have seen on any venue with
security lights and cameras covering
the entire site ensuring both angler
and the lakes’ prize possessions are

safe year round.
There is a cabin onsite with
kitchen, electric points and a selection of end tackle to buy, as well as
the all-important catch report book
and photos so you can select your target fish. Although the team were
hammered by gale force winds and
storm like conditions, we did manage
a few fish, however not the larger
ones we had obviously hoped for but

Ricky Westpfel netted this stunning mirror at 19lbs 7oz from the Valley Lake.

SYNDICATE RULES
Photographing/fish care, no squatting; one knee must remain in
contact with the ground at all
times!
Fish should not be lifted above
knee height.
All anglers must use a suitable
recovery weigh sling, unhooking
mat and landing net.
A large bucket of water, or preferably two next to the unhooking
mat.
All members must have the
essential antiseptic/clinic gel.
All new members have to purchase recovery weigh slings.
No keep nets or sacks to be used
at any time.
Rods must not be left unattended
at any time.
Barbless hooks only. No bent
hooks.
Minimum of 12lb breaking strain
to be used.
No braided mainline.
No permanently fixed leads or bolt
rigs. All leads must be able to
break free should a fish become
snagged.
All fish to be returned immediately.
No nuts of any description.
No bait boats.
Catch report must be filled in
FULLY with all captures.
All anglers must hold a valid Environment Agency Licence.
Non-members may not be brought
to the lakes without the owner’s
permission.
All cars must be parked in designated areas.
All gates to be closed at all times.
The surrounding farmland and
woods are strictly out of
bounds.
No litter. Anglers are responsible
for removing their litter, which
must be removed from the site.
Please do not leave litter in our
bins.
Maximum stay five days. No
return within seven days.
No excessive drinking of alcohol.
No generators.
No BBQs on the grass.
All cars must be parked in designated areas.
In winter, cars must be kept off
the grass verges.
Anyone found breaking these
rules will risk losing their ticket
with no refund.
No swim holding.
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lovely all the same. Ricky Westpfel got
the team off the mark on the Valley
Lake with a nice 19lb 7oz mirror
caught on a combination of Galaxy
baits boilies over Baitzone particle.
Paul Wood was next in on the action
over on the Car Park Lake with
another upper double. The syndicate
members we met were more than
friendly and happy to share tips and
advice; one of whom, Matt Naylor, got
himself a nice mirror at 25lb 10oz.
Well done Matt – top angling in tough
conditions.
Conclusion
Without a doubt this is one of the
best syndicates around with the fish
to back it up. Amazingly Chris said
that in the Main Lake alone next year
they could have up to twenty different 40s. Therefore it’s no wonder its
banks are frequently visited by big
names such as Adam Penning and
Joe Morgan amongst others. Plus
given the impressive growth rates no
doubt there will be a couple of 40s
and more 30s to be had from the Valley Lakes also. We would like to thank
Chris for the opportunity to fish such
an exclusive venue, which only a very
lucky few get to fish if they are not
members.
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The beautiful Car Park Lake.

If you are looking for a syndicate
then look no further. Fryerning Fisheries has everything you could possibly hope for and more with every
bleep of the alarm possibly being your
next English PB. To enquire about
membership please contact XL on
01277 352245.
For pictures, videos and more

check out chroniclefishing.co.uk. If
you are interested in having the team
visit your fishery contact us on
info@chroniclefishing.co.uk, alternatively you can contact Big Carp direct
or reach out through social media
(Facebook, Twitter).
Tight Lines and have a PB-breaking
2014. n

CARPING AFTER-CUT
At last, the third book from the UK’s most prolific catcher, Jim Shelley.
Following in the footsteps of his sellout second book, Carping Re-Cut, this book
documents Jim’s fishing over the last few incredible years. No one comes within
light years of Jim’s captures over this time with numerous 50-pluses from some
very testing venues and a shed full of backup 30s and 40s.

ALL BOOKS ARE
SIGNED BY JIM

Here is what Jim
had to say…
“My new book is finally
here, ‘Carping AFTERCUT’, after spending
hundreds of hours
writing it bankside.
Come join me in the
next installment
detailing my highs and
lows over the last few
years, starting from
Charnwood, Ellis,
Dinton, Fen, Swavesey,
Woolpack, Bayeswater,
Sutton, Buchan plus
some poaching for good
measure.
Like ‘Carping RE-CUT’,
there will be plenty
going on to keep you
gagging for more.”

£35.00 plus £3.00 post UK

Buy it here with paypal: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
or pay by card on our ORDER HOTLINE 01252 373658
Order NOW – don’t delay! This book will sell out fast, as the print run was only
3,000 copies. Carping Re-Cut sold out, and secondhand copies are now £100!!

2013:A Change
as Good as a
Rest!
Part 2 by Ben Dowers
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H

aving caught one of
the big three I was
happy to put it out
of my mind for a
while and concentrate on the
remaining two waters I’d itched to
fish this season, the Res and the river.
I knew that the Res wasn’t going to
be easy what with it being around
120 acres and holding a stock level of
probably one point something carp to
the acre (point something of a carp?),
but I had been getting on fish with
pleasing regularity. Around two out of
every three sessions saw me locate at
least one carp, but despite that they
were refusing to eat anything I
offered them. I got the impression
that they were doing the vast majority
of their feeding during the hours of
darkness whilst I was tucked up in
bed and speaking to some night
ticket holders (including people using
the same baits as me) confirmed this
seemed to be the case.
I was getting a little frustrated and
felt like I was making the place harder
than necessary, but regardless the
intention was to keep on keeping on
until one surrendered. Having caught
that big common on the float I wondered if that would not have been a
better approach to use at the Res as
most of the carp I had seen had been
right in the edge, but first I was due to
spend a few nights fishing with a
friend from my time on the Horton
syndicate. He had a membership for
the Chase in Dagenham and as it was
also day ticket and also about half
way between us it sounded like an
ideal place to go. That Saturday was
also to be my 30th birthday so a couple of nights fishing suited me fine

and a thirty on my 30th would be very
nice indeed. Unfortunately the fish
decided to spawn and so, wisely, the
owners had opted to close the lake
until they had got it out of their system. This meant that we were left in
limbo as to whether we would be able
to go there or have to find somewhere
else.
As it turned out the lake was to be
reopened on the Friday at 10am
assuming that they fish had finished
shagging. Bod suggested I get there
early in order to guarantee a decent
swim choice, as he thought that being
a weekend it would get busy rapidly.
Insomnia kicked in the night before,
and I decided that I’d stay awake all
night and aim to get there around
7am in order to catch up with Bod
before he headed off to work. However, by 3am that no longer felt like an
option, so I went to bed for an hour

(Above) Memorial swim at the Chase.
(Bottom) The Res, or rather, a bit of it!

and a half’s kip. I woke to a phone call
at 7am from Bod asking where I was,
so I had to admit that I was still in bed
and suffered some verbal abuse.
Eventually I made it to the Lake at
around 9am and had a mooch around
to search for some fish, finding several in a corner swim called the
Memorial. They were clearly feeding,
but it looked to me as if they were
eating spawn, and from experience I
knew that it may be difficult to tempt
them onto another food source.
Despite having fish in my swim for
much of the following two nights I
blanked, as did Bod. In fact, as far as I
am aware there were only four caught
and most swims were occupied. One
lad caught a 24lb common, which
proved to be a PB so he happily
passed by me for a celebratory coffee
with a mate of his on the far side.
Whilst he was round there one the
guy caught what was clearly a hefty
fish. On his way back he revealed that
it was a 30lb-plus common and had
cheekily been taken from his spot.
That also proved a PB for the happy
captor but apparently none of the
photos they had taken had saved to
his camera, meaning the poor guy
had just returned his first thirty without piccies – ouch! The other two
weighed 18lb and 29lb so although
there were not many out those that
were had an impressive average
weight even after spawning. We had
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Mark had another from Pit 3, 26lbplus

to be content with some good food, a
laugh and a couple of good nights’
sleep. From what Bod had told me I
hadn’t expected a blank and nor had
he but experience has taught me I
can blank anywhere. I do not and
never shall, claim to be a great angler;
keen and experienced maybe, but certainly not skilled beyond blanking,
though to be honest we are always
going to be up against it when the
lakebed is coated in carp spawn. It’s a
nice lake; an oasis amongst urban
chaos!
A couple of days after returning
home I headed off up the Res for a
look, and initially it looked like a fairly
poor day for fish spotting, but soon I
was proved wrong. As I was headed
back from looking at the inflows a
woman walking a dog came up the
path heading towards me, so I nipped
into the nearest swim to avoid them.
As I stood there waiting for them to
pass my eyes adjusted and focused
on an interesting shape, a nice looking mid-twenty slowly cruising just
beyond the marginal weed. Soon I
lost sight of it so walked down the
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bank a bit coming to a small bay. I
shinned up a tree and soon spotted an
u p p e r d o u b l e g h o s t i e. S t a y i n g
perched up the tree for a while I spied
another four fish in the bay, but from
their positioning they didn’t look particularly catchable, so after watching
them for a bit I headed home.
My next trip was the following
weekend with my friend Mark to the
Woolpack for a 48-hour guesty. We
settled on Pit 3 and after seeing a couple of shows I set up in a nice reedy
corner swim with the strong wind
pushing into it, with Mark setting up
just round the corner. The first night
passed by uneventfully with just a
barbeque, a few beers and some Irish
coffees to keep us occupied. The second night provided me with a slow lift
on the right hand hanger to a Krill
chop and excitement soon turned to
despair as I landed an eel of around a
couple of pounds. After that it was a
recast and back to sleep. The next
morning Mark banked a nice common
of 26lb-plus, so after the photos it was
time for breakfast then packing up. I
was packed up before him so headed
off up the other end of the lake for a
look, soon spotting several dark backs
breaking the flat calm water. I fired
out some mixers and was pleasantly

surprised when they started taking
them almost instantly.
I grabbed a rod and rigged up a
controller setup but by that time the
dreaded gulls had arrived and started
dive-bombing. Fortunately the carp
d i d n ’t s e e m t o o b o t h e r e d, s o I
attempted to put a hook in one. Eventually I had what looked like an
almost guaranteed chance with three
good carp all within a foot or two of
my hookbait. Then to my utter dismay
a gull swooped in and lifted my bait
out from amongst them, scattering
them amongst a huge boil of water,
and that was as close as I got that
trip.
O n t h e n e x t We d n e s d a y t h e
weather forecast predicted a baking
hot day, but I had a meeting to attend
in the morning, so after that I planned
a trip to the Res in search of some
sunbathing carp to hassle with some
mixers. First I checked a likely area on
the way to the ticket office and sure
enough discovered several cruising
so headed off to buy a ticket. I
decided to check another area on the
way back and met a couple of
anglers, one being a guy I knew from
my time at Weybread. After a quick
catch up I went searching, finding the
area seemingly devoid of carp, so
hopped back into the van and
whizzed back to where I’d seen the
carp. Back in the swim I was
delighted to find them still present,
and even more so when they started
taking the freebies. Irritatingly, by
now it was very warm and the trees
had started to release that fluffy blossom that makes floater fishing very
difficult by clinging to line and hook,
highlighting everything.
As I was sitting there trying to
build the fish’s confidence the guys
from the other car park arrived in the
swim, sitting down for a chat and to
watch what soon became a very poor
display of floater fishing. As we were
chatting I foolishly mentioned that I
would be very happy to catch one so
long as it was a twenty. He said surely
anything would do, but I replied that
really I wanted a twenty pounder.
They left me to it, but by now the surface was almost covered with fluff
and though the carp were still happy
to feed amongst it, it was destroying
my presentation and preventing me
from overcasting and drawing the
bait back to them. In order to overcome that I rigged up a zig with a
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Old School Carping
Volume 2

A bygone age, many would say the
good old days, a time long ago before
Facebook, the Internet, or even
mobile phones!! However did we
survive? It certainly was a very
different sort of carp angling to
today’s high pace, remote control,
Snapchatting, wannabe blogger’s
world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 2 are the
anglers we aspired to, the heroes of
that bygone age who were catching
carp years ago before the hair rig
when not everyone could catch them
quite so easily. Bruce Ashby is haulin'
on Laughing Waters, Leybourne as it
became known. He and Mike Harris
were prolific catchers in the sixties,
with not a boilie or a hair rig in sight.
Jim Gibbinson was more than a
legend – a god some would say –
from an age gone by. Rod
Hutchinson… well, what can you say
about this carping genius that has not
been said before? His fishing and writing have entertained
us for over a quarter of a century. Ritchie McDonald was
way ahead of his time, the original pursuer of the largest.
Kevin Maddocks was the man who unlocked the secrets
of carp fishing to the masses, the angler who made carp
fishing commercial and astounded us with his catches 40
years ago and gave the world Carp Fever! Stevie Briggs
has seen the changes firsthand from his early days in the
Kent hotbed to globetrotting in search of the biggest it has
to hold. Also there is a tribute in this book to the late,
great Vic Gillings from Dick Gaynor. Bill Phillips recalls
his early days. Richard Skidmore looks back at Redmire,
and Paul Wilkinson remembers Wormleybury Manor.
Derek Ritchie reminisces about Essex in the seventies
when he held the county record.
In this book you will find the anglers, some still well
known and others perhaps forgotten that were shaping
our sport thirty or forty years ago… some even longer!
They were carp anglers from an age of secrecy, of
originality and invention, carp anglers who were the first
of their kind to put pen to paper and divulge their
obsession.

Our front cover shot is the great
Bill Quinlan, famous for his
Redmire catches, whilst the back
cover is Jack Hilton, a carp angler
whose tales of old spurred many a
young man to try his luck for the
ultimate prize, a fish thought
virtually uncatchable, the biggest
and cleverest in the land, the
mighty king carp… I remember
so well reading his tales,
spellbound, almost transported to
the bank where Sir Jack was on
his Quest for Carp.
So in this volume, we have many
new additions to our series. As I
say, some you will know and
others you may not, but each had
his role in moulding today's carp
scene. Steve Allcott makes a rare
appearance with his story of a
Savay record that propelled him
into stardom in the 80s and made
him the king of the Colne Valley.
Rod Hutchinson joins us again, this time with some
advice on his favourite subject, bait, and some wise words
on rigs, which still hold true today. Roy Williams talks of
pioneering France back in the day. Eddie Bates tells a tale
with a twist. Peter Stone tells the tale of his first big carp.
Peter Luck and Alan Smith tackle an estate lake. Kris Ford
looks back to how it was. Paul Hughes gives his
impressions of Ashlea Pool. Mick Hall catches a monster.
Mike Starkey has success. Keith Jenkins masters the art of
blanking. Dave Hyde and Mike Wilson both give us two
chapters, each on special moments in their long careers.
Dave Duffy gives us an extract from his diary in the early
80s, while Andy Wade looks at winter fishing in the same
era. Brian England catches a holiday thirty. Andy Little
talks bait together with Terry Dempsey.
Our photo album from the past depicts many old faces
from an age gone by, an age of mystery and of the
unknown, an age long gone in today's world of social
media, YouTube and the Internet… Carp fishing, and in
some ways life itself, seemed to go at a much slower pace.
Was it better than today's carp scene? I'll let you read the
book first and come to your own decision.

Rob Maylin
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(Above) I might have lost a big fully
but was well cheered up by this one,
23lb 4oz
(Bottom) Lots of these lying about!

10mm Vor-Tex pop-up hookbait in
order to keep my line free of fluff.
Although it worked in theory, sadly in
practice it didn’t, so I continued with
the controller float.
Eventually a big set of lips emerged
to take a bait just beyond my float but
I couldn’t tell if it was my hookbait.
When the controller slowly slid away
I realised it was and struck into a solid
feeling fish – game on! Due to a
marginal reedbed my initial game
plan had been to jump in immediately
upon hooking one and wade out to
beyond it. As the fish hadn’t bolted off
as expected, instead just wallowing
towards me, I changed my plan in
favour of staying dry and slowly
pumped the fish towards me. It rolled,
showing a big scaly flank, and I saw I
was attached to a good fish, at which
point the hook pulled out and my controller float flew back towards me like
a missile – game over! Commence
much swearing and kicking myself for
not sticking to the original plan,
though to be honest I’m not convinced it would have made the difference if the hookhold was that poor!
Also, from the brief glimpse of it I’d
had it had looked thirty-plus so I was
wondering if I’d jinxed myself by saying I wanted a twenty and should
have said twenty-plus to be safe!
I stayed in the swim for a while
hoping the fact that it hadn’t rucked
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all over might mean that the other fish
h a d n ’t b e e n s p o o k e d b u t s o o n
realised that was wishful thinking. I
packed up and went for a look next
door discovering several carp including some lovely big old scaly things,
and as they were so close in I thought
I’d be clever and only cast at a big’un.
They soon started taking the freebies
I introduced, but I just couldn’t trick
one into taking my freelined hookbait,
and eventually the majority drifted
away, so I was left trying to catch one
regardless of size. A long lean common I estimated at mid-doubles made
a mistake after I had lowered my
hookbait just an inch or two from its
mouth, and after a short explosive
scrap I joyously netted my first carp
from the venue. Happy days indeed,
and upon lifting it out I realised I’d
underestimated it. The scales said
23lb 2oz so I had got my twentypounder and also relearned a
lesson about being picky. After
some self-takes I released it
back into its vast home, watching it disappear into 100-plus
acres and after an hour or so
came to the conclusion that its
mates had got the hint that
someone was after them and
scarpered, so I did too, happily.
Having caught the 23lb-plus
common I was even keener on
t h e p l a c e s o c o u l d n ’t t e a r
myself away just yet. Expecting
the wind to push into the area
I’d taken the common from I
planned a full day there and
arrived at dawn. The area

looked suspiciously devoid of fish,
and even the shoals of roach that
were usually there seemed absent.
The reason soon became clear when
sorting my rods out; I heard a splash
up the right hand margin. Turning my
head to investigate I spied a telltale
line off bubbles, and sure enough
caught a glimpse of an otter as it
rolled, taking a breath of air. That
likely explained the amount of bream
carcasses I’d seen strewn around the
banks then! Assuming it knew I was
there and so would likely go elsewhere I carried on setting up, hoping
when the wind picked up some fish
would visit the now otter-free area.
Perhaps they would have but by midday I came to the conclusion that I
had gotten the forecast mixed up and
was definitely in the wrong spot –
oops. I packed up, loaded the van and
drove round to the area I now felt that
I should have been in. There was a
guy fishing there who had been there
overnight, so I wouldn’t have got in
there anyway, but it was at least
encouraging to hear he had taken a
27lb’er that morning. After a chat with
him I went searching for a couple of
hours, seeing nothing of note so left
for home with the only sign of a carp
I’d seen all day being another guy’s
wet mat.
My next trip was on the spur of the
moment a few days later. The guy I’d
been to the Chase with phoned to say
he would be there that night and that
it had been fishing well. He also
offered to buy me a night ticket, for
which I must thank him. Needing no
further persuasion I chucked the gear
into the van and whizzed down the
A12. When I arrived I went and found
him set up, but spent far too long
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(Above) Right end, wrong side!
(Below) Plan b?

chatting rather than looking for fish,
and by the time I went looking on the
opposite bank it was too late and
we’d missed the chance of what was
a vacant and carp packed swim –
oops again! I set up next to my mate
for a bit of a social and we had a pizza
feast delivered, which was great, but
the carp-less morning proved we had
chosen the wrong swims. There were
several backs visible in a vacant swim
on the far side so after a brew I
packed up and barrowed round.
They were not as keen on the
floaters as I’d hoped and expected
them to be but took a few and I managed to hook one fairly quickly. When
it had bolted off after I struck it didn’t
look very big and it didn’t feel very
big, but it was very fast, covering a lot
of water during the fight. The

hookhold, which I felt must be sound
after the run around it had given me
was obviously not, and with fishless
hook my controller float jumped back
towards me – oops. Hoping for
another take I stayed in the swim for
another hour or two, but by then the
majority of the fish I could see were in
front of the swim to the right of the
one I’d just moved from. All the gear
went back on the barrow and I was
off back round the other side. I cast
out two rods to showing fish, one a
bright stiff linked pop-up and the
other a zig.
After about half an hour I put some
mixers out and let them drift out to
the fish. They started taking some
around half way across and as I’d
feared followed the stream of mixers
downwind into the swim I’d just left,
which soon became occupied. It was
another few hours and two swims
before I reluctantly admitted defeat
and headed home. A frustrating blank
that one, as not only had I lost one but
there had looked like a good chance
of hooking more – oops indeed!
A few days later I had another trip
to the Res, which looked very promising, and as soon as I pulled up I could
see big, dark backs sticking out of the
weedbeds. There were clearly loads
of fish in the area, but despite conditions looking perfect they refused to
eat any of the mixers I offered them.
One even managed to refuse my crust
hookbait that sat varyingly between
six inches and two feet from its nose
for well over an hour. Even more frustratingly, upon reeling in my left hand
rod (from an area where I had seen a
big carp twice) I discovered my lead

had been dumped and my boilie
pinched, leaving me effectively freelining a piece of fake corn – the perils
of slack lining – oops. I tried consoling
myself with a yarn about how since it
was so shallow an unnoticed swan or
duck may have been responsible but
could of course not be sure. By around
8pm it was obvious that there were
far more fish on the opposite side, so I
packed up and went round for a look.
Sure enough there were plenty of
carp, the majority of which were no
more than a rod length out. I tried
with mixers, crust and even float
fished flake, but could not get a bite
and so left fishless at dusk, planning
to return to the area early in the morning.
When my alarm clock sounded
before 4am the fact that I hadn’t fallen
asleep until 2am persuaded me to
abandon the early start and I made it
up there at just gone eleven instead –
slack I know! Again within a few minutes of arriving I’d seen signs of several carp, and even better there were
no other anglers set up anywhere
near. The wind was still pushing
down that end, and I was kicking
myself a bit for my delayed start, but
it certainly looked like there was a
chance for success. I set up in a little
swim, which involved using thigh
waders to position both baits and
rods. Both were cast towards a corner
formed by a dam wall, one being a
Pineapple and N-butyric pop-up and
the other a bloodworm dumbbell bottom bait with a PVA bag of chops and
pellets. With my third rod I attempted
some unsuccessful floater fishing; the
carp just wouldn’t eat any freebies
but the gulls, ducks and swans would,
so I gave up.
After a few hours, knowing full well
that fish had been near my baits I
reeled them in to check and recast,
and both were coated in weed
despite getting decent feeling drops
on both. Oops, time for a change of
plan! I nipped round for a look off the
dam and spied a nice twenty-plus
mirror feeding on naturals actually on
the wall. There were also still a few
carp in the area I had fished to, so I
sprinkled some Vor-Tex, Krill and
Bloodworm chops along a short section of the wall then went for a walk
leaving them to it for a half hour or so.
When I returned to check the spot
there were two carp feeding on the
wall so I returned to my swim in order
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32lb 14oz, that little float has come in very handy this year!

to cast. First I changed the pop-up rig
to a bottom bait and attached a little
PVA mesh bag. Both baits, both now
with PVA bags, were sent to land as
close to the wall as I could get and the
reassuring donks left me hoping that
they were fishing well, on the wall
and clean. 120 acres and baits on
feeding fish, it looked to me like I had
got it right and that it was now just a
matter of waiting, but when half an
hour later the wind changed my confidence crashed.
Sure enough it seemed like the fish
had moved out of the corner and a little while later I gave up, reeling in and
packed away with the intention of
setting off to find where they had
gone to – not far I hoped! Before leaving the swim I had ‘one last look’ at a
spot just to my left. I had seen a few
fish visit that area throughout the trip
and put a scattering of hemp, corn,
pellets and chops onto a nice shallow
yellow spot but hadn’t noticed any
feed there. Upon checking it, for
which I had to wade through the
reeds and peer over the marginal
weed I noticed some fizzing, and
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closer inspection revealed a dark bit
that had previously been yellow. Sure
enough it was a carp, so (doing the
chicken walk to keep quiet) I made
my way back to the bank and my
gear. Expecting the fish to have gone
by the time I returned to the area I set
up a 2oz lead, bottom bait rig and a
Krill chop on the hair then set off back
through the reeds to drop it onto the
spot. Clearly the fish was still present,
and I realised that dropping the lead
onto the spot would certainly destroy
the chance and waiting for it to leave
might result in it not returning –
dilemma.
There was only one thing for it so I
took the rod back to the bank, discarded it and picked up my floater
rod. I cut off the controller set-up and
threaded a float rubber followed by a
2BB waggler onto my 12lb main line.
Then I knotless knotted a size 10 hook
to a length of 12lb double strength
and water turned that to my mainline
as a hook-length. I set the float at
what I guessed was just over depth
and placed a small shot 6-8 inches
away from the hook. Two grains of

corn speared onto the hook completed the setup and I had a new
game plan. As quietly as possibly
with both rod and net I waded back
up the little path I’d formed through
the reeds. Eventually, once in position, I could see the fish still fizzing.
Excitedly but with forced calm I
flicked the float out past the spot and
slowly tweaked it back into position,
before the corn and shot hit the
lakebed.
The float was no more than six
inches from the marginal weed line,
and with the bubbling still occurring
just a couple of feet to the right of my
b a i t m y l e g s g o t a l i t t l e s h a k y.
Although through the excitement of
the situation each passing minute felt
considerably longer than usual, I had
to wait less than five before the float
dipped slightly. To me it looked like a
liner so I didn’t strike, and a split second later the float was back and still.
Just as I thought to myself perhaps I
should have struck the float slid from
view. Expecting my float to sail over
my head into the reeds behind upon
striking I was pleasantly surprised
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when the rod hooped over and the
carp rolled on the spot as it felt the
hook – game on.
I grabbed the net and waded out to
within an inch from the top of my
thigh waders as the fish charged out
of the bay taking line. Obviously if I’d
felt the need I would have gone in up
to my chin, but as it was I felt I may
be able to stay dry-ish. Despite the
fish taking some line I managed to
keep it on a fairly short line, and it
charged around in the shallow water
in front of me just short of the scary
weedbeds. As it passed by me I
caught sight of a leathery flank and
estimated it at mid-twenties. Silently
and repeatedly chanting, “Please
don’t come off” to myself throughout
the fight may have done the trick.
Eventually it looked beaten and heading for the net; it also looked a bit bigger than I’d first thought… Upper
twenties? Thankfully all went well
and into the net it went, to a loud
“YES!”
That was fun, a massively exciting
capture, especially from somewhere

so large. I left the fish as securely as I
could in the net propped up by reeds
then went to sort out weighing and
photography gear. Once I was ready I
went and collected the fish, burning
through my main line before rolling
down the net, checking its fins were
flush, safe and then lifted it out. Hmm,
certainly upper twenties at least I
thought whilst carrying it through the
reeds to land, then laying it upon the
mat and removing the little hook.
Though it was not a classically goodlooking fish I was struck by it; it was
very leathery with nice crinkled
stumpy fins and also a really thickset
fish. On the scales I was pleasantly
surprised again when the needle
stopped and flickered around 33lb,
and more than happily I settled for
32lb 14oz. A thirty from the Res –
buzzing! With the camera set up for
the self takes it wasn’t long before I
was returning it to its massive home.
After that I felt the need for a cider or
two so packed up slowly and made
my way home, swapping the van for
the bike and nipping round a mate’s –

happy daze indeed!
Having now caught a good’un from
two of the three venues I’d decided to
fish this year I was well happy, especially with having limited myself to
days only. The Res had proved great
fun, and my persistence paid off in
style, so I was keen to move on to my
next target, a 20lb-plus from running
water. Only time would tell if the last
months of 2013 would provide me my
much desired personal best river
carp! n
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Baitzone Long RangeTips
By Tim Childs

F

irst of all this month,
and as we move into
2014, can anyone quite
believe how mild it’s
been so far this winter? Even though I’m
not really one for keeping records on
past winters’ weather patterns this
one must surely be leading the way
for one of the mildest on record?
Waters that usually shut down are
still fishing; even my own Cheshire
club water is throwing fish up in midJanuary, including a few already to
my own rods on baits fished at range
– something rarely seen in the past at
this time of year. In this month’s Baitzone feature I’m going to quickly talk
about long range fishing and pass on
a couple of tips regarding methods
and tackle and getting the best from
it. As well as this I’ll be looking at bait
boat use. Love them or hate them, on
waters were they’re allowed they can
be deadly when used correctly, and
I’ve had some excellent results by
fishing at distances over 150 yards
with baits and rigs that even the best
long range anglers would struggle to
get out to the same range.

My current ‘range’ rod choice.
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Heavy bobbins for better indication.

Firstly tackle – when casting and
primarily fishing hi-attract single
hookbaits, then rod, reel, line and rig
choice must be considered carefully.
There are a number of excellent rods
from companies such as Harrison,
Daiwa, Century, Greys and my current
choice, Fox. Their Horizon XT blank is
proving to be well capable of hurling
4oz leads over 150 yards and a number of Cheshire’s ‘long range boys’
have swapped over to these rods in
the last couple of years. Reel wise
again there are plenty of choices, but
reels such as the original Shimano
‘Techs’ are still hard to beat in my
view. Personally I use Daiwa reels and
have found their old but still superb
6000T reels excellent. I combine
these with Weston spools and seem
to have no problems at all. Line and
leaders need careful consideration,
and you need to be looking at some-

Reels loaded to the max!

Rods ready, hookbaits at 140 yards.

thing around 0.28-0.30 and ideally 1012lb BS. There are a number of quality
designed supple casting lines available, so do some research and see
what others recommend. Braided
leaders, where allowed, are my number one choice and Nash Bullet braid
is the best I’ve used so far.
Long-range fishing takes practice

Boosted attractive single hookbaits.

Baitzone Long Range Tips

Solid bags of maggots, the perfect
boat trap.
Bait boats when allowed can be deadly for long range work.

and confidence in your tackle, but
with the right technique, tackle and
effort baits can be fished beyond the
150-yard mark and can give you a real
edge on the right waters.
This brings me to bait boats, as if
your venue allows they can be a massive advantage and as this feature is
supposed to be based around one or
two Baitzone products then with a
boat you can offer the fish baits and
rigs they perhaps rarely see at these
ranges. My own use of boats has
been restricted to mainly winter time,
a period when fish seem to love to
congregate on larger waters at sometimes silly ranges, usually in the middle zones. With the use of baits such
as hemp, maggots, pellets, maize or
corn you can offer the fish a real appetizing and attractive pile of food, and
believe me if you’re one of the lucky
ones to use this approach before it
gets hammered then expect some
superb action. If you can locate the
carp in winter and drop baits on their
heads then they are catchable no
matter what the weather. One tactic
I’ve found is really productive is to
fish solid PVA bags in the boat with
no other free offerings, Just enough to

Ideal small baits for adding
attraction at range.at range.

get a bite at a time. Boilie crumb, tiny
pellets like the new Krill pellets from
Baitzone and their bloodworm pellets
can be used in the bags along with
maggots or even casters! Not many
waters see people fishing casters at

Krill pellets excellent attracion.

150 yards! Also subtle, well-presented
rigs can be fished giving the angler
maximum confidence that their rig is
sat correctly and fishing at its most
effectiveness. Love them or hate
them, bait boats, if used sensibly and
when not abused can be deadly.
If your water is large and the fish
seem out of reach in the winter
months, then either get some suitable
long-range tackle and practise, or if
allowed, sensibly use a bait boat and
give the fish something they perhaps
haven’t seen before. Unfortuanatly
space doesn’t allow me to go into too
much depth on other topics, so perhaps in a separate feature I’ll talk
more on my own long-range tactics
and pass on a few more tips on getting the best from this style of fishing.
Until then, good luck in 2014. n

A superb 30lb winter caught mirror, from a spot at 140 yards.
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Angling
Adventures
By Josh Bennett

My favourite – Tails Up Pro Fish pop-ups and Hinders pellets.
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Angling Adventures

T

he onset of 2013
promised a range of
different angling
adventures for me. I
was to join my first
syndicate complex in
May, having been on a waiting list for
a while and only ever having fished
day ticket venues, so I was really
looking forward to a different atmosphere and new targets. I also had a
few competitions over the course of
the year including the BCAC at Todber Manor fishing alongside my good
friend Adam Johns. This would be our
second year at Todber and we were
full of naive optimism as always! Further plans were put in place for a big
social for both my dad’s birthday in
July and mine in October, which is
usually an annual event where possible. For the beginning few months of
the year however, I would have to be
patient and fish wherever suited me
best. This would invariably be the day
ticket waters at Linear or a few of the
private venues I am permitted to fish
in and around Oxfordshire and
Gloucestershire where I live.
Due to the flooding in my local

area, most lakes were unable to be
fished until at least February. So,
chomping at the bit to escape work, I
made my first visit of the year to
Brasenose 1 to try and get a bend in
the rod. I managed to get a day half
way through the month on a Thursday where I could fish for the day,
arriving at first light just as Roy was
opening the gates. After a quick catch
up, I could see that the point area was
free and the wind, which was now
picking up to a considerable pace,
was hacking into the area of water in
front of it. Quickly setting up a shelter
against the now horizontal rain, I
briefly questioned my sanity whilst
rescuing the net from becoming airborne! Solid PVA bags of Hinders
Mini Combo Pellet were accompanied by my favoured hook baits for
this approach, the aptly named Pink
Wangers from the Tails Up range. The
bags were placed at varying distances from 50-80 yards in front of me
and the kettle quickly put on the boil.
I wasn’t expecting any action too
quickly, so when only two mugs of tea
into the session a take occurred on
the rod placed at 70 yards, I was

slightly shocked. However, with the
line whistling in the wind, there was
indeed something pulling back. The
fish literally blew in with the white
horses being lashed against the
gravel bank and I felt like I was
beachcasting off Brighton beach for a
moment. A short time later I looked
down into the mesh of my landing net
and there was an impressive mirror
staring back at me. Roy was conveniently walking past and fired off
some photos, and at 29lb it was a
great start to the year. The fishing
continued well throughout the day,
and by focusing all the rods at 70
yards, a further four fish graced the
net. Sadly, what with work demands, I
was unable to return for a few weeks
but did manage my first ever session
at the prolific venue Drayton reservoir
using the same PVA bag tactics and
accounted for a number of fish, all of
which were doubles.
Brasenose was fishing well
throughout February and March, so a
few more day sessions were made
resulting in me having more success
on my solid bag approach. However,
just down the road Oxlease had

Early success on Unity in the shape of this lump at 29lb 14oz.
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started to wake up, and a few captures were starting to draw my attention. I was still yet to do a night in
2013 and as a result of working two
jobs, day sessions were all I could
muster. As I dragged the gear from
the car one early morning in March in
the Oxlease main car park, I realised
that the tea kit was still sat at home
on the kitchen side! As I debated on a
course of action in order to rectify
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such a life-threatening dilemma, Lady
Luck arrived in the form of a friend,
also doing the day. I promised him he
could pick first swim if he graced me
with a mug and tea, and upon acceptance we set off with our barrows in
search of fish. Although no fish were
seen, we settled on a quiet area of the
lake sheltered from a harsh northeasterly wind that gave us both a good
expanse of water.
Having had so much success on
B1, two solids were again dispatched
to differing ranges, as well as a small
zig rig measuring 3ft placed in around
12ft of water. I was going to play
about with the zig depth, which had a
small dumbell shaped Wanger as a
hookbait, and try to ascertain where
these fish were holding. However,
within the hour one of the solids rattled off highlighting that the fish were
obviously quite low in the water. At
18lb it was a nice start, and once
more all three rods were positioned at
the distance from which the fish had
just been captured. This proved fruitful and all four ensuing takes came
courtesy of the solid bags, the biggest
culprit being a 22lb mirror. I made a
few returns to Oxlease and managed
two 24-hour sessions through March
and ended up with around 20 fish in

two nights and two-day sessions.
Pleased with my start to the season, it
was now getting close to my starting
on the syndicate, but I also knew the
St Johns carp would soon be stirring
and fancied a few sessions through
the end of March and April on there
beforehand.
I had heard a few fish were being
caught in the shallow end of the lake
as a result of the unseasonably mild
weather we received in late March,
and I began with another day session
at the top of the Social Bank. Almost
immediately opposite me was
Kempy’s Point and although the swim
was taken, the occupier was casting
right of the swim, giving me a few
options. With the gear still laid on the
barrow, I was stood surveying the
water when around 20 yards out a
small head broke the surface. Spinning 180 degrees, I quickly unzipped
my brand new Cotswold Pace rods,
and having made a dozen PVA mesh
bags at home of broken Tails Up OCM
and Hinders Mini Combo, I quickly
attached one to each of my ever faith(Left) Solid bags have played a big
part in my short session fishing.
(Below) A magical mid-thirty
common from a magical place!
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Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends
Early in 2019, I published a Big Carp magazine devoted solely to the River Thames. It was another first for Big
Carp, as there had never been a magazine of its kind. It was a sellout nationwide, such was the interest from
carp anglers, whether they were river anglers or, so it was obvious a book was to be my next project. Six months
later and I have something a bit special for you – long overdue in my opinion – another first for Bountyhunter
Publications and a book EVERY carp angler, novice or expert, still water angler or river angler should read, a
book dedicated solely to the greatest river in the UK, a river that glides majestically through our capital and
contains some of the finest looking carp in the land – The River Thames.
Every carp in this book was caught from Old Father Thames, some huge carp – thirties, forties and a fifty, but
why are so many Thames monsters being caught now? Where have they come from, and where is the best area
to fish if you want to catch these monsters of the flow? This
issue will answer these questions and more.
In 2018, Ash Geden rocked the news feed with his capture
of three Thames forties, and his chapter 'Chasing Dreams on
the River Thames' makes breathtaking reading.
Nick Helleur also landed the first Thames fifty in 2018 after
a two-year campaign for this, the King Of The Thames. As with
most river carp, The King was an escapee, almost certainly
due to its location originally being one of the Dinton Pastures
stock. This fish has been the Thames record for many years,
although most of the previous captors have kept their catch
under wraps. However, this carp has featured in Big Carp a
few times in the past, right back to when it was only 30lb, and
more recently when caught by Katch Bullet and Steve
Shenfield at weights in the low forties. Here for the first time
is the history of The King, along with many interesting facts
about the Thames and its carp stock. Nick’s capture will
certainly mean other high profile anglers will soon be visiting
this stretch… Anglers like Terry Hearn and Dave Lane will
undoubtedly already be making plans!
David Wallen’s fantastic 'Life on the Thames' chapter also
features some huge river carp and tells the tale of life while
boat fishing this amazing venue, the largest piece of water in
the UK – the planning, the prepping and the dedication
needed to be successful. Aiden Savan’s account of his Thames
life emphasises the passion these guys have and the respect these fish have earned, while Simon Rumsey’s
chapter focuses on his hunt for his first Thames thirty, something we can all relate to.
Mikey Frost’s huge Thames common would have been a record not so long ago, the highlight of his neverending campaign so far. Mike Wilson takes a look back at his long Thames fishing history and also asks what is
the true origin of Thames carp? Zeth Christie has spent many years targeting these magical Thames fish; he’s a
great all-round angler and a great addition to this book. Jason Smith’s chapter emphasises the dedication that
some of these Thames carpers go to consistently catch these beautiful creatures.
One of our great lady anglers, Jo Green, also has a passion for these stunning beasts, and her chapter on the
Berkshire Thames makes exciting reading. Paul Miller has spent over 15 years fishing, moved onto the Thames
when syndicate carping lost its appeal, and he never regretted it! Graham Stevens spends a season on the
Thames, catching some incredible Thames specimens. It’s a milestone in carp angling literature – the first carp
book ever solely dedicated to the Thames.

Rob Maylin

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
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(Above) A pristine 26lb 8oz mirror. I
think I am starting to understand
Gaunts.
(Bottom) Success away from the
syndicate – this mid twenty is
potentially 40 years old!

ful Wanger hookbaits. Whilst doing so,
I heard another two fish crash out and
quickly dispatched baits at 20, 30 and
40 yards. Although the fish stopped
showing, it took ten minutes for the
longer of the rods to signal a take, and
I watched the new carbon take on its
first curve.
I had a fantastic day, and although
nothing beat the 20lb mark, all six fish
that day were immaculate double figure mirrors. Although I planned to
return again later in April, the BCAC
was next on the list, and I joined my
partner on the Thursday evening
before the event. Although we had
done extensive homework, the draw
was once more unkind, and we ended
up missing out by 12lb! Disappointed,
but buoyed by our performance, we
will be returning next year hoping for
a tad more luck.
Back at St Johns, I planned a long
weekend off and managed to arrive in
the Dugout swim for a four-night session, something of a rarity for me! I
was really looking forward to it and
went and made myself known to
some top lads next door. After a quick
chat I returned to the swim, and having never fished it before, managed to
find a ‘known’ gravel bar out in front.
I sat with my new neighbours and
shared a brew with them on the first
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evening watching for fish activity.
After retiring to my bed around 10pm,
I was awoken with the first take; a
20lb common around midnight and
quickly recast the rod to its mark.
Sipping the first mug of tea at
dawn, I watched the sun come up
over the Social Bank and from the corner of my eye saw the middle bobbin
twitch. In a moment line poured from
the spool and I watched once more as
the line cut up through the mist rising
from the water. This would be the first
of four fish throughout the day and if I
wasn’t playing a fish, I was tying rigs
or Spombing more bait to the productive feature. As a result the day flew
by and thus far most fish had been

20lb-plus with the occasional double,
all of which fought incredibly hard
and tested the new sticks out well!
Spombing a mixture of Hinders Hemp
and Mixed Particle jars, mixed with
around 5 kilos of Tails Up OCM, I presented small white 10mm Pro Fish
pop-ups over the top, and other than
a catfish on a zig, all of my takes came
to this tactic. On the last morning my
tally had increased to 12 fish to 27lb,
and of course the said catfish, and I
was now stood coaxing a much larger
fish to the net. With help from my
newly acquired neighbouring friends,
we pictured my 13th fish at 32lb 8oz,
and I left a short while later very
relaxed and pleased with my efforts.
Now however, my attentions were
firmly concentrated on May 1st, when
my syndicate campaign would start.
I wasn’t planning on doing a session until I was free for a long weekend on the 7th, but come May 1st I
managed to manufacture a quick
night through work adjustments. I
pushed the gates open as the squeak
of metal echoed across the complex
that same sunny evening and drove
quietly round to a car park between
Gaunts and Unity. The wind trickled
down into a corner of the lake where I
was stood, and after a while I saw two
or three fish poke their heads out of
the water, disappearing again without
a sound. With Unity being my initial
target water on the complex of three,
the gear was unloaded and zigs and
bags chucked at showing fish for an
hour or two. With the night fast
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approaching, a zig was left out whilst
I found a spot for the other two rods.
Even though I was confident with
how I was fishing, I encountered only
my second blank of the season thus
far, but it didn’t bother me; I had fallen
in love a little and I couldn’t wait to
return. I managed to walk the lake a
few times before my return a week

later and had a long weekend at my
disposal, dropping into a swim called
the Saddle. The swim has a few
known hotspots, which I had duly
found with the marker and clipped
rods to varying ranges. Once again
warm days were commonplace
throughout my stay and fish were evident in the upper layers. As a result,

zigs were utilised and proved productive with a number of smaller fish
through my session, all caught on
black Wangers. The main spot however, took 24 hours or so to get going
and was a gravel area at 82 yards.
Fishing over a bed of hemp and particle, laced in Hinders Fish Pro liquid
and my newly acquired Tails Up Pro
Fish boilies, I managed some nice
fish, including my first two thirties
from the water, a 32lb mirror and the
Snub Nose Ghostie at 31lb. Finishing
with around a dozen fish, I was
pleased with my result and it was a
good start to the campaign.
The following month involved a
session down to Coking Farm in
Dorset for a pairs match and once
again I would be with the Welsh wonder that is Adam Johns! As well as
having a top laugh as usual, we finally
got some luck, and using small bags
of Hinders Multi Mix and Pink
Wangers from Tails Up we managed
second place and qualified for the
final in August! Very pleased but
e x h a u s t e d, I m a d e i t h o m e a n d
planned a session for an overnighter
(Top) Dad’s birthday weekend was
great! 25lb mirror.
(Below) The Big Common at 43lbplus. I was so happy!!
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the following day. Arriving at the syndicate the lake was reasonably busy,
but I dropped into a swim two down
from the Saddle called the Pops. I
spent a while leading around out in
front of me with a new addition to my
armoury, a Cotswold Application
marker rod. The rod was very ‘tippy’
and allowed a very descriptive feel of
the lakebed, which allowed me to
locate two different spots, one at the
right hand side of the swim at 88
yards and another toward its left
around 80 yards. Both areas felt firm
with the occasional tap of gravel surrounded by a mixture of low-lying
weed and light sediment.
I ensured bait placement was
towards the edges of these spots, as I
believe that if approached correctly,
spots can be found within a spot, if
you follow. In my view, a spot is found
by most anglers with any intelligence
when using a marker or leading
around. To me, the key to maximizing
a spot’s potential is finding the area
within the spot where the fish are
most comfortable in picking up baits
and therefore more likely to slip up. I
have seen instances where a rig has
been placed smack bang in the middle of a feature of some kind on the
lakebed and the fish are reluctant to
feed anywhere other than the edges
of said feature. I have of course, seen
the exact opposite, and it is regularly
beneficial to experiment with two
rods placed on differing parts of a feature. Thinking about rig positioning is
not something revolutionary, and
placing hookbaits on the edges and
away from baited areas is something
commonly advocated; yet I am still to
see many people putting it into practice. On this occasion, I did just that
and baited sparingly with half a
dozen Spombs over each rod. By
using some PVA foam on the hook, I
was able to wait for it to rise to the
calm evening surface and see how
accurate I was without the need for a
marker. Through the night I had the
occasional liner and managed a few
fish to 20lb-plus so was happy that I
had now focused on an approach that
would hopefully deliver the goods.
It was now touching June and I had
just completed my fifth night on the
lake, resulting in a few more fish from

(Top) Early season success from
Oxlease.
(Right) 29lb mirror from B1.
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the spots I had found out in front of
the Pops. I had managed to find a
change in the wind coming up for
what would be my sixth night and I
knew exactly where I wanted to be.
The northeasterly wind was growing
in strength as I rested the gear down,
relieved that the Pops was again free.
The rods were clipped up to the previous spots and launched towards far
bank markers. The routine continued
with the Spomb being dispatched a
few times over each spot, and I didn’t
have to wait very long for the first

take on one of the longer rods. At 18lb
it was similar to the stamp of fish I
had been catching, and I slipped the
little white pop-up from its lower lip
and recast the rod.
Around an hour later with a pair of
friends stood behind me in the swim,
I was struggling to get a powerful fish
my side of 90 yards when the hook
pulled. I was pretty disappointed
because it did feel a nice fish, plus the
lads ribbed me, but the rod was
redone and within 20 minutes a 22lb
mirror went some way towards mak-

IKTUS CARP HAS WON
THE CATEGORY BEST
FRENCH HOLIDAY
DESTINATION IN OUR
BIG CARP TOP 10
COMPETITION FOR THE
2ND TIME, THEY WON
LAST YEAR TOO!

In Southern France, near the city of Pau is the Carp venue called Iktus.
The property has a total area of 100 Hectares (almost 247acres) with
the magnificent 60 year old gravel pit called Iktus Carp of 35 Hectares
(87acres). Open all year long, the lake has 15 double swims.
The fish stock consists of about 1,300 Common and Mirror Carp, with
approximately 300x40lbs, 50x50lbs, 20x60lbs and 3 fish over 70lbs,
Catfish up to 250lbs, Sturgeon to 150lb and Grass Carp to 70lbs. There
are no ‘Poisson-chat’ or ‘Crayfish’. There are toilet and shower facilities,
an on-site restaurant and bar, we rent boats, electric outboard motors,
bikes, echo sounders and all the fishing equipment you could need
with a tackle shop on site.
Iktus Lake Two (The Sturgeon lake) has 8 swims and holds about
500 Common and Mirror Carp with approximately 30x40lbs, 3 fish
over 60lbs, 80 Koi Carp up to 40lbs and 200 Sturgeon of 17 different
species, 8 European records, biggest 85kg (French record) and 100
Grass Carp with the biggest 55lbs.

BIG CARP TOP TEN
Day Ticket Carp Fishery

Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)

Angler: Dave Hogg
Capture: ‘Oggie’ 30lb

Exclusive booking agents for Iktus Carp,
Iktus Lake Two, Iktus Runs Water
and IktusRuffaud

For information and to book a swim at one of these fantastic lakes
give Rob Watts a call at the number below.

7 Drayton
WoodRoad,
Road,Hellesdon,
Hellesdon,Norwich,
Norwich NR6
email: rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
7 Drayton
Wood
NR65BX
5BX •• email:
rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel: +44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel:
+44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk

www.cooleacresfishery.co.uk
L: 01270 812929
M: 07747 007669
e-Mail brian.reilly@live.co.uk
Like us on Facebook

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st December
2020.

Good luck!
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ing up for the previous loss. I received
two more fish from the longer spot
and was wondering why the left hand
rod hadn’t gone when it pulled tight
around midnight. I lifted into the fish
and immediately thought that one of
Unity’s red-eyed monsters was the
culprit. Reeling in what I thought was
a tench, it began to feel heavy and
gently plod around the margins.
Within a few minutes, and without
previously seeing the fish, I flicked the
head torch on having sensed the
angle of the line, readied the net to
engulf a huge silver flank of a common, and knew instantly I was about
to be a very happy boy.
With the net secured, I ran to get
Adjie my friend from the neighbouring swim and encouraged him to
bring a mat and a camera and mumbled something about a big common.
As we lifted her from the margins, we
both commented on its width, and
once cradled on the sling, she was
hoisted up to read an impressive 43lb
4oz, a new PB common and the one I
had joined the syndicate for. My little
Pro Fish pop-up was tucked neatly in
her bottom lip and Adjie did me proud
with some great night time shots. My
dad received a phone call at 1am and
even through tired eyes was thrilled
for me. I even managed another fish in

the early hours before packing up for
work at 6am. My next target from
Unity was to be the beautiful mirror
Moonscale, a fish that regularly
topped 40lb, and as the name suggests had a rather large moon shaped
scale on its flank. Strangely enough
the fish was caught from the same
swim only five days after I had caught
the common, and I hurried myself to
return as quickly as possible.
As luck would have it, I arrived in
the Car Park swim a fortnight later for
a short overnighter. As it was not a
swim I had fished before, I reluctantly
grabbed the marker rod in the pouring rain and searched around for a
few areas. At 65 yards there was a
huge gravel area that required two
rods in my view – one on the summit
of the feature and another on its
periphery. 12 Spombs were quickly
deposited onto the area, and I
retreated to bed early to escape the
rain, knowing full well I needed to be
at work for 6am the following day.
Around 11pm the rod placed on the
edge of the gravel area ripped off and
I did battle with a very powerful fish
that would not give in. Playing ‘knit
one pearl one’ with the left hand rod,
I managed to coax the fish in to the
shallow margins.
It thrashed about on the mirror-like

The biggest of a St Johns sessions at 32lb-plus.
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surface only a few rod lengths from
me, and I could feel the water washing against my boots as I adjusted the
net into place. With the moon being
so bright, there was no need for a
head torch. I could see a dark shape
hit the spreader and lifted another
good fish into the mesh. Once on the
mat, a telltale scale gave away the
carp’s identity and Blackspot was
held aloft at just under 37lb. That was
my only fish of the trip and I had my
dad’s birthday bash approaching so
would be away from the lake for some
time. We had a great time sharing
Dad’s 53rd with three great friends of
ours, and along with a barbeque and
private cabin, we managed some
cracking fish to mid thirties from a
beautiful private venue in the
Cotswolds.
Moving into July, I managed four
nights towards the month’s end, split
into three overnighters and a 48-hour
trip where Dad would be joining me.
The first night was a bit of an
anomaly really, as I expected runs
throughout the evening; however I
received action at the height of the
mid afternoon sunshine, where previously bites had been hard to come by.
Fishing the Pops once more I managed three fish on my return to the
lake including a stunning 33lb 8oz
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A fish called Blackspot at 37lb.

mirror all caught on my faithful white
pop-ups.
The next trip involved Dad joining
me, and we were surprised to see so
many cars in the car park as we
pulled up on a Friday morning. Having taken the day off work, we walked
around extensively and almost opted
to fish Gaunts before finding a gent
leaving from a swim called Jimmy’s
on Unity. Quickly dropping some gear
down in the now vacated swim, I settled on a spot around 60 yards out and
threw a third rod out as a rover,
adjusting a zig rig every hour or so.
The first 24 hours passed with no
action for either of us, and we both
noticed that the fish were notably further out and staying at distance. As a
result, I found another feature on that
second morning, and at just shy of 90
yards, placed all three baits along
with 12 Spombs on a gravel feature.
This proved fruitful, as some time in
the afternoon, two takes came my
way in the shape of a double and a
low twenty mirror.
Watching the water, we were now
continually seeing fish towards the
middle of the lake and noticed the
angler in the Noddies swim packing
for home. Ady the friendly bailiff

offered to take a bucket round for me,
and I gratefully accepted his offer and
began to pack the rest of the gear
down ready for a move. It was a bit of
a walk with the barrow that warm
afternoon, but once in the swim I sat
busying myself under the shade of a
nearby tree and watched the sun
duck behind the oak trees on the
western skyline. I sat and spoke with
the old man for a while that evening
and as we sat watching the water,
there was significant fish activity out
in front to warrant a bit of confidence
as I rested my head for the night.
I was indeed awoken around 5am
to the middle rod ripping into life and
proceeded to play a pretty 26lb 8oz
mirror to the waiting net. Unbeknown
to me, this fish would actually be my
last from the venue for the foreseeable
future and the following two
overnighters I spent at the end of that
month provided two blank sessions,
only my second and third blanks on
the lake. Come mid August I was
questioning why when I received
some very disappointing news. The
lake had seen 23 fish perish in the last
week or so due to unknown circumstances, and although this wasn’t
many in regards to its impressive

stock, my new target, Moonscale, was
one of the first to be found. It was
sadly uncovered by its most recent
captor, the said gent now looking at
such a fish very differently to how he
had only a month or so earlier.
I genuinely cannot emphasise how
gutted I was and didn’t fish for a few
weeks after, pondering what to do
next really. Gaunts was the only logical option, but I found it hard to travel
past Unity. There were still a few targets, mainly the ghost carp Orange
Spot and Sumo, and although I had
only fished it for a few months, I had
really enjoyed my time on there. As
reluctant and confused as I was on
what to do, my good friend Chris
Blunt came to the rescue when he
showed me a picture of the Sergeant
fish from Gaunts. Suddenly, everything changed slightly.
I started my ‘new’ quest in early
September, and I began markering
the lake extensively. Due to the banks
being considerably quieter than
Unity, I could happily lead around during mornings or afternoons around
work and plan the lake’s topography
without disturbing anyone. I really
like doing this, as I feel it gives me an
advantage when I come to actually
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The Snub Nose Ghostie from Unity.

A 32lb mirror from Unity – my first syndicate water.
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fishing. Sometimes, especially later in
the year, I may be arriving during dark
and knowing far bank markers and
set distances allows me to access
spots during these times. Again, by
employing the previous tactics, I was
confident that I would start on Gaunts
where I left off on Unity. After my first
night, this would seem to be the case,
and I began catching a few stockies
straight away.
I really did murder some of the
members for information in the initial
few trips and pestered them with
numerous questions. Asking about
swims with previous records for the
better fish and their preferred tactics,
depths, weather effects and much
more, I managed to glean a fair
amount of information. Via these conversations and my own findings, I
have come to believe that there are a
few areas that I will be looking to target over the coming winter and
understand what I believe to be the
best swims to access areas that have
previous form of producing specific

fish. I am of course confident in the
bait’s ability to occupy the fish, but
have found Gaunts to be more ‘spot’
fishing than Unity. I have really
enjoyed it so far, and I have needed to
be a lot more delicate in my approach.
As I write I have done a total of ten
nights in two months’ fishing on the
lake and have landed 25 fish to 29lb
12oz. The big fish in the lake have
been landed a few times, and it has
been hard to watch my targets being
caught by others, but I’m sure it will
be my turn soon.
This current chapter then finishes
at a “to be continued” stage of the
timeline. I have simply written about
the ups and downs of my year and the
impact that jobs, a social life, mortgage and all manner of other things
have on me and many others. I have
kept it real as the ‘youts’ (young
adults!) would say in my local area
and ensured I appreciate every second I get on the bank. This is why I
feel it is relevant to the modern carp
angler, as let’s face it, 99% of us get

very little time and need all the help
we can get to be successful. As you
can tell, I don’t get four days a week
to go down the pond, and please don’t
think that was a swipe at those that
do, as it wasn’t, but I honestly think
restricted time leads to becoming a
much better angler. I have found you
have to act much more efficiently and
put the effort into a number of different aspects of your fishing to get a
reward. Baiting up, prior research and
marker work, tying rigs at home or at
work (when the boss/other half is
away!), arriving at 6pm for a 6am
wake-up call; the list is endless when
you cannot rely on time to cover up
your shortfalls.
I hope this article has highlighted
to you how I enjoy approaching my
fishing and maybe given you a few
things to take away if, like me, you are
restricted in your time. Even when
you are lucky enough to have time on
your side, be proactive and put in the
groundwork and the rewards are
there, I assure you. n

BIG CARP TOP TEN
French Holiday Destination

France’s premier runs water
For more on Reuben Heaton, Sportscale & RH brands
call 01455 293000 or email info@reubenheaton.com
Join Reuben Heaton on Facebook for all our latest news

www.lakefishabil.com
07810 710 880

Exclusive distributors for eagle claw
brands in the UK and Ireland
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Windows of
Opportunity
The Equinox And One Of Oxford’s Finest by Leigh Sinnott

S

ince first receiving the
new Equinox a few
weeks prior to my session I’d been itching to
find the time to get out
there and give it a serious testing! The problem as always,
was finding that precious time!
Around mid-August, and due to a
sudden unforeseen change in circumstances, I now found myself with that
much needed space and long overdue
time to give this bait the serious testing it deserved! Although I felt it wasn’t the ideal time of year for a longer
session, it would have to do with the
limited time I had available! The
buildup to this session was, as
always, electric and before I knew it I
was heading bankside!

The session in question was to be
based around a ten-night stint on the
beautiful, extremely well kept and run
Linear Fisheries. The first three nights
were to be based around the more
social aspect of my carp fishing with
the remaining seven days fishing
based on a more serious in-tune
approach!
One of the biggest problems I faced
was the decision of which pit to fish!
I’d spent many nights on the banks of
the beautiful Hardwick and Smiths
over the years, and this really is the
one that still holds my heart! However on the other side of the road lies
the equally beautiful Manor Farm.
Now I’ve never really given this place
too much thought, as my attentions
have always been elsewhere, but with

its impressive stock and stunning
originals, surely it must be worth a
shout?
I wanted an original more than anything, and I wanted one of Oxford’s
finest! Hardwick had been kind to me
over the years with fish to just over
30, however she had yet to produce
one of its originals to my rods! After a
week or two walking the banks of
both pits and a couple of visits to
mates fishing the complex my mind
was made up and the Manor HAD to
be the one! It had the originals, the
lumps, the features and the sheer
unspoilt beauty of an extremely well
run and established fishery! Maybe
the Manor would be kinder to me;
maybe this was the one, and maybe
the Manor could produce my long

One of Oxford’s finest, and the icing on the cake, the Hardwick Linear at 31lb. The weight of this magnificent old warrior
was insignificant in every way, as I’d finally broken that originals blank!
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overdue original?
The first three nights went exactly
to plan, and I had a great social with
some more than great mates that I
hadn’t fished with in a very long time!
I even managed to slip the net under
a beautiful common and mirror both
around the mid-20s, which was a
great all-round start to this session.
Not only did these first three nights
provide me with the perfect opportunity to unwind bankside with some
good mates. It also provided me with
the most important thing of all, the
time to get into ‘the zone’ and tune
into the lake and its beautiful surroundings. I believe making time to
tune in, relax and unwind before a
long session is massively important
and a huge edge in the long run! To
observe the movement of these beautiful fish and try to form an idea of
what, where and when things are
occurring beneath the surface. This is
invaluable to any angling situation
and a huge advantage for sure!
The start of the in-tune, more serious session came on the Sunday
afternoon as my good friend, Davo,
reluctantly left this picturesque pit!
Dave had had some success over the
weekend with a few fish to just below
20s from a peg one up from me, which
commanded a more central area of
the lake. I’d mainly been fishing a
marginal area, and until now hadn’t
really been giving them too much
bait, instead relying on smaller trap
tactics as they cruised the margins.

Now I know this approach had
worked and I knew it would do me
some more fish over the week, but I
also knew this was not really the way
forward for the lumps, for those most
sought after originals! I knew these
big girls liked their bait, and I knew
they would love the Equinox in a
safer, less edgy spot, so the decision
was easy… move up one, get to a
more central area of the pit and let
‘em have it!
I went straight in with around 7kg

of mixed boilie (Equinox and Live
System 50/50), hemp, White Haze and
mini Ultra-mix pellet and kept the
hemp and pellet content fairly high to
start with in a hope of clearing off and
making the spot more presentable.
Rigs were to be kept simple, shortish, long shank blow-back style with
balanced bottom baits either tipped
with a bright or fished as straight
through Equinox or Live System. The
lead system was again to be kept
simple with 3-4ft of leadcore direct to
a trimmed-down lead clip system in
the hope of dropping the lead every
take. Dumping the lead is a must at
this time of year on the Manor with an
abundance of floor to ceiling
weedbeds and the older, wiser fishing
being known for making a beeline
straight for these sanctuaries as soon
as they suck steel and feel the hook
point!
After a couple of leads around and
some far bank marker notes all three
rods were clipped and sent out to a
nice silty spot around the 100-yard
mark. Two of these went down well
with a reassuring silty thump with
the third being a little less obvious

(Top) Another early morning mid 20
back up fish!
(Left) What a session this was turning
into! At 25lb 4oz this one was more
than welcome and showed that they
were now clearly on the bait!
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but still nice enough, I thought.
The night passed fairly quietly with
the only carpy goings on being the
occasional bosh some way back and
past my carefully baited area! It
wasn’t until around 5am that my middle Equinox rod went into meltdown
signalling my somewhat clumsy exit
from the bag! This was one angry kipper, but within seconds I could tell
that she was one of the stockies –
more than welcome nonetheless and
a beauty at 18lb 5oz! I was off the
mark and they were on the bait, so
surely now it would only be a matter
of time before I was amongst some of
those originals?

After safely returning my first carp
from the new swim back to her
watery home and getting the rod
back out to the clip I was sure it was
all about to kick off! In the early morning light there was show after show
after glorious show over my baited
area, and by 9am when it had all
calmed down I was somewhat
amazed that I hadn’t received any
more takes!
The rest of the morning continued
to be fairly quiet and around midday I
could only presume I’d been completely wiped out of bait, or for whatever reason my other two rods
weren’t fishing effectively. On the

rewind I found my middle and right to
have been fishing well. My only concern here was the length of hook link
over silt. If there were pockets of
deeper silt and I was hitting these it
would almost certainly explain the
lack of interest. The left must have
hooked up on some Canadian, not
great with the short-ish hook links!
From this moment on the plan
changed! I decided to slightly
increase the length of hook links, as
maybe the silt was a bit deeper and
less uniformed in places than first
anticipated, bring my left rod more
central and continue baiting up with
two to three Spombs per fish after the
daily, arm breaking 7kg Spomb fest!
Almost like clockwork the next day
produced its first take at around 5am,
only this time I managed three carp to
22lb 1oz before the early morning
window of opportunity once again
and unfortunately closed down
around 9am! The rest of the day,
again, was quiet and I was left
scratching my head as to just what
was going on down there! I now
knew all three rods were fishing well;
I knew they were loving the Equinox,
but I had to somehow increase this
feeding spell!
In preparation for Wednesday
m o r n i n g ’s w i n d o w I u p p e d t h e
amount of boilie and lowered the particle and pellet content. I knew the
spot was becoming cleaner and I was
a little concerned that the carp were
becoming preoccupied on the pellet
and hemp. By doing so I hoped that I
would now start to increase competition for the Equinox, and by only topping up with boilies after each fish I
might be able to prolong that somewhat short window of opportunity.
This decision paid off big time! Just
as expected, it kicked off around 5am
the next morning, but the one big difference here was that my window
had now widened and I was still seeing and catching carp right through
until 11.20am! Not only that but four
out of the five fish were 20s with the
biggest going 25lb 4oz with one awe-

(Top) A stunning Manor original of
20lb 5oz. Fishery officer Chris Blunt
later confirmed this as one of the
originals that never really packed on
the weight.
(Left) Another Manor original falls to
the mighty Equinox. At 21lb 7oz this
is also another original that
fluctuates around the low to mid 20’s.
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some looking fully scaled of 20lb 5oz
amongst them! The session was now
in full swing; I was in the zone and
everything was starting to fall nicely
into place! The spot was banging, the
rods were rocking and the Equinox
was simply taking it apart – happy
days! All I needed now was that lump
– that long awaited and overdue original!
Things were now really starting to
come together, and the next couple of
days stayed pretty much the same
with the initial take around 5am and
then a good few takes between then
and midday, with some stunners
along the way! By 4am on the Sunday
morning I had landed a total of 23
carp up to 25lb 4oz with 16 of these
being good 20s and the remaining
seven all between 17 and 19lb 14oz,
and I still had the 5am window of
opportunity approaching! At times it
was becoming extremely difficult to
keep all three rods in the water, even
with a whole rack of rigs baited,
glugged and ready to rock! I even had
to give the legend and bailiff that is
Ian Roper a call to drop me off a second landing net as things were
becoming so hectic – sorry about the
rip, fella! What a place this was, and
what a session it was turning into. I
really did not want this one to ever
end and the Manor was now well and
truly under my skin!
On the Sunday morning things took
a turn for the worse weather-wise
with a switch in wind direction, clear
blue skies and high pressure moving
in. It really did stir things up for the
worse as well, as my first take wasn’t
until 6am on the right hand Equinox
rod! Now this had been the most productive time throughout the week,
but today it was my only take during
this usually frantic window! Although
this had been a very slow morning by
all accounts I was still far from disappointed when I slipped the net under
an absolutely stunning dark, scaly
mirror of 21lb 7oz! Could this possibly
be an original I thought after carefully
weighing, photographing and returning her back to the gin clear waters of
the Manor?
By around 1.30pm that day and as
my session was drawing to an end,
and I was sat reminiscing over the
last week’s incredible events. I was
more than happy with the result and
now totally confident in the new
Equinox, but at the same time a little
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Releasing the awesome Hardwick Linear back to her somewhat newish watery
home! From then on the Manor was well and truly under my skin and I’ll
definitely be back this autumn/winter to attend to some unfinished business!

Happy days and what a way to finish a truly epic session! The Manor was now
well and truly under my skin, and I couldn’t wait to get back in the autumn and
give it another go!

disappointed that I hadn’t managed
to land one of this amazing place’s
big’uns or sought after originals!
I had a day left, the weather had
gone nips up, and things seemed to
be closing down for me when totally
out of the blue at around 2pm I
received a single bleep to my middle
rod. In a flash my eyes were fixated
on the bobbin and then again a single
bleep followed, this time with a small
lift, which stayed there! I was on it
like Bob Nudd on the Bristol but
before my hand could even clasp the
reel seat, things went into complete
and utter meltdown as I was now well
and truly away – geez! I instantly

knew from the sheer power, weight,
direction and determination that this
had to be a better fish! The thoughts
that were racing through my mind as
she powered towards the sanctuary
of a large weedbed two swims up
were horrific! “It’s gotta be, mate.
Keep calm, stay focused and for
@#%#’s sake don’t let her reach that
weedbed!”
The pressure was now well and
truly on as I gave her as much as I
dare on 12lb mono. This was a battle
of wills and sheer determination, so I
carefully tightened the clutch a notch
or two and applied that all important
pressure! With what must have only

Windows of Opportunity

been a matter of feet and seconds
from the weedbed and with me stood
on top of an old tree stump (thanks
Ian) to gain some extra height and
leverage, I won the initial battle and
she thankfully turned and headed
back into open water! As I climbed
down from the slippery tree stump to
resume part two, she began kiting
round to my left toward and through
my two remaining lines! Like my
beloved Nan on Crimbo Eve, I now
found myself frantically knitting with

three rods in a vain and panicstricken attempt to avoid almost certain disaster and another dodgy
jumper! With one up and two over, I
was thankfully free, and my most precious prize could continue with her
onward powerhouse crusade!
As she continued left, I was more
than relieved to be gaining back a
crucial few yards, and continuing this
battle in the relative safety of my left
hand margin! Within what seemed
like an eternity and after several

lengths of the margin, I almost caught
a glimpse of her in the gin clear water,
before again she dived deep in search
of sanctuary! Then as I managed to
turn her and bring her up from the
deep, I caught a glimpse of the scales
along the lateral line and panic once
again resumed! It was a linear for
sure; it was a lump for sure, but it
could only be one of three! I kept
repeating to myself over and over
again, “It’s just a stockie, stay focused,
fella… chill!” This powerhouse of a
fish battled with every last inch up
and down the margins, and as long as
everything held good I knew this battle should soon be mine! Before too
much longer, and after one last desperate attempt for freedom, I managed to turn her on the surface and
with that, the first oxygen-rich gulp of
air signalled the approaching end of
what felt like an eternal battle of force
and wills!
This was it and with a few slow
motion moments of adrenalin-fuelled
ecstasy, I gently and gracefully slid
her over the cord and into the awaiting net! As I lowered the rod and
punched the sky I could almost feel
the blood returning to my arms from
this most epic of battles, and as I
peered down at the sheer beauty of
my prize I just knew that what lay
there in the folds of my net was something special!
After securing the net in the deep
shaded margins and taking a moment
or two to stop shaking and gather my
thoughts I parted the soft deep folds
of my landing net to reveal a truly
magnificent old warrior! This was my
long overdue original for sure; this
was that moment I’d dreamt of for so
long, and what a way to break the
original blank! This was one of
Oxford’s finest, and for the next few
minutes she was mine!
At this point and in the haze of the
moment I still wasn’t too sure which
fish she was. I quickly grabbed my
phone and made a couple of calls, and
within a flash Davo and Drewit
arrived to help identify her and do the
honours!
She was an original alright, but she
was more than that to me because

(Top) At times it was near on
impossible to keep three rods in the
water, even with a whole rack of rigs
tied, glugged, and ready to rock!
(Left) Another low 20 back-up fish
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she was the Hardwick Linear, which
was believed to have escaped from
my beloved Hardwick and Smiths and
into Manor in the 2007 floods! I had
done it at last, and strangely enough
it was the Manor that had finally
given me my Hardwick original!
The weight of this stunning creature was insignificant in every way,
but she went 31lb exactly on the
scales. After a few photos, handshakes and a good soaking in the
margins I reluctantly said goodbye to
one of Oxford’s finest and watched
her power off back into her very special and somewhat newish watery
home!
This had turned out to be a mega
session and with a further four fish to
follow, and with confirmation of the
two dark scaly ones also being originals, I was a very happy man indeed!
When I finally wound in and reluctantly departed on the Monday morning I had landed a total of 29 carp to
31lb! Incredibly but not surprisingly
27 of these had been to the new
Equinox fished straight, or as I men-

The Social Common. Mid 20’s and a great start to the session!

tioned earlier, tipped with a bright!
The other two fish came to the Live
System, which I always kept at least
one rod on!
I think this session and the Equinox
speaks for itself in that even fished
alongside the mighty Live System in
relatively equal amounts the new
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Equinox from CC Moore is clearly
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THE BIG CARP
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jacket that fulfils all my requirements
as a carp angler” – Rob Maylin

Available in Olive Green, Black or Sand in sizes M, L, XL and XXL.
These jackets are made from a Breatha-tex material which is a durable hi-tech fabric that
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Diary ofThe
Urban Myth
Rob Maylin talks to Terry Dempsey

Rods out and the new packaging looks great.
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R

ob: It’s the middle of
November, and once
again I’ve met up
with the Urban Myth
h i m s e l f, M r. Te r r y
Dempsey, for another
little look at his last month’s fishing. I
know he has had a few out, but I also
know that he hasn’t done a lot of fishing this last month. The bait has
absolutely gone mental; we have just
been sitting here having a cup of coffee chatting about it, and it is just flying out of the door. I don’t know
whether any of you guys go on Facebook at all, but I know Terry puts a lot
of his own fish and a lot of the captures from people using his bait up on
there every day. It’s not just the odd
fish; it’s reams of them, pages and
pages of fish, and good’uns and all, so
it is worth having a look at the Urban
Myth on Facebook. I have had a few
calls just lately from people wanting
to get hold of Tel’s bait and the best
way to get hold of him really is just to
message him on Urban Bait on Facebook.

I am going to pass you over to Terry
in a moment, and he is going to tell
you about the fishing he has been
doing just lately. I know he has been
doing a bit of filming for Taska and
had one or two, and he has been
telling me how he hooked himself the
other day, and I am sure he is going to
tell you about that – it is hilarious.
Also along with the frost that has
hit us this week, it is show time once
again. Terry is going to be at some of
the shows, and he is going to tell us
which ones he is attending, so if you
want to come to the show to get a bit
of bait or a book, I still have a few of
his books left, but not many now. If
you want to get one, you really do
need to get one this year, as once
Christmas is gone they will all be
gone. Terry is going to tell us a little
about his winter fishing over the last
few years. A lot of people won’t know
this but Terry fishes all year round. He
has just started on a seventy-acre pit
in the Colne Valley with a lot of history behind it, so I am hoping that we
will have one or two of these special

fish in here soon. Terry, I have waffled
on long enough as usual, so how’s the
fishing been going? I heard the bait
has been doing well…
Terry: Good to see you Rob. It only
seems like yesterday that we were
both sitting in here. The month has
gone really quickly and the main reason for that is because of how busy I
have been, especially with the bait.
Earlier in the year I went on holiday
with my wife to Greece, and while we
were away I left my friend Steve with
the business. When I got back, poor
old Steve thought he was going to
have a heart attack. I have never seen
him be so stressed in his life, and then
I realised why. Urban Baits had grown
to about four times the size over a
period of a couple of weeks, and I
think it is just mainly due to the
amount of fish that have been getting
caught and that we have been posting on Facebook. It has been relentless with the boys who have been
using the bait. Considering we are
not the biggest bait company out
there, for the amount of people who

Lee Bradshaw with a stunning mid 30 caught on the deadly Nutcracker.
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Nathan Martinez with a stunner on the Nutcracker.

Peter Hudd with one of many big carp he has caught this
year on the Nutcracker.

Stuart Morris is having great success using the Nutcracker.

Lee Cook with a big French common caught on the deadly
Nutcracker.

Dutch angler Chiel Martijn landed this stunning 35lb mirror
fishing a very low stock Dutch lake on the Red Spicy Fish.

Damon Reeves caught this mid 30 on his first ever trip using
the deadly Nutcracker.
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Trevor Pritchard caught this stunning mirror from his
syndicate lake. It came as part of a large catch on the
Nutcracker wafters.

Old school angler Russ Widgington caught this stunner on
the deadly Nutcracker from a tough Colne Valley pit.

Peter Johnson caught this stunning big common on the
Nutcracker.
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David Longhurst caught this big mirror on his first trip using
the Nutcracker.

Here is Russ Widgington once again with a cracking big
mirror that was caught from a tricky Kent lake.

A nice mirror caught for the film crew on the Nutcracker.
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The Nutcracker tempted this old mirror from a London reservoir while doing a feature for the Angling Times.

Nice reservoir common caught on a Nutcracker cork ball pop-up.
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This cracking common weighing 43lb was caught by Marlon the ressie’s bailiff during a short session on a 25-acre reservoir.
The Nutcracker was the downfall of the beast.

Matt Jones with the biggest of a brace of true English 40s he caught on the deadly Nutcracker.
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have been using the bait, the amount
of fish we have caught between us
has been unbelievable. I would love to
know the numbers of fish that have
been caught. We are not massive, but
everyone who has been using the bait
has been catching. People have been
hearing about the fish that have been
getting caught and they have been
telling their friends and you know
how it is; it just snowballs.
But one downside to this is my fishing that I have loved so much since I
was eleven years old has had to be
put on the back burner. Obviously, I
have a family to keep and I can’t let
customers down, and that is the most
important thing for me at the
moment. People are ordering bait off

(Top left) The new Nutcracker fluoro
range has just come out, and is
already doing damage on the lakes.
(Top right) The summer finishes on
the syndicate lake.
(Right) Sadly missed, my old mate
Ken Irvin passed away the other
week. Here he is holding a monster
mirror from the early 80s.
(Below) Top Dutch angler Chiel
Martijn is new to our Urban Bait team
of anglers.
(Below right) Rods are out on a large
Colne Valley pit.

of the website, and the last thing I can
do is let them down, but I will always
find a way to get out of the door to do
some fishing. I have done a couple of
sessions over at my syndicate water
in Kent. I have spent over a year there
and taken a lot of fish, as you’ve seen
in the mags over the last few months.
The last sessions when I went over
there it had been very quiet; the weed
has been horrendous and there are literally six-acre top to bottom floating
weed beds.
We never see a single fish; it is so
dead compared to how it was previously, and I realised that in September/October time we do not realise
how much natural food there is in the
lake. A lot of people say that autumn
is a good time for fish feeding up and
stuff like that, and it is, but there is so
much natural food in the water. As
you just said earlier Rob, I have just
started fishing a seventy-acre pit in
the Colne Valley, and the one thing I
noticed when I was there last time
was that even though the air temperature was very cold, the water was
full daphnia; I could just see it moving
around there was so much of it. We

found the same on the syndicate lake
as well. The daphnia is just so rich
that he fish will just go and sit in the
weed and eat that sort of food. But on
a better note, all the boys are still
catching, and every single day I am
hearing stories of thirties, forties and
even fifties caught on the bait, so it is
really, really inspiring for me. In some
ways I am just as happy seeing these
boys coming up with those fish as I
would be getting out there and doing
it myself. It is never going to be the
same, but it is still great to give some-
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one some bait and see them go away
and they catch their personal best; I
cannot ask for more.
Last weekend Steve Taska wanted
us to do a DVD. He had a film crew
and he wanted me to go along and
present it for him, so I was the presenter. He had a few of the boys who fish
on his team, and I took my rods along
as well. Anyway I was enjoying
myself getting a few bites, and they
seemed to turn on at about three
o’clock in the afternoon. I had a take,
and I pulled into the fish, and as I was
playing it the other rod was away too,
so I’d got two on. I quickly got one in,
then I played the other one, and as I
got that in and I had two of them in
the net, I quickly unhooked one and
threw it back out there again. As I
was messing around, still with two in
the net, that rod went as well. Literally as I was sinking the line after I’d
cast out, the tip just pulled up and it
started ripping off in my hand, and the
next thing I had three in the net, all
twenties.
I lay down on my belly, deciding to
unhook one of the fish in the net to
make it safer, but as I was unhooking
it, it thrashed around and the hook
went through its mouth and right into
my finger. Now I had this twenty-odd
carp thrashing around, and I was
hooked too with the barb of a size five
stiff rig right the way in. So anyway,
that wasn’t very nice. I had three fish
on the bank, and I let the other boys
deal with the fish. I wasn’t too interested in the fish; I went running off to
the bailiff to get a pair of pliers to get
the hook out, so that was quite nasty.
Anyway, it’s coming to a funny
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time of the year when the clocks have
changed, we are getting dark nights,
and you can really start to feel the
winter in the air. From now on we can
say we are going into winter fishing
proper because it is that time of the
year when you are getting minus
temperatures at night. But for me,
what with having a family, I cannot
fish as much as I want, so I do one
night a week or a couple of nights
every other week. I will carry on all
through the year and milk it as much
as I can; it’s very rare for me to stop
fishing.
Over the last few years, I have been
on a few lakes for carp in the winter,
and a lot of fishing that I do is on the
reservoirs. I go over there once a
week and you can always get a fish
over there when the temperature
goes really low. You can go over there,
put a bit of bait out and get a few
bites, and that is something I have
enjoyed doing for years now in the

winter. They love my bait in there.
The few trips that I have had this
year, I have done well, and I did a feature as well with the Angling Times a
few weeks ago. I went there in the
morning and I put out 3 to 4kg of
Nutcracker boilies with a spod when I
got there. I got the rods in place and I
had a couple of mid twenties out for
the Angling Times, so they were
happy; they had a lot of live pictures
of me catching and that went really
well. It’s a brilliant place for the winter, but I have another passion for the
winter as well, and that is a bit of cod

(Top) The Nutcracker produces three
20lb mirrors in three different nets for
the film crew – job done.
(Bottom left) Playing a decent 20lb
mirror for the cameras.
(Bottom right) At the shows with my
mate Tinpot who wrote in the book
the Urban Myth. Here he is with his
well-deserved Carp Angler of the
Year trophy!!

Diary of a Urban Myth

fishing. I have a few lads who I have
known for a few years who do a bit of
cod fishing in the winter. One of the
places I go is the Admiralty Pier at
Dover, but the storm last week blew
all the rails down, all the cars got
smashed up, and they have closed the
pier down, so that has gone for this
year.
I am probably going to concentrate
on this seventy-acre pit and doing the
odd day up there Rob, just to keep the
missus happy, and that will be it for
me over the next few weeks. It has
good winter form, and it has a good
depth, and it is a lovely place to fish. If
you are going to blank in the winter, it
might as well be somewhere that is
absolutely beautiful and you like fishing there. This time last year, I was on
Wraysbury, which again is a beautiful
lake, and another big lake. I think if
you can find the fish in a part of the
lake, you will get takes. Basically, I
knew in Wraysbury that if I got right
amongst them, I’d have a fish, but as
we all know, Wraysbury is closed the
minute, so that is a no-go. So hope-

Selling books on the Taska stand at the Northern Angling Show.

fully, this new water has a few surprises for me.
I will be going to most of the
shows, and I will definitely do the
Brentwood show, the Big One, Coventry, Manchester and Zwolle, so I am a
busy man, Rob. I will be taking a few
books, so if anyone wants to come
along and get a book signed, that is
fine, and also we are going to be taking some samples. We will be taking
orders for bait, we will bring some
pop-ups with us, so you can have a

look at the Nutcracker and the Tuna
Garlic.
Rob: Sounds good Tel, and I will be
there as well of course. I will have my
little stand, punting out my books as
we head into Christmas. This side of
Christmas there is the Manchester
show in December. I suppose it will
be into the New Year now before I
meet up with Tel again, so I wish you
all a Merry Christmas out there and
look forward to talking with Tel in the
New Year. n
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MyYear’s
Round-up…
By Sean Leverett
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T

his year has been a
funny old year for me
on the angling front. I
have struggled to settle and really get my
teeth in to any one
specific water. Add to that the features throughout the year for Sticky,
and I ended up flitting about a fair bit.
This is just an update of my year for
you, as due to how things were, I
opted not to continue with the diary
that I was doing.
From memory, last time I wrote I’d
had my snow carp from the southern
club water. Well, the rest of the winter
I concentrated on fishing Sutton. I
have to say it was an absolute grueller, and unless people were keeping
things properly quiet (which I don’t
think they were), from December
through to the end of the season it did
just a couple of carp bites. I was
doing two 48-hour sessions a week
on there and it totally kicked me it the
nuts!

(Top) These have done me proud once
again this year!
(Below) Vinnetrow’s Pawprint.

As well as the angling there were
the yearly carp shows that I attended
for Sticky: the Norfolk Show, the Big
One, Carpin’ On and the Northern
Carp Show all kept me busy for a few
days, but before I knew it April was
upon us, and it was time to return to
Roach Pit and Vinnetrow to start my
spring fishing. I expected both lakes
to be quite busy as they both hold

some big fish, but if I’m honest I
didn’t think Roach would have been
as bad as it was. When I fished it the
previous year, although there were a
fair few people doing a bit of time you
could pretty much always get on fish.
This year though was madness, and I
really struggled with my angling on
there. I was turning up early on a
Monday morning only to find I could-
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Roach Pit’s Grey One yet again!

One of four commons from Brentwood Angling’s Par Lakes Back Lake.
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n’t get anywhere near the fish, and
after a few trips of it being like this I
started to get somewhat frustrated by
it.
Vinnetrow wasn’t as bad, so I
started to do a little more time on
there. At the start of May I had my
first Vinny fish of the year. I had reeled
in to go for a walk and it was whilst
doing so I spotted some colouring up
of the water out in front of Reception.
On seeing this I moved from First Nod
and cast out a couple of rods on single
Krill bottom baits to where they were
colouring up at around 90 yards. Well
a few hours later my right hand rod
signalled a take, and after a short
scrap I had one in the net. It turned
out it was a fish known as Pawprint
weighing 34lb 12oz. I really thought I
was in for another, but sadly, other
than liners, nothing else happened,
and the following morning I packed
up.
A week later I managed a Roach Pit
carp in the shape of the Grey One
again at 35lb 12oz! I had started off in
the Sanctuary, but the fish were
stacked up down the other end. I
couldn’t get near them for the first
couple of nights, but then a swim
became free and I managed to move
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into peg 33 around lunchtime. It was
clear that the fish were all over this
end of the lake, as people were catching from most of the swims. I had
seen a few fish show in front of me, so
all I did was cast out a couple of chod
rigs over the weed with white chocolate pop-ups on and then scatter a
dozen or so Krill free offerings around
them. A couple of hours later I had the
fish in the net, but not before it gave
me a right old tear up! It was the third
time I’d had this fish, and I have to say
I was a little gutted that it wasn’t one
of the others I’d not already had, but I
guess you can’t pick ‘em.
The following week saw me over
on Brentwood Angling’s Par Lakes for
a couple of nights to do a feature for
Sticky. I’d only ever fished the lake
once before some years back in the
depths of winter, and needless to say
I didn’t catch. This time though
things were different. The lake had
matured loads since my last visit, and
I really liked the look of the place.
There are a couple of lakes on the
venue, but I was fishing the Back
Lake alongside Marcus and Dan. Due
to the lake having a fair amount of
silkweed I opted to fish chod rigs with
Krill pop-ups and then bait quite
heavily with Krill freebies around
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each hook bait. The Krill had never
been used on Par before, so it was
going to be interesting to see how
they would react to it.
Well react to it they did, as over the
two nights we did we had a total of
ten fish between us. I had seven fish
to just under 26lb and ended up using
10kg of bait. All my fish came off the
same rod too, which was interesting.
Marcus had the biggest fish at 35lb
12oz along with a 27lb’er, and Dan
even managed one too, a stunning
31lb common. Because they both had
30s I never heard the end of it; in fact
they still go on about it now. Boys,
eh?
I continued to fish Vinny and Roach
through the remainder of May and
most of June, but I couldn’t seem to
get amongst the fish. Soon both lakes
were closed due to spawning, and I
started to look elsewhere to fish. I did
the odd night over on the southern
club water and managed a couple of
low 20s, and I also did a couple of
nights over on Gary Bayes’s
Bayeswater day ticket lake where I
managed to have eight bites, landing
six of them to just under 19lb.
Over the next few weeks I flitted
about, not really getting into anything, but having the odd fish here

(Below) A Par Lakes cracker of a
mirror.
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They loved the Krill on Par and consumed 10kg in 48 hours.

My first ever Oxford carp in the shape of this Christchurch stunner.
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Soon followed up with another peach of a looker.

My partner for the MNDA charity event, Rob Stocks with his Brazenose fish.
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and there. Then at the end of July I
visited Linch Hill Fisheries’
Christchurch day ticket lake in
Oxford. Now although I’d obviously
heard of the lake I’d never actually
been there before. On arriving I was
shocked at how small it was, as I’d
(Above) There was a good turn out for
the event.
(Right) The Krill has accounted for all
of my fish this year and continues to
lead the way.
(Below) Roach Pit’s Ornamental.

got this picture in my head that it was
much bigger. It was actually quite
busy too, but that didn’t worry me too
much, as although it was only small,
each swim had its own little bit of
water.
I fished Krill snowman rigs with little white chocolate tippers on all
three rods over beds of Krill, and over
the three nights I fished I managed
three fish to just over 27lb. I really
enjoyed my angling on Christchurch,
and I had a feeling I would be return-
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One of two from Yateley West’s Pad lake.

A welcome return to Vinnetrow after a few months off – the Baby Half Lin.
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(Above) Vinnetrow’s Half Lin.
(Below) Huge framed!

ing for another trip. The facilities are
spot-on; it’s run well and the fish in
the lake are something else! I was
back there a couple of weeks later,
but this time I blanked.
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Next up was standing in for good
friend Dave Levy at the annual MNDA
event at Linear Fisheries, an event
organised by Len and Fran Gurd
together with help from friends. Sadly
for him, Dave couldn’t make it, and he
asked if I would do it for him, which
obviously I said yes to. My fishing

partner for the event was a guy called
Rob Stocks and what a lovely guy he
was. We both caught fish and both
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves, but
more importantly over £20,000 was
raised for the charity on the day with
the figure expected to increase to
£25,000. The next couple of weeks
saw me take a break from
fishing and spend some time
with my kids during their
school holidays.
After my time with them I
did a return trip to Roach Pit
and this saw me set up in the
Day Swim. On the morning
after my second night a bite
on my right hand rod produced another recapture in
the shape of the Ornamental
again at 26lb 8oz. Although
another repeat, it was still
nice to get amongst the fish
on my first return visit. Sadly
that fish turned out to be my
last from the venue, as I have
since decided to not renew
my ticket and look to fish
elsewhere next year. I’ve
enjoyed my time at the lake
and caught some truly stunning carp along the way, but I
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will have lots going on next year and
the 350-mile round trip for each visit
is just something I can’t see me being
able to do. Alan has kindly said that
when the time is right and should a
place come up then I can come back,
so it’s always nice to know that one
day I’ll be back to finish off what I
started.
The week after my Roach Pit trip I
visited Yateley Pads Lake to do a feature for Sticky with Marcus and Dan.
Despite both Dan and Marcus saying
I cheated (which I didn’t) I won the
draw for swims, and so chose to fish
one of the swims that backed on to
the Car Park Lake. By baiting a set of
pads quite heavily with Krill and
Bloodworm Pellet and fishing snowman rigs baited with a Krill bottom
bait and a pineapple tipper, I managed three bites and landed two of
them – mirrors of 31lb 4oz and 33lb
2oz. The Pads Lake is a cracking
venue that holds a surprising amount
of 30lb-plus fish, and if you’re looking
to book a lake up for a few days for a
social with friends then this is one
venue for you. Although I was the

only one to catch on our trip (hence
why they say I cheated with the draw
– bad losers) we will definitely be
going back for another go as I really
enjoyed my time on the lake.
The following week saw me back

over on Vinnetrow. I’d not been to the
lake for a little while as I’d pulled off
the lake when the fish started to
spawn. When the Half Lin came out
after spawning she was right down in
weight and although it’s not all about

(Top) Half Lin again.
(Right) Back she goes.
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Eventually I managed to get back amongst them with this cracking zip linear.

Soon followed up with this linear.
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My latest fish and me sporting my Movember.

weights of fish, I really would have
liked to catch her at at least a high
40lb’er and not the low 40 that she
was. She had however not long been
out at just over 50lbs, and I felt that it
was time to return.
I arrived at the lake just on first
light, and it was while walking round
that I spotted a couple of fish show
over in Reception. As I stood in the
swim looking out I then noticed a fish
show over in front of Right Point so I
went over there for a look. Once in
there I then saw a really good fish
show in the Lawn and if I’m honest I
had a feeling it was the Half Lin. I
quickly walked round to the Lawn
and stood there for 15 minutes, and in
that time I saw a further two fish
close to where the first had showed.
That was enough for me and I went
and got my kit.
Once set up in the swim I cast two
rigs out to the area of the shows. One
was at 80 yards and the other at 82
yards, and both rods were baited with
a Krill bottom bait and half a tiger nut
with the cut flat end facing up for a bit
of visual. I opted for a nut rather than

a white pop-up, as although I wanted
something bright to stand out in the
coloured water, I didn’t want anything too buoyant, and I felt even half
a 12mm pop-up would be just that.
Again, as I often do, once the rods
were out I baited quite heavily with
both Krill freebies and pellet, as I felt it
the right time to “let them have it” as
it were. Well, I chose both the right
swim and the right tactic, as just
before midday after my first of two
nights that I had free I had a bite on
my right rod, which resulted in a fish
known as the Little Half Lin at 27lb
8oz.
Then, in the early hours of the next
morning I had another bite, and after
a short scrap slipped the net under
the Half Lin. At a weight of 51lb 15oz
it was job done for me. Although I’d
have loved to catch some other fish in
the lake such as Scaly, Blunder and
Arnie, I didn’t feel it right to stay on
and risk catching the big girl again
when so many others on there
wanted her. I did manage another
cracking 26lb 12oz mirror before I
packed up and headed home though

just to cap it off.
Throughout the rest of September
and the start of October I fished
between Linch Hill’s Christchurch
Lake and Roach Pit, but other than
losing a good one from the Bacon
swim on Christchurch I struggled, as
despite having fish on me I just couldn’t manage that bite. You have to
accept that though in this sport as
you simply can’t get it right all the
time.
Eventually though things changed,
and during a trip to Oxford and
Christchurch Lake I had a couple of
fish, a 25lb 12oz stunning zip linear
and a 28lb 14oz linear. I topped off
November with a trip down to the
southern club water and managed a
common of 22lb 10oz and that’s about
it for me this year.
It’s now early December and I’m
starting on one of my chosen winter
waters. I think that it’s going to be a
tough one though as I have a feeling
that winter will soon hit us and put an
abrupt end to our campaigns. Let’s
hope I’m wrong though…
Till next time… n
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